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PART I 
CHAPTER I 

- . - - -. .- - - ROMAXTIZED P-,TT~?~ - -- - . . -- 

BALTI GRAMMAR 

by A. F. C. Read, Central Asian Mission 

ERRATA 

p. 9, 1. 8, read d i  instead of di. 
p. 9, 1. 16, read ata si instead of ati s i .  
p. 9, second colurnn, remove parentheses round rauvnq and rawap-i-si 

and drop razoaq-i-si and the follou-ing forms one space to oppose 
Agent ; Gen. ; Dat. ; Ablat. ; and place parentheses around rawaq-ivy 
nu and razcap-i kha opposite the Loc. 

p. 12, between lines 12 and 13, insert Iiholtg " they ". 
p. 13, 1. 24, read yang instead of yang. 
p. 15, 1 .  8, read ni i  instead of ngi. 
p. 17, 1. 13, read lihyrrng instead of Kyha ly .  
p. 18, 1. 5, read chhudpn instead of chhtidp. 
p. 25, 1. 13, read ga instead of ga. 
p. 25, 1. 20, read cho@as instead of clto~lgas. 
p. 25, 1 .  31, read @Ts instead of q~ j i .  
p. 26, 1 .  18, read e-res-i-khrr instead of e-ris-i-kha. 
p. 26, 1 .  28, read DO-i-shu1 la instead of Do-7-shul In. 
p. 34, 1. 16, read yli tarpo-e-klm instead of yii trrrpo-c-khu. 
p. 36, 1. 5, read DT1 instead of D i .  
p. 39, 1. 13, read o@ot instead of 0)1;(74/1. 

p. 51, 1. 19, read iilu instead of alu. 
p. 57, 1. 11, read tyan,g ?)ur tyong instead of tyctng mn tynng. 
p. 81, Heading, read Part IT, instead of Impersonal Verbs. 
p. 83, Heading, read Part I1 instead of Impersonal Verbs. 
p. 54, 1. 18, read tholt9n.o instead of tho?n.o. 
p. 85, Heading, read Part I1 instead of Iinpersonal Verbs, 
p. 87, Heading: read Part I1 instead of Impersonal Yerbs. 



PART I 

ROMANIZED PHONETICS 

Most authorities on the Tibetan language, such as Mes~rs. Bell, 
Bruce Hannah, and Jaeschke, admit the great difficulty of romanizing 
the peculiar sounds found in this language and its dialects. Seeing, 
however, that the script is no longer in uge in the Mohammedan 
areas, being considered a relic of idolatry, the only course open to us 
is to produce a system of roman phonetics, representing as near as 
possible the colloquial pronunciation. 

Educated natives occasionally enlploy the Persian script, but this 
is most unsatisfactory and misleading to one who does not already 
know the language. 

VOWELS 
a s h o r t , a s " u ~ ' i n " m u d " .  
a medium, longer than " a " but not quite " a " in " father ". 
e short, like " e " in " men " ; acute when final. 
i slightly enforced when initial like " i " in " in ". 
i longer, like " e " in " beet ". 
o like " o " in " top ", forcefully pronounced when initial. 
u when initial and medial, like " u " in " pull ". When final, 

somewhat longer, as the " oo " in " root ". 
CONSONANTS 

b labial. 
b final. Stop short, hardly distinguishable from " p ". 
d dental. Tongue placed well against front teeth. When final, 

hardly distinguishable from " t ". 
d Very hard. Tip of tongue touching the palate. Only used in a 

few words. 
f Not original. Used in foreign a.nd borrowed words only. Strong, 

blowing, labial sound. Never pronounced distinctly by Baltis 
as a rule. 

g Like"g"inC'grip". 

g Arabic, i.e. guttural " g " ; pronounced somewhat like the 
French " r " but stronger. 

h strong aspirate. 

j Without breathing, as in " judge ". 
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j SoftFrench"j"asin"jamais". 
- 

Heavy. Like " z " with the tip of tongue high up on the palate ; 
a slight suggestion of " jr " slurred. 

Sharp and lightly pronounced. 
Guttural, very deep. When final, scarcely audible ; stop short 

before completing the full sound. When doubled, or followed 
by a vowel, becomes " g " and is clearly pronounced. 

Like English " 1 ". 
Like English " m ". 
Dental. 
Distinctly labial without breathing. 
Short, distinct. 
Very heavy ; tongue placed against the palate. 

s Sharply pronounced. Never like a " z ". 
t Dental, without breathing. When final, indistinct. Usually 

replaced by " d ". 
t Palatal. Heavy. Tongue on the palate. 
w When initial, like the " w " in " way ". When medial, rather 

indistinct. 
y Like"y"in"young".  Never1ike"y"in"may".  
z Simple. 

ch 
chh 
dz 
hr 
hl 
kh 
kh. 
?@ 

DOUBLE CONSONANTS 
Short, without breathing. Like " ch " in " chin ". 
Aspirate, distinct from ordinary " ch ". 
As final " ds " in the word " ends ". 
Aspirate " r " combined sound. 
Aspirate " 1 " ; indistinct. Tongue behind the teeth. 
Aspirate " k ", as " Blac(k-h)ole " said in one word. 
Rough. Guttural. As " ch " in German " doch ". 
Nasal, as in " si(ng)ing ". One distinct sound. 

ph. Labial, strongly aspirated. 
sh Simple. 
& Hard. Keeping tongue against the palate. There may be a 

slight suggestion of " shr ". 
th Strong aspirate. Tongue between the teeth. Never like English 

" th ". 
ts Pronounced as one letter. 
tsh Similar to " ts " but aspirated. Not " t-sh " but " ts-h " as 

" i(ts-h)eavy ", pronounced as one word. 
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It is very important to develop a good pronunciation from the 
very beginning, and in this respect much attention must be paid to 
syllables. The Tibetan language, and consequently all its dialects, is 
really a collection of independent short syllables. However many 
syllables the word may contain, each one must be given equal emphasis 
and never be cut short. The word polo (a ball) is not " poll-o ", 
but " po-lo " ; likewise in the word gor-gyal-than (disobedient) equal 
emphasis must be placed on each syllable. 

PreJires 

Prefixes such as " hr ", " g ", " 7 7 ,  < <  b ? ' ,  " 1,  , " ph ", et,c., must - 
never be separated from the syllable which follows them. E.g. rbya 
(to write) is never to  be pronounced rabya, but, sharply prefixing the 
slight " r " the syllable bya is then said dist.inctly, making the 
whole as near as one sound as possible. Simila.rly all other prefixes. 

It inay be a help to remember that in soine parts of the Tibetan 
frontier and Tibet proper most of these prefixes are dropped 
colloquially. 

Notes.-Occasionally " Gg ", when meha1 is, in the original 
language, " m " or " n " and is still pronounced as such in certain 
pa,rts of Baltistan. 

The following combinations when initial are in some districts, 
particularly a,round Skardu, pronounced differently, and familiarity 
with both forms is necessary. 

" gr ? '  becomes " dr ? '  

" br " becomes " bl " 
" kr " becomes " t,r " 
" khr ' ?  becomes " t.hr " 

" b " when prefixed before " d " is indistinct and may sound 
like a " w ". When medial i t  is usually pronounced like a " w ", but 
this is optional. 

" Cg " is essentially one sound. The final " g " cannot be pro- 
nounced as the " g " in " go " before a v o ~ e l .  e.g. boQ-o is never 
boni-go, but bo9Q followed by " o " as Si(11g o ) ~ .  To prevent mis- 
pronunciation in such cases a hyphen has purposely been inserted. 

To facilitate pronunciat.ion a short study of the Tibetan script is 
recommended. 
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THE ARTICLE 

There is no equivalent for the English dcfinite article " the " in 
Balti. The noun is used alone, e.g. :- 

Shoqbu ekha yod The book is there 
There is, however, an indefinite article which is placed after the 

< r 
substantive and signifies " a " or " an ", " one " or a certain ", 
i.e. chik, e.g. :- 

Mi chik " A" man or " one" 
man, etc. 

Nang chik-ing-?la Izili~Gj- The sound of noise is 
i-skad kujed. heard from a certain 

house. 

There is also another form which is placed after the noun and 
expresses the meaning of " fullness " (a full), i.e. Gang (from the verb 
gangma, " to be full "), e.g. :- 

Phangma gang As much as can be 
embraced. 

Mi chik-i-si zang 9an.g A man brought a sauce- 
mcir kh y ongs pan-full of butter. 

THE SUBSTANTIVE 
Gender. 

Grammatically speaking, Balti nouns have no gender, except as 
a matter of sex or the absence of sex. To differentiate between male 
and female, a noun denoting a living creature may either entirely 
change its form, or merely the final syllable, i.e. po or pho for male, 
and mto or ~Gjo for female, e.g. :- 

bynpho a cock byani-o n hen 
bu a boy, son boni-o a girl, daughter 

To denote a native of a certain district or village, and occasionally 
to denote a family name, pa is used for a male, par?-o for a woman, c.g. : 

l&xpulupa a man of KJapalu 
&npalupaGj-o a woman of KJapxlu 

Note.-For the sake of euphony, small villages whose names end 
6 c in pi and somet,imes in a ", may change this form colloquially 

into ziya and wa@-o, e.g. :- 
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Tsoga-wa a native of Tsoga 
Tsina-u~n?Gj-o a native woman of T ~ i n a  
Mikserpi -uia a native of Mikserpi. 

Number. 
1. Nouns ending in a conbwnant form their plural by the addition 

of kumz, e.g. :- 
~ i y - k u n  fields. 
Snot-kun vessels, pots. 
nang-kun houses. 

2. Nouns ending in a vowel form their plural in the follo~*ing 
manner : 

(a) Nouns ending in " a " and " o " in most cases change to 
" ong ", e.g. :- 

laqpa hand. P1. hqpong. 
byapho cock. PI. byaphong. 

Occasionally they maintain their vow-el and add " n " or " Cg ", 
e.g. :- 

hrta horse. PI. hrtan or hrtang. 
zgo door. PI. zgon or zgo~zq. 

Note.-Nouns ending in nm, nw form their plural regularly, i.e. by 
the ma, mm becoming m.ong. 

(b) Nouns ending in " e " which are few in number, change the 
" e " to  yon or yong, e.g. :- 

Tokle frying pan. P1. toklyon. 

(c) Nouns ending in " i " change to yz1ug :- 
sta,qji tree. PI. stakjyuvzg. 
m,i man. Pl. m,yung. 

(d) Nouns ending in " u " change to 21119, i.e. :- 
slloqbu book. P1. sltoqbung. 

Note.-plzru, " a child,'' forms its plural regularly: but the expression 
phrupra is the most colloquial wa,y of referring to " children ". (The 
pra being a. meaningless suppositive.) 

3. Nouns n-hich are follo\ved by an adjective of quantity or by a 
nurneral remain in their singular forni, in all cases the adjectival 
numeral taking the case suffix, e.g. :- 

n87 cllik-i-si ~ r s  -4 man said. 
de m.yu Gjisko 7n nzin Give to both of those men. 
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(Exceptions : \Vhm followed by a numeral or adjective of quantity, 
thc words nl.7 (man) and jag (day) become ?ui?Gj-ga and jaqjna 
respectively, e.g. :- 

rnT chik a man - a  b four men. 
jap chik a day Jaqmn truk six days. 

The student will certainly be puzzled by the various forms of the 
substantive more than any of the other parts of speech. 

Before considering declensions, cases, etc., the suffix po which a t  
first seems very irregular in use, and is occasionally optional, should 
receive special attention. 

This suffix only affects the singular number, and is only added 
to qualified substantives, where the qualificative or pronolllinal 
adjective or phrase precedes the noun in question. 

Number. 
The following variations are regular :- 
Nouns ending in a consonant take " po ". 
Nouns ending in " a " take or change to " o ". 
Nouns ending in " i " take or change to " yu ". 
Nouns ending in " e ", " o ", " u " are not affected. 

Bznmples : Kgi ato-si ?Gja la mins  My father gave (it) to me. 
Ekha yodpi de hrtio That horse over there. 

Note.-(a) Colloquially the genitive form remains primitive, but 
both forms are considered correct, e.g. :- 

Kho-e at i  pho~t,o (prim). 1 
The brother of his father. 

Kho-e ato-e phono (suffix). J 
(b) When qualified nouns are themselves part of a qualifying phrase 

preceding the subject or object of a sentence, they do not take the 
suffix po, e.g. :- 

Ekhn yodpi de ?~a?@-i l imik po gar yod ? 
Where is the key of that house over there ? 
(c) When the qualification is not mentioned but understood, the 

po may also be suffixed, e.g. :- 

Lirn,ilc po gar yod ? Where is the key ? (i.e. the key of some- 
thing, " tha t"  or " nly " key, etc.). 

Chik po si dyu  zers e-chik po-si do zers. One said t,his, and the 
other said that. 
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Case.-In Balti there are eight casw expressive of all the relatione 
for which case8 are used in other languages. 

Section 1.-The unaltered form of the noun functions for the 
nominative, accusative, and vocative cases. 

Le ! (i.e. oh !) precedes for the last. 

Section 2.-The Genitive Case. 
The genitive sign is " i " or " e ". 
Enzmp1es.-(a) Substantives ending in a consonant. 

Nang house na@-i of a house. 
a n a m  sky - klinam-i of the sky. 

(b) Substantives ending in " a " : Some change the " a " to 
" i " and others to " e ". 

gopa leader. gopi of a leader, the first, etc. 
hrta horse. hrte of the horse. 

(c) Substantives ending in " o " regularly take " e " :- 
90 head. go-e of the head. 

(d) Substantives ending in " e ", " i ", and " u " regularly take " i ". 
plz-e flour. phe-i of the flour. 
mi man. mi-i of the man. 
chhu water. chhu-i of the water. 

Note.-(a) The word ~~ " God " does not change, but takes 
the usual " i ", i.e. khudi-i. Likewise the word Ata " Father ", 
when referring to God, should be changed to Ata-e in place of the 
common form ati. 

Exceptions.-(b) Chopi, instead of Ch-e = "of the Raja ". Tsharbi 
more common than Tshari = " of the garden ". 

Section 3.-The Agent Case. 
The suffix " si ", following the subject is the usual sign of the 

Agent Case. Although i t  is occasionally dropped by the natives, 
especially in the present tense, foreigners of short residence in the 
country should maintain it. It is employed with all tenses, because 
i t  points to the subject as the doer of the action. It has been said 
that a Tibetan verb is not a verb as usually understood, but is a kind 
of noun phrase, implying that something comes to pass, happens, etc. ; 
from which the importance of this case will be readily understood. 

It is specially important to use it when a relative pronoun is 
employed in the sentence. 
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Exnnzp les. 
i%ja si phchek I shall make. (It will be 

made by me.) 
a u d 6  si kasal byungs God hat11 spoken. 
flga si zered I say. (It is said by me.) 
xgn si zerbi tarnkun The words which I am saying. 

Nominatives ending in a consonant for the sake of euphony usually 
take an " i " before this " si ". 
Exa~nples. 

KhyaGj-i si ch?, byas ? J'Vhat have you done ? 
(What was done by  you ?) 

Shin,gkhan-i-si lya@mo The carpenter works well. 
byase las bed (By the carpenter working 

well, work is being done.) 
CAoq-i si Gji vnenrna bed All are against me. (My oppo- 

sition is being done by all.) 

When the word sang or sa, i.e. also, even, is used after the 
nominative, i t  is necessary to drop the si, e.g. :- 

Khang-i sang clyu zeredi ? Do you also say this ? 
flga sang Budti la phcholed. I also worship God. 

Section 4.-The Dative Case. 
The sign of the dative case is the post-position la denoting the 

relation of direction in the widest sense, expressed by the English 
prepositions " a t  ", " to ", etc. 

D j u  kilo la miqz Give t,his to him. 

Sectiovb 5.-The Locative Case. 
The locative case is really a conlplication of the genitive, i.e. all 

locative post-positions in~ist be preceded by the genitive case :- 
ICha, on ; -ing-nu, in, etc. 

Seeing that ing-s~u starts with an " i ", the preceding genit,ive 
" i " or " e " is contracted, e.g. :- 

lihiring-nu in you. (Not klziri-ing ~ ~ t i . )  

NalGj-ing-nu in the house. (Not nrr,@-i-iug-nu.) 

The colloquial form !tlung-q~'~~ means " home ", " a t  home ". 
Section 6 .-The Ablatizle Case. 
The sign of the ablative case is the post-position na = " from ". 
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The following unusual fornlations of this cam need to be carefully 
noted. 

@a nu yambo with me. 
Do nu drese with that. 
Byu  na dra similar to this. 
Y o  nu tso& like that, the same as 

that. 
c g a  di l a m p  na I am not acquainted 

?Gjyam chalz nwd. with this road. 
Dyu na spes nu conlpared with this. 

Noun ending i n  n t-ouyel Noun efiding in a consonaplt 
Nom. 7 
ACC. j 
Agent 
Gen. 

Dat. 

Abl. 

Nom.) 
ACC. j 
Agent 
Gen. 

Dat. 

Loc. 

( raufaq she goat. 
ata father. 

I raulaq-i-si by  goat. 
a,ti si b y  father. ruu*aq-i of goat. 
ati of fa.ther. ra.u9aq Zu to goat. 

jfrom goat. 
ata Za to  father. rauyaq na 

(with goat. 

ata na (from father. 1 
. rawyaq-ing nu in goat. 

(with fat,her. 
ating nu in father. 1 

rauqaq-i kha on goat. 
ati-kha on father. 

etc. 
Nouns sufixed uith " po " 

Noun ending i n  a r.ozc~e1. Kozm esidif,g i n  a, cotzson~ni. 

mYU man. shingpo wood. 

m.yu-si by man. 
myu-i of man. shingpo-c or of mood. 

sh ingpi 
m.yu In t o  man. s l r i ~ ~ ~ p o  la t o  wood. 

( from man. '( fnyu ~ t c r .  - slzim~po g r n  from wood. 
(with man. 1 

m.yu-iny-nu in man. slzingpo-e klta, on wood. 
or sAi?zgpi kha 

myu-i kha on man. sAingpo-ing nu, in wood. 
or shingpislg 
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The Balti language is full of combinations, and in many cases 

compound substantives can be formed ad lib. 
There are three main classes :- 

(1) Compounds formed with other nouns. 
(2) Compounds formed with adjectives. 
(3) Compounds formed with verbs. 

(1) Compounds formed with other nouns. 

Thang (a wilderness, a plain, a large open space). 

lang-gar agrave. layzg-gar-t hang a graveyard. 
b yams sand. byam-tlzavzg a sandy plain, 

desert. 
C tan^ sky. @nam-thang a clear sky. 

Khang (a building, dwelling place). 
chhos religion. chhos-khang a temple, place 

of worship. 
slna tz medicine. srnan-khang a dispensary. 
phungma straw. pl~zlng-khang a storeroom 

for straw. 
Sa  (earth, place). 

ling hunting. ling-sa hunting ground. 
thoq or thyoq top. t hoq-sa ceiling. 

Note.-This sa is most probably an abbreviation of the word 
malsa, meaning " a place ". 

Dong (a hole). 
chhu water. cl~hu-dong 
chn tea. cha-dong 

a well. 
a tea churn. 

(2) (a)  Compounds formed with adjectives. 
Leb (from leh-leb ; " flat ", " level "). 

shing wood. shing-leb a wooden spade. 
Spang sod. spang-leb a board. 
bra¶ cliff stone. b,raq-leb a flat stone. 
kha mouth. kha-leb a lid. 

(b)  Nouns derived from adjectives. 
Many adjectives can be made into substantives by the addition 

of the genitive sign " i " or " e ". 
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chhuyu unclean (relig.), chhuyu-i something unclean. 
filthy. 

chhogo big, great. chhogo-e something big. 
tl~onmo high. tl~onftjo-e sonlet.hing high. 

(Note.-This form may be difficult to understand. The following 
example may therefore be helpful.) 

Nasarat iiy r u ~  chang ZyaBnm-e byofynug-6 ? 
" Can anyt.hing good colne out of Nazareth ? " 

To this form the word lukh, meaning " state ", is occaeionally 
attached, e.g. :- 

chhogo-e lukh greatness, glory. 
thsuntso-e lukk low estate. 
Gjarrno-e lukh humility. 

(3) Compounds formed with verbs. 

(a) Nouns can sometimes be formed by the addition of chas to 
t,he root. The meaning of this form can be as wide as the possibility 
of the verb in quest.ion permits. This chas alone has no strict meaning, 
i t  is a mere " something " to do with the verb, e.g. :- 

m h a s  something to eat, i.e. food. 
thobchas something to get or be obtained. 
yanchus something which can be done, a possibility. 

On occasions a noun formed in this manner is used to qualify 
another noun or pronoun, which is used as the subject of the sentence, 
e.g. :- 

r g a  gochas vned I am not going. (Lit. I am not something 
that goes.) 

This form of course is optional and seems to imply that " one has 
no intention nor desire to go ". 

(b) The root of the verb plus sa. 
As has been previously mentioned, sa refers to " a place ", e.g. :- 

Dukstr a resting pla,ce, a place to sit down. 
Thulsa a place to climb. 
Tabsa a place for sowing, a farmland, etc. 

(c) The root plus k?m?tg (a house, dwelling). 
2ga.q-khasq a house of hindrance, i.e. a prison. 
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(d) The root of verbs plus lzlkh " state ". 
Thnclpu to like. t hadl ukh happiness. 
Bzodpa to rest ; to be bzocllz~kh rest, ease. 

easy. 
Ran~rm to accept. mlrlukh will, desire. 
Bzurbn to abst,ain. bzurlukh abstinence. 

,Simple 
r i a  I. 
Kho he. J l o  she. 
Kqaya we. 
IL'hyang you (sing.) Khidung you (plur.) 

Note.-There is no distinct form of " thou " in Balti. Khyafzg 
stands for both " you " and " thou ". 

Hoj~oriJic form- Y61?g, you (sing.) ; Yidang, you (plural). 

There are two collective forms used when the meaning is general. 

~ 5 n d u a n ~  m-e (folk) or we speaker and listener 
included. 

Khulzdnng (or Ii'llzt7z.tang) They (indefinite number, " those 
people," etc.). 

The nominative, accusative, and vocative cases are one form only 
The dative case is the nominative plus the postposition la. 
The ablative case is the nonlinative plus the postposition nu. 

Agent Case 
1 Genitive 

Case Locative Case 

?@a si (by &ji 1 Gjing-ttu (in me), i@i-kha 
me) 1 (inv) i (on me). 

We (Gjcryu) 
We (f@ada?lg) 
He (kho) 
She (nto) 
You (khyn~lg) 
You (khidang) 
You (yiing) 
You (yidung) 
They (khong) 
They (khtclzdang) 

~Gjcrya si Gju-i Gja-ing-uu, ?@a-i-klru. 
?@adawg-i-si ' @trt i ~G(tti)rg-lt lc, Gjati-khcr . 
kho si ' kho-e k//o-i)~g-nlc, kho-e-khn. 
n ~ o  si I mo-c nlo-i)lg-,zzr, wo-e-kha. 

I khyc/ng-i-si I klziri i khirirrg-nu, bhiri-kha. 
khidcr ng-i-si klziti ' khiti~rg-?~zc, khiti-khn. 
yGng-i-si yiri 1 1 i - ,  yiri-klrn. 

I yidaqtg-i-si yiti I yiti~tg-nu, yiti-khn. 
Wong-i-si ; Ihosg-i kho,rg-i~lg-vlw, kkong-i-kha. 
khwnr7ang-i- ki~zrnti 1 X.hunti~tg-?,tc, khzi~iti-kha. 

si , I 



The for111 do is often used in reference to the per~onal pronouns, 
" he " and " she ", when repeated, instead of tlie usnal form kho 
and nbo. Do is also employed when the gender of the third person is 
unknown. The plural form is dong. " It " and " that " arc sometirnes 
implied. 

I 
' Genitive 

English Form 1 Agent Caw , Case 

I t ,  he, she , do si 
I 

, do-e or ' do-ing-nu, do-i-kha. 
do-i 

Plural 1 , dor1g.-i-si dong-i : dong-ing-ttu, dong-i-kh. 
This (Dyu) Occasionally, used for persons. 

' dyu si dyu-i dyu-ing-nu, dyu-i-kha, 
i also (ding-nu or dzbiljg-nu), 

I 

i dibi-kha. 

Baltis themselves a,re apt to use the reflexive pronouns in their 
various cases more often than Europeans u-ould consider necessary. 
Around Skardu the first and third person singular possessive case is 
used almost to the exclusion of the simple possessive pronoun. 

Nominal ire Geltit ire 

%an9 I myself. @ari my own. 
khwang he himself. khuri his own. 
m,wang she herself. m.uri her own. 
~Gjaya khwang 

we ourselves. 
%dung khulang 

@a-i khu~ang) 
- our own. 

&jati khwa~zg! 
khyang khwang you. khiri kh.u~ang 
yang Ichwang yourselves. yiri khtcang 1 - your o m .  

I khidang khwnng khiti khumng , 
khong khundang they. 
khong khwang thenlselves. 

khong khunti -1 
- their own. 

khunti khwang ) 

6 r c ( c c The form " so-so ", implying one ", persollally ", own ", 
" self ", etc., is also used in colloquial speech in all its cases. 

The compound form-" so-so so-so,?' inlplies in its various cases 
" ea.ch one ", " each one his own ", " t,o each one his own ", et,c. 
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(Note.--When a sentence only refers to the speaker, this form is 
not so comnlonly employed.) 

Emmnples. 

Kho so so-e n a y  n u  ma d,uk nare kho-e chi basl~nn (yod) ? 
If he does not stay in his own house, what authority has he got ? 

Kho si so so rdab nare rGja si chi bek ? 
Should he kill himself what shall I do ? 

Khong sing so-so so-so-e nung nu songs. 
They all went, each one to his own house. 

So-so so-so-e @samba bya rgosed. 
Each one should think for himself. 

The reciprocal pronoun " each other ", " one another ", etc., is 
rendered by the plural personal pronoun followed by chik chik. This 
second chik is declinable as required by the verb, e.g. :- 

Khundang chik chik-i-baring tam ma chiks 

They did not agree with one another. (Lit. between each one of 
them.) 

Khundang-i-si chik chik la &&a byas 
They were angry with one another. 

When the personal pronoun is not used i t  is paraphrased By the 
following two forms :- 

chik-i-si chik (la, nu, i-kha, etc.). 
eo-si eo (la, nu, i-kha, etc.), e.g. :- 

Chik-i-si chik la zers One said to the other. 
Eo-si eo-i-khn ma chhes Should one not believe the other 
nu, myulpo chine bjiktuk ! how bad the world would become ! 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 
Simple. 

Singular Plural 
dyu this. dyung these. 
do that. dong those. 

Intensive. 
[this very. Jthese very. 
-(that very. 'On' (those very. 
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The simple form8 are c,ommonly employed in the place of the 
personal pronoun after the latter has been first used, i.e. instead of 
continually referring to " he ", " she ", etc., as kho, mo. etc., the form 
do, dong (singular and plural respectively) and is more colloquial. 

These demonstrative pronouns all decline regularly. (See 
declension of personal pronouns.) 

Exumples. 
Dyu ngi in 
This is mine. 

Dyung giir-na khyongsed ? 
From where have you brought these ? 

figs si khyang la rerphi de mi, yo in 
That is the very man I spoke to you (about). 

Dong re-re la Bmul  chili min 
Give to  each of them a rupee. 

Dyu-i-khu yoq 
Put  i t  on that. 

Do-ing chi yod ? 
What is in that ? 

Do na spes na dyu 1yakhni.o n a y .  
Compared with that this seems good. 

For persons : Su " who " 
Nom. Su ? 11%0 ? Khyang su-in ? 
Ag. Su-si ? Who ? (by). Su-si byas ? 
Dat. Su-la ? To whom ? Su-la minmi-in ? 

For whom ? 

Szi-la yaqse yod ? 

Loc. Su-i-kh. ? On mhom ? ) Su-i-klza phoqs ? 
At, to  whom ? i 

Khyclng su-i-kha. 
chheslukh bed ? 

Who are you ? 
Who did (it) ? 
To whom 

should (it) be 
given ? 

For mhom is 
(it) kept ? 
(put aside). 

On whom did 
it fall ? 

On whom do 
you believe 1 
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Go " which " (which one) 

For tlii~igs and animals and occasionally for distinguishing persons 
unknown in place of t,he personal su. 

Nom. Go? TVhich ? Khyaszg-i-si zerpho go i n  ? 
Which is the one you said ? 

Ag. Go-si ? By which ? Go-si kho-la p a  tangs ? 
Which one kicked him ? 

Dat. Go-la ? To which ? Khoszg-i-si go-la chata& byas ? 
Which one did they prepare ? 

Loc. Ge-i-kha ? On which ? This form is often used collo- 
(or quially to  mean " where ? ", 
where '1). " what place ? ", etc., e.g. : 

A&-si khiri BmtJ -po  eka rdo-e chilc-i-kha yaqs 
I put your money on a stone over there. 

Ge-i-kha yaqs ? 
On which one ? 

Chi " what ? " 
For inquiry into an action or state and the simple question, " What 

is i t  ? " etc. 

Nom. Chi? What ? Chi-bed ? What (are you) 
doing ? 

Chi zered ? What (are you) 
saying ? 

Dat. ChF la ? At what ? Chi la hlted ? What (are you) look- 
For what ? ing a t  ? 

Chi la rgosed ? What is (this) needed 
for ? 

The Balti language possesses no true relative pronoun. The forms 
used in its place may be classified in four divisions, as follows :- 

(1) Present and Past genitive form of the verb used as an adjective. 
" The man who is coming" is paraphrased by " the coming man " 
= ongmi mi. 

" The man who went " is paraphrased by " the gone man " 
= songphi mi. 
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The present genitive is formed by changing the infinitive termina- 
tion " a 7 3  to " i " in two-syllable verbs and the " ya " into " e ", 
6 6 wa " into " we ", and " a " into " c, " in single-syllable verbs. 

The past genitive is the simple suffix phi attached to the root in 
regular verbs and to the past tense in one-syllable and irregular verbs. 
(See conjugation of verbs, pp. 52-6.) 

These differences should be carefully studied. 

Examples. 
Lam-i-phred la drulbi chhu The water which runs acroFss the road. 

(Present..) 
Gonde thonphi srnan The medicine which arrived yesterday. 

(Past reg. verb.) 
Kyhay-i-si khrusphi snod The pot which was washed by you. 

(Past one-syllable verb.) 

(2) h'oun of Agency plus po. 

This form as a relative pronoun is personal and cannot apply to 
things. It is more colloquial than the adjectival form in cases where 
the one in question is merely understood as " the one who . . .", e.g. :- 

Ekha duk-khan-po su in ? Who is it, the one who sits there ? 
IGja Tang-khanpo si kasal The One who sent me said. 

byungs. 

(3) Substantive form of the verb. 
The verb " to be ", both auxiliary and substantive, has only one 

form for all tenses, viz. yodpo (that which is, etc.). All other verbs 
have two forms, the first being the substantive present, viz. zerbo 
(that which is being said) ; the second being the substantive past, 
viz. zerpho (that which was said), e.g. :- 

De $9~-ing-nu yodpo ch5 in ? What is that, which is in that field ? 
Khyang-i rbyo @a la hlton Show me what you are writing. 
Khyang-i dejaq la rbis-pho Where have you put that which you 

giir yaqsed ? mote the other day ? 

(Note.-Single-syllable verbs attach this pho to the past tense, 
e.g. byas-pho, kos-pho, hrnias-pho (that which was done, heard, 
reaped). 

(4) Present participle with yodpo. 
Certain verbs, when used in the continuative present tense, i.e. " in 

0 
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the act o f "  (the French idiom, " en train de "), take this compound 
form. 
Khyang-i-si benyodpo chi lasin ? What work is i t  you are doing 1 

(in the act of). 
Kho si zeren yodpo @a la chhudp What is he saying-I cannot 

med. understand. 

CORRELATIVE PRONOUNS 
The substantive form of the present and past tense is used as 

required. This may be in itself a relative pronoun meaning " that 
which is being done " or " mas done ", etc., and may be repeated to 
form the correlative. Baltis very often omit this repetition, but in 
certain cases i t  is better to maintain it. Thus :- 

Khiri shida chi yodpo, (yodpo) ~z^ya la min. 
Whatever you have, give that to  me. 

It will be easily seen that without the repetition this form is merely 
a relative pronoun, but i t  is used in such a way that  the correlative 
is understood. 

The use of the correlative, however, apart from or in addition to 
the relative is not often called for, i t  being more colloquial to  para- 
phrase the sentence, e.g. :- 

Thulkhajzpo phoqtuk 
The climber will fall, i.e. He who climbs, he will fall. 

Otherwise the demonstrative pronoun do and yo ma,y be used 
after the dubious form of the first verb, e.g. :- 

Su tl~ul na, do phoqt zlk Who climbs, (he) will fall. 
lihyang-i si chi zer nu,, do G~CL bek Whatever you say, that  I will do. 

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS 
An indefinite pronoun is a word which, when standing alone, is a 

pronoun, but becomes an adjective when connected with a noun or 
another pronoun. 

Examples. 
chili one, a certain such klznik some, a few. 

and such. 
chik-med none m,a ngmo many, much. 
chik sang med not even one sivg all. 
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chang rned nothing 
chang sa med not even anything ; &jisku both. 

not a thing 
su rned no one. &&sufnku the three. 

Yang other, more, some e-ong others, 
other, etc. etc. 

eo another 
re-re each, every. . 
9aVma  the whole. 

Note.-With the exception of c h ? y  .~ned and yang, all these examples 
decline in the same way as nouns, e.g.  :- 

Kom. Khuik-i-si ~ r e d  Some say. 
Poss. r g i s k i  tningpo Ahmud yod The name of both is Ahmad. 
Dat. Tsl~angma la mi?% Give to all. 
Loc. Chik-ing hl bjitse chhuded One contained about twenty 

suk. gallons. 

There are two kinds. 

(A) Personal. 

These follow the usual rule for declension. (Vide declension of 
pronouns, page 9), e.g. :- 

Gci su qThoever. Gii su ong nu savtg Whoever comes, still 
~Gjn minma med I am not giving. 

Gci su chik I~Thosoever. Gci su cltik ~ @ i  kha " Whosoever believes 
cheslukh byas on Ne." 
nure 

Yang su Someone else Yang su la hrtakh- It may not be known 
Anyone else. pa mi duk to  anyone else. 

Yattg clzik Some other Yaflg chik ekhn Another one was there. 
Any other yodpn 
Another one. 

E-chik The other one. E-clzikpo si mmz The other one says no. 
sere& 

Gii-rere Each one. Klrunting nu gii Each one of them went 
rere so-so so-so- to his own home. 
e nangnu songs 
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B. I ~ q ~ e r s o n a l .  (See also Conjunction (b) ,  page 66.) 
G6-chi . . . nu-sang Whatever . . . still. 

Example. 
Gti chi las byas n a  sang kho-rnala thadpa med 
Whatever work is done, he is never pleased. 

G6-chi . . . na Whatever. 

Example. 
G6-chi yod-na thade duk  Be pleased with whatever there is. 

C h i .  . . n a  Whatever. 
E;ram,ple. 

Kho  si chi zer n a  byo-shik Do whatever he says. 

Comparisons of the simple forms with the compound adverbs 
included. 

Simple. English. Compound. English. 

Kho si ch?, bed ? What is he Kho  si chi byas Whatever he does 
doing ? n a  do 1yakJ- (that) is good. 

m o  in. 
Khyang ntim When are you Khyang n 6 m  

gwed ? going ? song n a  nia 
khyang ~ z a  
yarnbo gik 

Khong chibyase How will they Khong chibyase 
ongnuk ? come ? ong nu, khong 

diring thonuk 
Do su in ? Who is this ? Do su  in nu, 

hho-e mingnu 
peni med 

Whenever you go I 
shall go with you. 

However they come 
they will arrive 
to-day. 

Whoever he is, 
there is no money 
for him. 

The adjective precedes the substantive except in the case of 
numerals and adjective of quantity. 

1. Adjectives of Quality. 
These are always regular and are not affected in any way by the 

case of the noun they qualify. 
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Tslzunt se 
Bahmo 
Shl-shal 
Ch hat-chllat 
dok&.o 

Trow 1n.o 
Bzingnzo 
Hasa 
Hbtab-hliab 
Shaq-&aq - 
Kamr 
BdmGjo 

(%)YWmo 
Sarpha 
Lya&zo 
Rgasha 
Brodchan) 
~ i m b o  
Rgar?no 

small, little. 
low. 
shallow. 
short. 
narrow. 

thin, fine, small 
(for things). 

small (for persons, 
animals). 

thin, watery 
(liquid, food). 

hot. 
clear (water). 
soft. 
flexible. 
smooth. 
sharp. 
easy. 

light (in weight). 
fresh, new. 
good, clean, nice. 
nice, beautiful. 

basty (nice). 

fert'ile. 
active. 
st.rong . 

etc. 

Chhogo 
Thonrno 
Hongbu 
Ri.rqnw 
P h l c l u n  

St ukpo '1 
solla0 j 

Tuk-tu,k 

Sko 

Slro 

Tap-lap 
Khar-klmr 
@mr-@ar 
Khcrfned 

Mushlctl 
Hlcho 

big, great. 
high. 
deep. 
long. 
broad, 

wide. 

thick. 

thick (fat). 

thick, 
liquid, 

food, etc. 
thickish, 

hard, 
strong. 

cold. 

hard. 
stiff. 
rough. 
blunt. 

diilicult., hard 
(work) (Urdu). 

heavy. 
old. 
bad. 

ugls- 

tasteless. 

bitter. 
sour. 
unfertile. 
lazy. 
weak. 
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Comlzpnrison of Adject izles 
The three degrees of comparison are expressed in the following 

manner :- 

Siv~ple. 
Positive. Comparative. Superlatire. 
LgakJmo Do patse lyakJmo Choq patse lya@mo. 

ts?2amzgrna patse lyak&~o, etc. 
ShokJmo Do patse sho@mo CAoq pntse shoamo. 

Nouns, pronouns, etc., all follow the same rule. 

Note.-Instead of patse, the word pa, which is an abbreviation of 
patse, is more commonly employed. For quality i t  is better to  use 
patse, but time and place are usually compared by the shorter form pa. 

The prefix m i  is used much the same as the English " very ". 
The word legi or legi nu, sometimes Ze-i is very colloquial and 

gives the highest degree to  the word i t  qualifies, i.e. as the English 
word " exceedingly ". 

Adjectives of sirnilitude zcsecl as Adrcerbs 

Like, Similar, The same, Equal, etc. 
(a) When two subjects are mentioned comparing one with the 

other, and the comparison is not very strong, the word tso@ following 
the ablative case 72a, added to the noun or pronoun in question is 
used. 

Example. 
Dyu do n,n tso@ in This is like (or similar) to  that. 

(b) When two things are not compared, but one is used as an 
example of the other, this t s o a  takes the suffix po :- 

Dyu ~za tso&po y a n  chik khyong Bring another one like this. 

( c )  When the strong comparison is required, meaning exact 
similitude, the word dra-dra or dra 12a dra is employed as the above 
tso& 

Example. 
I. Denoting quantities and manlzer. 

Kho si gonde khyon.gpho 12a dm-dra, ?@a la znins 
He gave me the equivalent (or exactly the same) of what was 

brought yesterday. 

Note.-The original meaning of dra-dm is " level ". 
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11. Dejwting shupe, size, etc. 

The expression t s o B - t s o B  
or ) is employed instead of 

tsoa-nu-tso@ dradru .  

Exaw~ple.  

Shigur-i skclrlpo S h r d u - e  skadpo tso& ?za tsokJL yad 
The speech of Shigar and Skardu are the same. 

(d) When used with a substantive to form an adjective of 
similitude tso&po is joined directly t.o the noun. 

Example. 
mz-tso&-po like a man, manly, as the figure of a man. 
shiklzan-tsokhpo like a corpse, a dead one. 

(e )  When joined to a verb i t  becomes adverbial and in Balti is a 
very convenient way of condensing a long sentence. 

Exafi?,ples. 
Khyang drulba tso@ po @a sang dru.bd 
I walk just like you, or (I also walk in the way you walk). 

The Balti adjective is placed before the noun: etc., when demon- 
strative and remains unchanged by case and number. 

DS This,these. Di nating " this hat ". 
De That, those. De rgofn " that box ". 
Yii This very, etc. Yii mi this or tha.t man. 

That very, etc. Yii bzo this or that way. 

I&errogatiz(e Adjedive 

Gii (Which) 

This gii is unchanged by case and number. 
Gii phyo&-la songs ? In which direction has (he) gone ? 
Di svuzn-po ga nzZ la mins  ? To which man did (you) give this 

medicine ? 

Adjec~ives of Quantity 

These are nearly always placed after the nouns or pronouns which 
they express. 
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The article cAiL is used as an adjective in the numerical sense, 
taking its original meaning, e.g. :- 

IIrta chik tsa Only one horse. 
Chhunchi Some (quantity). 
Yuntse A little (quantity). 
Baqchi Some (a fair amount). 
Skede More. 
Ldicrn (or) Hlt im More than sufficient, over, 

extra (in amount). 
Mangmo) 
Motpo J 

Much, many. 

Nara-byase A great quantity, more than 
usual. 

Tsiltse A very little (quantity). 
C h n i - i  Some (negatively used), i.e. 

none. 
C'hmg sr~ecl Not any. 

After nouns the suffix chi may be attached to convey the idea of 
" some ", e.g. :- 

F g a  shing chi khyotysed I have brought some wood. 
Miir chi darong yod There is still some butter. 

The words zdod-chi and ban-chi are often used apart from any 
noun after reference to some work, state, illness, or quality, etc., e.g. :- 

BEin-chi songs A little better (in health). 
Some little has been accomplished (work). 

Zdod chi yod There is a difference (superiority) (quality). 

Interrogatice Form 

TsEirn ? How many ? 
Tstimtse or tsEitse (coll.) How much ? 

CARDINAL NUMBERS 
1. chik. 7. bdun. 
2. ?@is. 8. bgyad. 
3. &sutr~. 9. rgzc. 
4. bji. 10. phchd. 
5. gti. 11. chuschik. 
6 .  truk.  12. chos@as. 
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13. chuksum,. 17. chubdun. 
14. chubji. 18. ch,ubyyad. 
15. cimgii. 19. churyu. 
16. churuk. 20. Giahu. 

Note.-From twenty to  thirty hrtsu(q) is put between the twenty 
and the digital number. T h i ~  h r t s q  is part of the verb hrlsagpa which 
means to be in addition to, or more, or upon. The final q ie scarcely 
audible in speech. 

21. Gjishu hrtsa(q) chik. 26. Gjishu hrtsa(q) druk. 
22. niishu hrtsa(q) ngis. 27. ~@ishu hrtsa(q) bdun. 
23. Gj'ishu hrtsa(q) sutn. 28. ~@ishu hrtsa(q) bgyad. 
24. ~Zjishu hrtsa(q) bji. 29. ~Gjishu hrtsa(q) rgu. 
25. 19ishu hrtsa(q) ga. 30. &-&surr~hu. 

Note.-Seeing that  this hrtsaq only occurs between 20 and 30, the 
word twenty is often dropped and the colloquial form is hrtsa(q) 
chik, hrtsa(q) ~Zjzs, etc. After 30 the conjunction nn is used and the 
counting continues from twenty, i.e. from twenty to for ty;  the 
counting bases on 20. 

+ 
31. niishu nu chuschik. 36. @ishu ?za churuk. 
32. ~Gjishu nu c h q a s .  37. tiijishu nnc clrubdun. 
33. *ishu nu chuksurn. 38. @ishu nu chubgyad. 
34. niishu ma chubji. 39. s@ishu na churgu. 
35. niishu nu chqa'. 40. q i s h u  ~Gjis (i.e. two 

twenties). 

Note.-Up to a hundred, the counting is reckoned in aggregates of 
twenty. 

41. niishu ni'is na chili. 51. ni'ishu ?@is IZU chus chik. 
42. Kqishu s@is na niis.  60. ~Gjishu &&sun$. 
43. niishu @is na &sum. 70. sGjishu &&sum na phchu. 
44. I@ishu ?@is na bji. 80. t9ishu bji. 
45. GTshu ?@is nu ga. 90. ~GjTshu nji  ?ta Iza p?xhu. 
46. ~Gjishu siijis na truk. 100. bgya (or) bgya chik. 
47. niishu niis  na bdzcv. 101. bgya chik fzn chik. 
48. ~ i j i shu  ni is  na bgyad. 120. Gjishu truk. 
49. niishu @is ?za rgu. 130. ?iijlshtc truk nn phchu. 
50. riijishu 1iij7.s 12a phhu .  140. bgya chik na sQishu ni is ,  

etc. 
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Note.-Two forms are used for the hundreds. 
200. bgya ~Gjis or ?Gjibgya. 
300. bgya @sum or kJsu~nbgya. 
400. bgya bj! or bjibgya. 
500. bgya ga or gabgya. 
600. bgya trzck or trulcbgya. 
700. bgya bdun or bdunbgya. 
800. bgya bgyad. 
900. bgya rgu or rgu bgya. 

1,000. stong (or) stong chik. 
2,000. stojzg niis. 

3,823. stong &urn nn, bgya-bgyad 
n a  ~Gjzshu hrtsa(q) @sum. 

1,000,000. stong-stong. 

ORDINAL KUAIBERS 
Adjectival. Substantive. 

First gopi. The first P P a .  
Second e-ris-i-kha or The other e-o. 

Gjis-i yes-i. 
Third @sum-i yes-i, The other one e-chik-po. 

etc. 

Note.-Occasionally the 1%-ord res-i is dropped as in the following 
example :- 

&sut)a-i jaq I(;& On the third day. 
When it is not absolutely neccssa,ry t,o use the ordinal number, i t  is 

more colloquial to compare the one in question with the preceding 
or following one, e.g. :- 

Do-5-shul lrc (nest to) that, him, etc. 
(after) 

The Distributive Numerals 
Distribution is expressed in the following way. 
For the first number, the expression re-re ; for all other numbers 

the form is repeated. 

Examples. 
One a t  a time re-re. 
Two a t  a time niis-9Gjis (or) nii-?@is. 
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Collective Numnbers 
The only collective numbers known in Balti, apart from the 

cardinal numbers, are the two words dw and gzung, meaning " a pair ", 
< 6 a couple ", gzung specially implying persons and living creatures. 

The cardinal numbers plus " ka " may be used collectively as 
follows, and are inflected for case adaptation. 

~ y i s k u  both. 
@sutzlka the three. 

Above the digital numbers, this form is rarely heard, the word 
gangsnu being placed after the cardinal numbers and being inflected 
as required. 

rgishu gangma si zcrs The (whole) twenty said. 
De &&sum-chu yalzg)z~ing-lzcz chik One of that thirty. 

Note.-The expressions :- 
Lo khw one year 
Lo skor cltik, etc. a doze11 years 

only used in reference to  years or age, e.g. :- 

~ 3 i  ato la lo skor gti songs My father is sixty years old. 

1Clultiplica.tice iVusn.erals 
The English suffix " fold ", for instance " tn-o-fold ", " t h e e -  

fold ", when meaning twice or thrice the amount already mentioned 
is very simply constructed in Balti by adding t.he word zde to  the 
qualifying number. Thus :- 

~?is-zde two-fold. 
Bsu l ) )  -ale t hree-fold. 
St ong-zde thousand-fold, etc. 

ATote.-Zde originally means " prize '': or " reward ", " wage ". 

Fractional Xu~tlbers 
The only distinct fraction in Balti is phed = " half ". When 

standing alone it a l w a ~ s  takes po, e.g. :- 

Phed-po n ia  la snin Give me (the) half. 
Phed byase na, p h d  po dikha Having divided i t  in half, bring 

khyong, e-phed po khiri shda yoq one half here (and) you keep 
the other. 

All other fractions must be explained by first dividing the whole 
and then numerating the various parts as required. 
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Examples. 
Po @sfm&-i po chik, i.e. one part of three parts 

(viz. one-third). 
Po bji-i po chik, or one-quarter. 

Po phed-i phed po 
Po ge PO three-fifths. 

SECTION I 

Place 
The following list is given in de,tail but the student must discover 

which forms are commonly used in his own district. Familiarity with 
all is an asset. Pronunciation may be found to vary, and in most 
places these words are very indistinctly pronounced. 

Here. 

Idikhn here (precise, demonstrative). 
Near -, dyuu7a just here, (place) nearby. 

(dyuware somewhere here. 
dz malsa this place (can be used optionally 

instead of the above mentioned). 
Genit,ive dy zcwari of here 

Idibn here (referential, narrative). 
General - yaula here (about). 

( p w a r e  somewhere here, round about. 
Genitive dibari ; ynuqari of here. 

There. 

I ekha there (precise, demonstrative). 
deuqa there (place). 

near 
deware there (somewhere there, place). 

there (referential, narrative). 

de malsa " t,hat place ". (Can be used instead of the above group 
optionally.) 

Genitive : deac~crri, deba~i  " of there ". 
Jawa over there. 

Genera.1 
(u~~crre  round about, somewhere 

Genitive : aacari " of there ?'. 

Note.-YZ m.nlsn This or t,h,zt very pla,c.e, is used as demonstrative 
and relat,ive. 
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The conjunctive form is obtained by using the interrogative before 
the dubious form of the verb, plus nu or nnre, e.g. :- 

Y l n g  glr  s7m@ nu, 7i"ycr yiri lax ong nuk 
I will follow you wherever you go. 

Adverbs of Place 

Yar above, on high. thuru below, down. 
gyen la up, above. gabt u do1~11, downwards. 
thyoq t u  above, top. opt u under. 

n a ~ 3 q  \ inside. 
nang-nuru J 

phil-jong the outer side. 
phirol outside generally. 

dunu before. rgyab-la behind. 
ditsa 7 towards here. etsa towards there. 
ditsare j somewhere this way. etsclse somewhere that way. 
gEr med nowhere. everywhere. 
rnulsa chik-i somewhere. 

kha. 
niimor near. thaqring far. 

close up, touching. 
-na thukse 
tang-garpore by  the straight way. ganabori by the lower way. 
khultari on the top side. 
g yiskori round about.. 
h n d a r i  all round. 

The following forms are usually comparative :- 

Gyentsa 1 higher. gabtsa ) lower. 
GyentsareJ somewhere higher. gabtsaref somewhere lower. 
Gongtsa 7 higher (in level). 
~ongtsare l  somewhere higher. 

The demonstrative adjectives &I,  de, y6 may be placed before the 
following nouns to form compound adverbs of place. 

Di or de 71be this or that way. 
Di or de phyokJ-la this or that direction. 
Di or de rol la this or t'hat side. 
Di or de ljong-la this or that side, may. 

The simple interrogative form is ga'r?, "where 9 ", but the 
adjective gti may be prefixed for compounds, e.g. :- 

GE malsa,, gii rol-la, ga' Itlte, etc. 
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Time 

The infinitive form of the verb in q~zest~ion plus sza is used 
irrespective of whebher the past', present, or future tenses are used. 

T g a  ongm,a nu When I come. 
Ylin,g sl~nkhpn nu When you go. 
Zerbn nn When speaking. 

An alternative to this form can be supplied by inflecting t,he verb 
in question and adding the phrases wnkh, kc '' a t  the time of ", or 
wa& piug-nu " during the time of ", e.g. :- 

h 3 a  yule aa& la " I ,  a t  the time of going ", i.e. " When I go ". 
This form is used when the sentence is compound or complex, 

i.e. when one or more supplementary phrases are used, and can refer 
either to the past, present, or future tense. 

The definite future may be expressed as follo\vs :- 
Dyu-la-dikha The future. 
Dyu-la-dikh-i~zg~jnq chik Some day in the future. 
T a  ongnzi jaq kun-i.ng nu In the coming days. 

Also the past, in the following way :- 
Rgnlphi juq chik Some da.y in the past. 
Rgnlphi jaq kun-ing-nu In  the past days. 
Gopi nnmzing-wu Long ago, in olden times. 

For t,he present :- 
Diring b e ~  KO~-a-days.  
Di jnq k u ) ~  ing nu In  these days. 
Di ncrtzz-ing-tzz~ In  this clispensat,ion, 

or age. 

Adverbs of Tirne 

N&n ? When ? 
Gli zcnk7, la ? Which time, a t  what time 1 
Ncim tlzoni mnnpo How long ? 
Jagtan Every day. 
Jag-i Daily 
Diring To-day. 
Gonde Yesterday. 
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Kharchaq la The day before yesterday. 
Dunwuz juq Three days ago. 
Bela, h a s h  To-morrow. 
Haske gyo@spa 
Smng la 
Rzesla 
Dyuik 
Naning 
Rgyema 
M a  gorba 
Dose 
Aba,  m i  dose 
Gore 
Abtsa, ablsare 

To-morrow morning. 
The day after to-morrow. 
The third day. 
This year. 
Last year. 
Kext year. 
Without delay, soon. 
Now. 
Now, directly. 
Late. 
Later (the same day). 

Gopa, mZ gopa At first, the very first. 
Dose n.a ekho Henceforth. 
WakJ la nu 

(after genitive of verb) Since. 
Darong, dakJsan At present, yet. 
Tal  bal 
Bar tar 
Shaamed ta@med la 

I 
J 

Sometimes. 

GZ gZ wa& la 
Paise gopa Previously, before. 
YC wa@ la Then (relative). 
Jukping 
Juk la 
Dunpi?~g 
Gyokl,sare 
De ja.q la, e-jaq la 
Skyede (or) skede 
Hrtane 
Mala m.ed 

Afterwards. 
At last, a t  length 
Before. 
Ea,rly. 
The other day. 
Often. 
Always. 
Never. 

SECTION 111 

Manner 

Simple Form 

Chi-byase ? How ? (in which 1va.y ?). 
China ? How ? (condition). 
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The word Byase may be attached to almost any adjective to 
form an adverb of manner or degree, e.g. :- 

Lyakhwzo - good. LyaBmo  byase well. 
Shish ik bad. Shishik byase badly. 
Shoatno quick. ShoBmo byase quickly. 

Examples. 
Khyang-i-si dyu chi-byase byas ? How did you do this ? 
Lam-po chsna yod ? How is the road ? 
0-nza sho&mo-byase khyong Bring the milk quickly. 
D'i snod-po lyah&mo-byase khrus Clean this vessel well. 

The s u f k  re is attached to adverbs as well as adjectives, and 
implies the meaning of " rather ", " fairly ", etc. (N.B.-This meaning 
varies according to  the possible uses of the verb following it, e.g. 
shokhmore song " go quickly ".) 

The suffix re here points to  the going and implies quickness in the 
execution of the going, whereas shokhmo song points to  the departure 
and implies a quick start which must not be delayed, but does not 
convey any idea of speed in the actual going. In many cases this 
re lessens the degree of intensity, e.g. :- 

Lyakhmore byos Do (it) fairly well. 

tangse, i-kha, or nu, and byase may be s u f i e d  occasionally to 
nouns to form an adverb of manner, e.g. :- 

An tangse forcefully. 
An-i-kha, or i with force. 
An-na 
Sning tangse applying the heart or mind. 
Sning-i klza from the heart, sincerely. 
Khyut-i-kha, or 1 

with power, mental, moral. 
Khyut-pi-kha j 
&samba bynse thoughtfully. 
S n a n i  byase carefully. 
Yo byase thus. 
Do byase like that. 

A very useful compound form is obtained by the use of patse with 
the root of a verb. Patse in this sense means " as much as ", e.g. :- 
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Yan patse as much as possible. 
Yod patse as much as there is. 
Thob patse as much as obtainable. 
Nga yan patse bek I shall do as much aa I can. 

SECTION Iv 

Numeral Adverbs 

The three forms and colloquial variation are as follows :- 

a ren most common 
b 

Expressive of time in such 
rim alternative 

phrases as " t,his time ", 
c respa occasional 
d 

your turn ", etc. 
res locative 

Examples. 

(A) 
Preceding the Numeral. 

ren-chik once. 
ren-bji four times. 
ren-bgya a hundred times. 

(B) 
Following the Numeral. 

chikrim once. 
ni'irim twice. 
@sumrim thrice. 

Note.-This form is never used above the %ital numbers. 

(C) 
Before adjectives of Quantity. 

respa khaik Several times. 

This form is used before numerals also in the same way as ren. 

(Dl 
Locative form. 

When a P~st~position is used, the form res must be employed and 
some demon~tra~tive is placed before. 

next time, or on the other occasion. 
e-res-i-kha 
dz res-i-khu this time. 

D 
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Miscellaneous Adverbs 
ditse so, so much. (Degree.) 
yotse this much. (Quantity.) 
chi ? why ? 
chi phila ? 1 chi phuri ? - what for ? 
chi mingna 1) 
su-i phila ? 1 
su-i mingna ? 
rang hrkyang.) 
hrkyangka j 
chap0 
clzhadkha 
on?-ii 

for whom ? 

entirely, wholly. 

perhaps. 
certainly, surely, without doubt. 
yes, that is so. 

Ya-Ya yes, yes. ( I  understand.) 
d;, de, or y i  trapo-e-Eha 

thus, this way, that way, etc. 
di, de or y i  bzo-e-kha 
chon la for nothing, in vain. 
sang also even. 
choq patse above all. 
n ~ 6  ywntse song nu a t  least, a t  the minimum. 
m i  motpo song nu a t  the most, a t  the maximum. 

The root of the verb plus cha is used in the following way :- 
min cha about to  give, on the point of giving. 
go cha ,, go, , Y ,, going. 

Nouns, pronouns, and infinitives standing in the Dative Case may 
be followed by the word tsa to  imply " only ". 

Khwang tsa he only. 

ongma la tsa only (for' coming. 
\1n 1 

The word tse may follow numbers and nouns to imply " about ". 
Gj'irna tro tse about midday. 
~Gjislzu tse about twenty. 

The Injnitive Mood of some verbs expressive of time, place, 
manner, etc., may be used negatively as an adverb. 

Iiho m.a gorba ong?zul; He will come soon (without delay). 
(See chapter on Postposit,ions.) 

~ % a  ma thadpa oltgs I came unwillingly (without minting to). 



The Conjunctire Participle is similarly used affirmatively. 
Thade duk Be cheerful, etc. 
Gore ong Come late. 

The root of a verb followed by the form khu ma ruk is an occasional 
way of expressing " just before ". 

Thon-kha ma ruk just before arriving. 
bya-kha ma, ruk just before doing. 

VERBS 
lntrodudory Remnrks 

The Balti verb must be regarded as expressing not so much an 
action, as merely " a coming to pass ". 

It must be considered in the main as impersonal, like the English 
" i t  suits ", etc. 

The Balti language is devoid therefore of what are, correctly 
speaking, active and passive voices. Wherever these two words arc 
employed in regard to verbs in this Grammar, the intention is to help 
the student to grasp the meaning from a European grammat)ical 
standpoint. 

Transitive verbs regularly take the Agent Case to distinguish the 
doer. 

The forms both in tenses and participles remain regular for both 
masculine and feminine, singular or plural. 

The T7erb " T o  Be " 
According to H. B. Hannah "the only real Tibetan verb is the 

verb " to be ", whether in the form of illpa or yodpn : all other verbs 
being more or less noun phrases, dependent for their significance upon 
the various moods and tenses of these two verbs ijtpa and yodpa". 

Balti adopts the Infinitive inma instead of inpa. 
Before conjugating the various tenses we must first consider 

carefully what difference exists between these two verbs. 

krodpa " T o  Be " 
Yodpa gives the meaning of " to exist " and " t o  be present ", 

and is much more definite than imza .  
I'odpa is also employed as an auxiliary verb, i.e. i t  helps to form 

a tense or a mood of some principal verb. 

The Different Uses of E'odpa 

(1) The expression in English " There is " is translated by this 
yodpn. 
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Ekha phru khuik yod There are some boys over there (lit. Some 
boys are present over there). 

(2) When describing quality. Yod " is " implies that the speaker 
has knowledge of the thing in question. 

Di smanpo lyakJmo yod This medicine is good. 

This points to the healing property and suggests personal experience, 
i.e. " I have used this medicine and i t  is good ". 

On the other hand if we were to say Di smanpo lya&mo in we 
should suggest that the ingredients and quality of the medicine are 
good, but that its value as a curative has not been proved. 

(3) When a noun or pronoun is followed by a Locative Postposition 
(in, cn, etc.) the verb " to be " must be expressed by yodpa, and never 
by inma. 

rgi shoqbu de rgom-i-kha yod My book is on that  box. 
GrT chik n i i  shida yod I have a knife. 
M i  chik n ia  nu yarnbo yod A man is with me. 

Inma " T o  Be " 
Inma must never be used in place of yodpa, when the latter means 

" to  exist ". Yodpa can, however, sometimes replace i,nma without 
being a mistake. 

Inma may also be auxiliary to  other verbs. 
(1) Inma follows, or is used in connection with, a noun or adjective 

Di tampo gzon i?ui men ? Is this word a lie or not ? 
Kho choq ongphi in (auxiliary) He has just come. 

(2) I n m  always follows the Genitive Case. 

Dyu nii karol in This is my cup. 

(3) Inma is used with the simple question " What is ? ", " Who is ? " 
etc., and in the corresponding answer. 

S u  in ? Who is i t  ? Kqa in I am (it is I). 
Dyu chi in ? What is this ? Dyu shoqbu in This is a book. 

The Verb " T o  Have " 
There is no actual verb " to have " in Balti ; but the verb yodpa 

used in the following ways gives the equivalent. 
( 1 )  Yorlpa following the Dative Case. 

Rga la yod I have (to me is). 
This construction is used in reference to  human beings, animals 

parts of the body, and large properties. 
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Examples. 
M i  chik la bu Gjis yodpa A man had two sons. 
Rqa iiz m n g  chik yod I have a house. 
Kho la kungma ni is  yod He has two feet. 

(2) Yodpa following the Genitive Case plus shida. 
This construction is used with reference to things, money, etc. 

rgi shida polo chik yod I have a ball. 
~ i i  shida lachas chang sang med I have no food a t  all. 

General Verbs 
(1) The Infinitive.-The M t i v e  always terminates with the 

sound " a ", which may become ba, ma, pa, wa, or ya, according to 
the construction of the root preceding. 

Examples. 
drulba t o  walk. o n g m  to come. 

The Infinitive plus the negative auxiliary of yodpa, i.e. med, gives 
the present negative tense. Thus- 

bya to  do. 
bya med not doing, do not, etc. 

This is the only negative form of the present tense. 

(2) The Idhi t ive form is used to  express the Gerund, eubject 
to  the following rules :- 

( a )  As the Subject of a Verb it usually changes its h a 1  a to o ; 
but the unchanged form may be heard in everyday speech. 

Emmples. 
Khrilbo shikshik i n  Fighting (to fight) is bad. 
Hap zerbo lyakhmo in To speak the truth is good. 

(b)  As the Object of a verb in a simple sentence it does not change, 
e.g. Kho rbya thded  He likes to write. 

Note.-The Object of the verb jik(s)pa ;' to fear " always takes the 
Postposition la, e.g. Kho shya In jiksed He fears to die. 

( c )  As a complement, the occasional English form " We thought 
him to be mad " would be paraphrased as in colloquial English thus- 
" We thought that he M-as mad." 

(3) The Qualifying m t i v e  ma,y be employed adverbially or 
adjectival1 y. 

(a) Indicating purpose, i.e. adverbially, before a verb it remains 
unchanged. 
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Exatrzples. 
Kh,o hltanmo la hlta ongs He came to see the sport. 
Xis si dyu yring la minma kl~yongs I brought this to give to you. 

(b) The simple Infinitive, in a noun phrase which stands as the 
Object of another verb, always takes the Postposition la, i.e. i t  acts 
as an adjective to  the noun following. 

Las bya la mi chik dikha yodpa A man to do work was here. 
Dyu shing chaqpa la stare yod This is an axe to cut wood. 

Note.-The phrase " things to come " would be paraphrased simply 
by " things (news) which are to  come", and the relative pronoun would 
be used after the infinitive. Thus-ongma yodpi phrin kun. 

(4) The Genitive form of the Infinitive, is formed in the following 
ways :- 

The Present and Con,tinuous Tense. 
(a )  Single-syllable verbs change the final ton and ya to we and e 

respectively. 

Examples. 
gula to go gen. gwe of going. 
bya to  do ,, be of doing. 

(b) Double-syllable verbs change the final a to  i, e.g. :- 

zerba to speak gen. zerbi of speaking. 

Past Tense. 
The suffix phi is adclecl to  the root in double-syllable verbs and 

to the Past Tense of single-syllable verbs. 

Examples. 
khyongvna to bring. khyongphi which was brought. 
rbya to write. rbispki which was writ,ten. 

Examnples. 
Tgadavtg gwo lavnpo dyu i n  This is the road we take 

(Lit. We road of going is this). 
Khidang songphi lampo do in That is the road you took 

(Lit. You went road that is). 

It is readily seen that the relative pronoun and the Infinitive used 
adjectivally are identical. 

The English sentence " I have no thought of goifig " would be 
turned in Balti to " I have no going thought " Kqa la gwe khsamba med. 
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Tenses of the Indicative 
(1) Present. 

Apart from the addition of suffixes and phrase-forming words 
common to all tenses, the Present Tcnse has one or two forms peculiar 
to itself. The present participle is expressed by the addition of en 
to the root, and is used in the present and imperfect tenses to imply 
state, habit, ctc., according to the verb conjugated with it. 

(a) Present, Continuous, and Habitual.-Present participle with the 
auxiliary yodpa. 

Exumples. 
f g a  si rben yod I am writing (continually). 
De r i  la ridak oven  yod Ibex are (continually) coming on that 

mountain. 

(b) When the present participle is conjugated with other verbs 
than the auxiliary i t  expresses the state in progress a t  the particular 
time mentioned. 

Exumples. 
Kh,o hrtsen o&jed He comes dancing. 
Mo hlu taGjen songs She went singing. 

(2) The Present Participle with chin. 
This word chin although placed after the verb gives the meaning 

of the English expression " seeing that ", and is mainly used before 
a question. 

Examples. 
D i  phru lya@m,o inen chin, Myang-i-si kho chi tya,ngs ? Seeing that 

this boy is good, why did you hit him ? 
Di wakhping-nu. Ynhzidpong la, Yting la rdo-rub bya-s@i yoden cl~in, 

Yt iv  debn yang shuasedii ? Seeing that a t  this time, the Jews are 
wishing to  stone Thee, ar t  Thou going there again ? 

(3) When the present tense is the finite verb in a clause which is 
itself the object or subject of another sentence, the substantive form 
of the verb must be employed. 

This substantive form has two ways of expressing it,self : (a) 
definitely, (b) indefinitely. 

Occasionally the two forms are confused in everyday speech, but 
when the verb in question implies inactivity or a mere generality the 
indefinite form should be used. 
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( a )  The Definite form-the Present Participle plus yodpo. 
(b) The Indefinite form-the Substantive Form of the verb 

standing alone. 

Exumples of the two forms confused (optional) :- 
$a la khong drulbo thongs I saw them walking. 
&a la khong drulen yodpo thongsl 
Kho la n i a  las byo thongs He saw me working. 
Kho la n i a  las ben yodpo thongs 

Examples of the definite form. 
Khong la kho bgyugen yodpo thonis They saw him running. 
Kho si bostring chi na ?&era tani- They were astonished a t  his speak- 

en yodpo la khong bgyals ing with a woman. 

Exumples of the indefinite form, when the state is a t  rest, general 
or follows another statement. 

Yling-i-si zerbo rGja la chhudpa med I do not understand (what) you sav. 
&ala ~ u h ~ o ~ h u r ~ o n - i - b z o - e  byase " I saw the Spirit having 

khnaming-nu thuru babse, Kho- descended from heaven like a - 
e-khu dukpo thongs. dove, remaining on Him." 

(4) The Present Participle with the verb Dukpa. 
This form expresses recurrence and continuity rather like the 

English expression " to keep on doing ", etc. 
Kho n i a  nu  bronien duged He keeps on annoying me. 
M o  chilim thunielz duged She keeps on smelting. 

(5) Another very definite form of the Present, which is only used 
in the third person is the root plus ang. 

Kho si chi byang ? What is he doing ? 
Kho si shing clzagang He is breaking wood. 

Note.-This may be used in the Imperfect Tense by adding the 
Participle, pa. 

Kho gwafzgpa He was going. 

Imperfect. Tense 

The Indefinite Present Tense plus pa gives the Indefinite Imperfect. 
The present Participle plus pa gives also the Imperfect, but conveys 
a clearer idea of activity than the former. 

gwedpa was going gwen yodpa was going (actually). 
The use of suk instead of this pa is dealt with under the paragraph 

on the Past Participle. See chapter on the Past Tense. 
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Past Tense 
The simple Past Tense denotes an action done a t  some indefinite 

time. It is also used in Balti very frequently without a nominative 
in a perfect and complete sense, in reply to questions, and thus in many 
instances takes the place of " yes " and " no ". 

The simple Past Tense is formed by adding s to the root of all 
verbs. The irregularities of some of the single-syllable verbs should 
carefully be noted. 

Exumpks. 
Yappa to put. Yaps put. 
bya todo .  byas done. 
kwa to hear. kos heard. 
shya to die. shis died. 
za to  eat. zos eaten. 
rbya to write. ~ b i s  written. 
gwa to  go. songs gone (only Past Tense of 

marked irregularity). 

The substantive form of the Past Tense is formed by adding pho 
to  ( a )  the Root of double-syllable verbs, and (b)  to the Past Tense of 
single-syllable verbs. 

Examples. 
yqpho  put, that. which is put. 
zerpho said, ?, ,, said. 
byaspho done, ,, ,, done. 

The Past Participles of YODPA 
suk and pa 

The differences of these two forms in many ways are difficult to  
distinguish, and one may say that most students \rill probably learn 
by use better than by rules. 

The following points may, however, be noted :- 
( a )  Suk and pa used with the verb YODPL4. 
When a matter is known merely . by . hearsay, or is narrated as 

having happened in the past, pa is employed. 
E.g. " 'Esa-i z i z i  deba yodpa " " The mother of Jesus was there." 
When the matter is certain or has been seen by the speaker, suk 

would be employed. 
E.g. Kho de-i dikha yodsuk He was here earlier in the day. 
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Matters of custom, habits or permanent things usually take szclr: 
instead of pa. 

E.g. " Deba rdo kuGt truk, Ya?ludpong-i gdong laqpa khrwa phari, 
kl~ri,n na zolnse yodsul; " " There were there six water pots after 
the manner of the purification of the Jews." 

(. Deba chhu )),angr)lo yodsuk " " There was much water there." 
Apart from the above-mentioned uses, suk is normally used in the 

tenses of some forms of the Subjunctive Mood. See chapter on Sub- 
junctive Mood. 

Fztt ure Teszse 

The Balti verb has only one Future Tense form, that is the Indefulite 
(shall do, will do, etc.). 

The peculiar nature of the verb, however, allows this form in some 
cases to supply more or less any future meaning. 

In  certain cases paraphrasing will overcome the difficulty which 
naturally only presents itself to  the European mind. 

Where supposition is inferred, or could be substituted, the Subjunctive 
Mood will solve the problem. See chapter on the Subjunctive Mood. 
The following sentences will show some of the ways of paraphrasing. 

Future Continuous (shall be doing, etc.). 

Examples. 
(1) I shall be travelling when you arrive. 

Paraphrase.-I shall be (at the travel) (Fr. en 2:oyage) when you 
arrive. 

Ba1ti.-Yiing thon~ni zoakh In Gja besa la duktuk. 

(2) He will be singing when he comes. 
Paraphrase.-He will come singing. 
Ba1ti.-Klzo hlu ta7iiJen ongnuk. 

(3) He will be giving medicine this evening, therefore do not go. 
Paraphrase.-He gives medicine this evening, therefore do 

not go. 
Ba1ti.-Diring gontakhs-i-kha kho srnun bed, dophari ma song. 

Future Perfect 
English. Paraphrase. Balti. 

He will have finished Before nightfall he will Tshun m,a. mstsna kho 
his work before dark. finish his work. s i  khur i  lnspo 

chham chuktuk. 
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He will not have given Hehas(mo~tprobab1y) Kho si d u r q  khong 
that money to them not given that ICL de kJmctlpo min- 
yet. money to them yet. plur mi duk. 

Future Perfect Continuous (even in English this tense is often avoided.) 

English. Paraphruse. Balt i. 
If I continue to  work Should I keep on work- h7a t s l ~ n t l t o ~ n n o n ~ o  

until to-night, I shall ing until to-night I Ins belt duk ?Lare, ?@a 

have been working shall have been In dZ Easpo ben dukse 
thirty hours. thirty hours a t  this gha?$a Bsumchu 

work. gik. 

(Lit.) . . . to me a t  the continual doing of this work, thirty hours 
will go. 

Future Tense Formart iolz . 
(1) Verbs whose roots terminate in a consonant, i.e. double- 

syllable verbs, the Future Tense is formed by adding the syllable 
uk prefixed by t or 98. 

(a) If the root b rdaba (to kill). 
k bjikpa (to become ba'd). 
q chaqpa (to break). i t d  is added. 

(b) If the root thudpa (to like). 
drzclba (to walk). 

1 n len?na (to take). 
r byarbu (to stick). 
s slzespa (to h o ~ - ) .  

uk is added. 

(c) If the root In, rdasna (to gather). I ends in ?tg ongnta (to come). \ nuk is added. 

rdabtjtk (shall kill). 
bjikt uk (will . . . bad). 
cluzgtuk (shall break). 

tlmdttk (shall like). 
druluk (shall walk). 
lenuk (shall take). 
byarztk (will stick). 
shesl~k (shall know). 

dantnztk (will gather). 
o~~gtluk (shall come). 

Note..-The verbs, shakl,(s)pa, chhcrm(s)cr, jik(s)pa. and lang(s)pa, 
which do not retain the s in the infinitive. keep the s for the other 
tenses, and thus these verbs come under the heading of verbs whose 
roots end in s. Their Future Tense being as follows : s h & s d ,  
chhnmsuk, jiksuk: and langsuk. 
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(2) Verbs whose roots terminate in a vowel, i.e. single-syllable 
verbs. 

The future tense is formed by adding k not to  root but to the 
present genitive form of the verb. The list given below should be 
carefully studied and the irregularities noted. 

English. InJinitive. 
to leak bwa 
to  weep Gjwa 
to go gula 
to do bya 
to write rbya 
to  die shya 
to  ask t ria 
to hide zba 

etc., etc. 

Root. 
bo 
n i u  

90 
bya (irreg.) 
rbya (irreg.) 
shi 
tri  
zba (irreg.) 

Genitive. 
bwe 
n iwe 

gwe 
be 
rbe 
she 
tre 
zbe 

Future tense. 
bwek 
niwek 
gik (irreg.) 
bek 
rbek 
shek 
trek 
zbek 

The future negative is formed by the negative participle mi pre- 
ceding the root in all cases. 

mi go shall not go mi drul shall not walk mi shi shall not die 
mi bya shall not do mi bo will not leak. mi IQU will not weep 

THE FUTURE TENSE OF THE VERB Dukpa, BOTH AFFIRMATIVE AND 

NEGATIVE duktuk AND mi duk 

Strong probability or improbability is implied by the use of these 
two forms with the infinitive of another verb or with a noun or pro- 
noun. They amre also placed instead of the auxiliary in the perfect 
tenses, t,he first-mentioned verb retaining its present perfect negative 
form. 

Kho ongma duktuk He is most probably (may be) coming. 
h 3 a  diriwg thonma mi duk I most probably shall not arrive to-day, or 

I may not arrive to-day. 
De laspo cl~halupha duktuk That work is probably done. 

Future probability is sometimes expressed by the Infinitive 
plus t .  

Kilo abtsare ongmat He m,ost prob~~bly will come later on. 
Klzyang ekha duk nare, khyang If you stay there you will m.ost pro- 

la phra tanginat bab7y be kicked. 
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T h  Perfect Tenses. 
The Perfect tenses in Balti are rather complicated and require much 

practice. Both the Present Perfect and the P a ~ t  Perfect have two 
forms. One of these may be called Sinzpb and the other Purposive. 

The Present Perfect-Simple. 
This tense is formed by adding ed to the Past Tense, thus : songs 

(gone), songsed (has gone) ; otqs (come), ongsed (has come). 

The Past Perfect-Simple. 
This tense is formed by the addition of pa to the Present Perfect 

already mentioned, thus : songsedpa (had gone), byasedpa (had done). 

These two tenses are usually employed when there is no definite 
purpose, or the fact is accomplished, and nothing remains to be done, 
said, etc. 

The Present Perfect-Purposive. 
The Past Genitive form of the verb with the auxiliary in forms 

this tense, and points to a purpose or intention or the completion of 
a long-desired action : ongphi i n  " have come ". 
The Past Perfect-Purposive. 

The Past Genitive form plus inpa : bya.sphi inpa (had done). 

General Exumples 

The two Purposive forms are colloquially used with the First 
Person on most occasions regardless of a special purpose. 

Kho songsed 
g g a  deba thonma nu khong-i-si zan 

zosedpa 
r g a  YEng nu khpera tangma 

ongphi in 
r g a  de-i h s  bya ongphi illpa, ama 

Ya'ng medpa ?m nia  loqse songs 
T q a  chop o v p h i  in 
Gonde khyang o n g m  ??a kho Skardu 

songscdpa 

He has gone. 
When I arrived there they had 

eaten their food. 
I have come to converse with you. 

I had come earlier to do work, but 
as you were not (here) I returned. 

I have just come. 
Yesterday when you came, he had 

gone to Ska,rdu. 

Note.-The diaeresis is not always clear, in the colloquial pronuncia- 
tion of the suffix phi followed by i n  or inpa, i t  is often slurred into 
ongpllin pa, son.qphiwpa., etc. 
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IMPERATIVE MOOD 

(1) ( a )  The root of double-syllable verbs is the Imperative, except 
where the vowel in this root is an a .  In  such cases the vowel changes 
to  0. 

drulba to walk. drzd walk. 
yaqpa to put. yoq put. 

(b )  Single-syllable verbs are very irregular, but usually change the 
final a of the Infinitive to o, tc, or i, and a.dd s. Some verbs which 
have a double meaning are different in the Imperative. 

Imperatives ending in os, and verbs with two meanings. 

I n :  finit ive. 
bya to do. 
phra to try. 
hrkuya to dig. 

bgwa to divide up. 
kwa to hear. 
phchwa to  make, build. 
hrtsya to dance. 
hrtsya to count. 

Imperative. Second meaning. 
byos do. byu to open (intrans.). 
phros try. bes (be open). 
hrkos dig. 7~rkzi)a to steal. hrkus 

steal. 
bgos divide. 
kos hear. 
phchos make, build. 
hrtses to play. 
hrtsis count. 

Note.-Za " to eat " does not Oake the final s in t,he Imperative. 
Thus : zo " eat ". 

The verb gwa to go, takes quite a different form for the Imperative. 
Thus : song " go ". 

Imperatives ending in i s  and es. 
rbya to write. rbis write. 
tricc to ask. tris  ask. 
sltya to die. shis die. 
pljryn to  lessen. phris lessen. 
pltya to open. phes opcn. 
Gjyu to massage, rub. 7Gcs massage, rub. 

etc, etc. 

Imperative ending in us.  
shzcla to peel. 
klzrlun to  wash. 
Gjwa to weep. 

etc., etc. 

shzrs peel. 
klt  us ~vash. 
?@us !veep. 
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We may say that most single-syllable verb8 form their Imperative 
in the same way as the Past Tense wit,h the exceptions below :-- 

P. tense. Irnprr. 
bya to do. b yas byos 
gulc~ to go. so?zgs song 
zu to eat. ZOS 20 

(2) The Secofd Person, Plural huo a .spccu~l form which is used 
when plurality is obviouq. This form is also c~nsicier~tl polite. 

Shik added to the ordinary Imperative. Thus sovyshik go (plural). 
Wherever the ordinary Imperative terminates in an s this s is no t  

retained, i.e. byoshik, not byos-shik. 

(3) Occasional Forms. 
(a) Dong and dongshik are used instead of t'he usual verbs, o)tgj,ra 

(to come) and gwa (to go), when the speaker includes himself in the 
company spoken to. The corresponding English would be "come 
along " or " let us get on ", etc. This form has no other tense, and 
cannot be used other than in the 1mperat.ive Bioocl. 

(b) Honori$c Forms. 
no ta,ke (this). 
thore ju Look, think, Sir. 
gare ju Move aside, please (Sir). 

etc. These forms equally can only be employed in the Imperative. 
(c) Bodily motion is nearly always expressed by some form of 

the verb shakh(s)pa. Hon : to come. to go, or to sit. 
shokJs.-Please go, or be pleased to go. Equally : be pleased to 

come, sit. 

Where the verb in question has no honorific form, the ordinarv 
verb is employed in its conjunctive participle form, with the verb 
sha,H(s)pa. 

Langse shofis Please get up. 
etc. 

Ho?zorz$c T7erbs 

There are a few honorific verbs in Balti apart from the forms 
mentioned above. They are few in number, but should be used an 
all times when politeness is required. 

bjespa to eat. or to drink. 

g p r b a  t,o die (for great men, prophets, saints: etc.). 
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god gwa to die (medium, could be used a t  all times). 
kasal byungma to speak. 
kasal h~nodpa to  call. 
shazde bya to give, to  grant. 
bose khyerba to be invited to  a feast. 

Note.-With all honorific verbs the polite form of " you ", i.e. 
Yiing, must be employed and not khyang (" you "). 

Yiri phyaqpo (" your honour ") is used by natives, where they wish 
to show special respect. 

The Subjunctive Mood expresses a purpose, a wish, a condition, 
or a doubt. 

(1) A Purpose. 
The future tense followed by the conjunction zere (that, so that, 

etc.) gives the Subjunctive Mood. Contrary to  the English, the sentence 
in the Indicative must follow the conjunction and not precede it. 

Purpose. Indicative. 
Khyang hrtane khsonuk zere Masih-i-si so so-e stroqpo skors 

(That you might live for ever) (Christ gave His own life) 

When the Subject of the verb in the Subjunctive Mood is plural, 
in this case the uk, nuk, or tuk, etc., of the Future Tense form of the 
verb, changes to shik, e.g. De phchus kun khyang la thobshik zere, 
diring khyongma gwa rgosed. (That you may get those things, (you) 
ought to go to fetch (them) to-day.) 

Khidang deba ma gorba thonshik zere, n i a  si dT laspo dose bed 
(That you (plural) may arrive there without delay, I am doing this 
work now.) 

Note.-The form thobtukpa zere and thobshikpn zere are occasionally 
employed, but the difference, if any, would seem to lie only in a slight 
weakening of the conjunction. 

(2) A wish, a prayer, etc. 
( a )  The second person plural Imperative Mood, ongshik, so?zgshik, 

etc., may be employecl in prayer for nouns which are singular in number. 
" Yiri r,gynstridpo ongshik " " Thy kingdom come." 
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(b) The ordinary Imperative used after God's name is sometimes 
heard, though its use should not be encouraged, except for correct 
use. The vocative case is usually employed. 

Le &&a, do  nu song 0 God, may that not happen. 

The future negative is used similarly. 
Le K&dG, kho mi shi 0 God may he not die. 

(3) Condition and Consequence. 
The first sentence stating the condition is usually preceded by the 

conjunction paqzi (if) and the verb takes either the Past Perfect Subject 
form or the Present and Future Subject form as the necessity 
demands. 

The Past Perfect Subjunctive is formed by retaining suk instead of 
pa on the Past Perfect Tense and adding ping nare. 

The Present and Future Su,bjunctive is obtained by adding sukpa na 
to  the root. 

Ewption.-The verb " to  go " (gwa) becomes gwed-suk pa na 
and not go-suk pa na. In  the second sentence the verb denotes the 
consequence and must be used in the ordinary conditional form, i.e. 
the future tense plus pa. 

Examples. 
First Sentence, Condition. Second Sentence, Consequence. 
Past Perfect. 
(Paqzi) kl~yang elcha songsed suk ping narc,-khyanq la do thobtukpa. 

(If you had gone there you would have got it.) 

Present and Put zcre. 
(Paqzi) kho ongsuk pa na.,--@a thudukpa. (If he were to come 

(came), I should be glad.) 

Note.-Sometimes as in English the conditional sentence is left 
out or understood and the consequent sentence only is expressed. 

e.g. . . . ?@a gilcpa I would go (a wish) (if you paid me my 
money) I should go. 

(4) Doubt an.d Sl~pposition. 
(a) The relakive conjunction narc which expresses a supposition 

(if, should) is used with the root of double-syllable verbs and with 
the past tense of single-syllable verbs. For lack of a bet,ter expression 
this has beell ca,lled " the dubious form ". 

E 
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e.g. duk nure, byas nare, etc. Exception : s o y  nare, not songs 
nare. 

For negation the negative participle ma is employed before the verb, 
e.g. ma drul nare, ma ong nare, etc. 
Khyang song nare n i a  chik chi Should you go I shall be left alone. 

lusuk 
Peni ma thob nare, khyang chi bek ? If (you) do not get the money, 

what will you do ? 
(b) The Present Tense also takes this conjunction stare with the 

simple meaning of if, when the first clause depends upon a second 
clause for its sense or completion. 

'' SU si SO so-e stroqpo la rged nare, " He that  loveth his life will 
do kho la storuk " lose it." 

(Lit., if someone is loving his life, i t  will be lost to him.) 

CONJUNCTIVE AND PASSIVE PARTICIPLES 
These two participles are one and the same in form, and are 

obtained as the list below shows :- 
Roots ending in d, 1, n, and r take e. 

Exumnples. 
chade having cut. 
kale having loaded, put on, etc. 
mine having given. 
khure having carried. 

Roots ending in by k, kh, m, ng, q, and s talce se. 

Examples. 
phabse having put or taken down. 
bjikse having becomc bad. 
tsaase having sifted. 
z d a ~ n s e  having gathered. 
tangse having given, poured. 
ynqse having put. 
shese having known. 

Roots ending in a vowel, i.e. single syllable words. 
Examples. 

b yase having done. 
kose having heard. 
trise having asliecl . 

etc., etc. 
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Ge~zerul Examples. 
r g a  di  laspo chham chukse ling la 1 having finished thia work, ahall 

gik go hunting. 
Kho khuri mnpo  zose, @id myma He, having eaten his food, went 

songs. to bed (to go to sleep). 
Myung sing d a m e  kha chik byase All the men having gathered 

dyu zers. together with one accord 
(lit. having made one mouth), 
said this. 

The repetition of this participle implies " a great amount ", " a 
great den1 ", " much ", and suggests that the action was persisted in, 
or continued. 

Kho las byase byase jukla shis. He wor7ced and uwrktd and in the end 
died. 

The suffix na implying "and ", "then ", or "and then ", is 
attached to this participle in a sentence where two distinct actions, 
having no connection with one another, are signified. The first verb 
in this case must necessarily be transitive, e.g. :- 

Kho si alu shuse na He, having peeled the potatoes, (then) put 
zangbu chik-ing-nu them in the saucepan. (or) Having 
tangs. peeled the potatoes, he then put them in 

a saucepan. 

Note.-ll'llen the two actions in question mean more or less the 
same thing, i.e. when the first verb merely qualifies or intensifies the 
second, this na is not employed, e.g. dyu k h u ~ e  song " Carry this away " 
(lit. Lift this up and go). 

Whenever the two actions are done more or less simultaneously, 
this nu is omitted, e.g. :- 

" 'Esa si kho la jaujiib lzoqse kusal " Jesus, answering him, said." 
'byungs " 

General Examples. 
" Ii'hiri thingclmspo khure drul " " Take up thy bed and walk." 
" Iilto si tshnn la 'Esa-i shida " He having come to Jesus a t  

ongse Iiho la juii pizuls " night said unto Him." 
Khyctng ekhn songse kho la tris (You) go there and ask him. 
DT kJ~t1.zi7po khong la mine ?la, Give this money (rupee) to them 

dikha loqse ong and then return here. 
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T h e  Passive Participle 
The Passive Participle is not used a great deal. The Baltis them- 

selves avoid i t  by paraphrasing, but a few forms are quite common. 
The auxiliary yodpa is conjugated with it. 

khi: chhingse yod The dog is tied. 
zgo phese yodG ? Is the door open ? 

Conjugation of the verb YODPA (to be) 

Noun of Agency : Yodkhan (one who is). Present Participle : Yoden 
(being). 

Simple Tenses 

Present. Past. Future. 
yod (am, is, are) yodpa, yodsuk (was, duktuk,  gik (will be, 

mere) remain, become). 

Compound Tenses 

Passive Participle : dukse (being, past passive). songse (having 
been, i.e. having gone). 

Strong affirmation : yodpi in (present). yodpi inpa  (past). 

Subjunctire Tenses Conditional or 
Past Perfect Subjunctive Present and Future Consequent 
yodszlk ping nare (if) yodsuk pa n a  (if) . . . d z~lit ukpa,  g i k p n 

. . . had been. was, were, woulci be. (would bc, ~ ~ o u l d  
have been, would 
become). 

yodpi genitive form (past and yod narc dubious form (should 
present). i t  he). 

yodpo substantive form (that yodc- occasional form used 
which is). with w n l ~ p o  (until). 

For other tenses not supplied by this verb the verb gula (to go) 
substitutes. 
yodpa n a  adverbial form (luk Imperative : be (passive). 

(when being). so)z.q Imperative : go, become, 
yodpn chik na  (at the moment be (active). 

of being). 
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The verb INMA (to be) 

Inma being incomplete in several tenses is exemplified below. 

Present 

Tenses. Form. E m m g ~ k .  li:ngl.ish. 
Present in d y z ~  su in ? who is t h i ~  ? 
Imperfect and inpn, i~zsuk " Kho-e mingtukh- " His name was 

past po MalkJus inpa." 3lalchus." 
Present Par- inen DZ mnyo ZyakJww This food being 

ticiple inen, za rgosedpa. good, should have 
been eaten. 

Pa.st Perf. Sub j. insuk ping Pap" i q a  khiri If I had been your 
na re rgakhatz ilz.szbk friend . . . 

ping nare. 
Prcs. a,nd Fut. ilzguk pa Do charuyner~. insztk Shoulti t,hat bc 

Subj. na pa na . . . bad . . . 
Dubious form in nare De peni EyakJrno in (If) that coin were 

narc . . . good . . . 
Genitive form iwmi " Bar -h~q  i l ~ m i  " The only and 

Chikplmr E u d a  " True God." 
Substantive innto (sing.) A@ inmoltg la Gi Those \I-ho are 

form in~nong skadpo kwed Mine hear My 
(plural) voice. 

Adverbial form i n ? m  na s n i y p o  lyaBnao When the hcart is 
(when i.1z.rn.a na. . . . good . . . 
. . . is) 

Other forms may be pa,raphrased by the verbs yodpa, qual and 
dzckpa,. 

The verb BPd (to do) 

Koun of Agency : Byaklza~r (doer). Present Participle bell (doing). 

SIMPLE TEXSES 

Pres. Indcf. DeJill. a~ td  Coqzti?z. I~,tperf(>ct Indcj. 
bed ( I  do, etc.) ben yod ( I  am doing) b d p a  (was doing) 

Defi jz  . Pa.st . Fulure. 
ben yodpn (used to do) byas (done) bek (shall, will do). 
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Conjunctive Participle : Byase (having done). 

Sinhple Zndef. Purposizie. 
Pres. perfect. Past perf. Pres. Perfect. Past Perfect. 
byased(have done). byasedpa (had byasphi in byasphi inpa (has 

done). (have done, done, was 
is done). done). 

SUBJUNCTIVE TENSES 
Past Perfect Subj.  Pres. and Fut .  Subj.  Cond. or Consequelzt 
byasedsuk ping nure byasulc pa n a  (if . . . bekpa (would do ; 

(if . . . had done). were to do). would have done). 

Bya root. byas nzre,  dubious form (should I, etc., do). 
be genitive form. byo, substantive form (that which is being 

done, etc.). 
byaspho past and perfect substantive form (that which was done, 

etc.). 
bya nu adverbial form (when doing). bya chik nu (at the moment 

of doing). byos, imperative (do). 

T h e  verb GWA (to go, to become, etc.). 

Noun of Agency gokhan (the goer). Present Participle ywen (going). 

Present ZndeJ. Deji n.  Imperfect Indef.  
gwed ( I ,  etc., go). gwen yod (am, etc., gwedpa (was going). 

going). 
DeJin. Past. Future. 

gwen yodpa (was going) songs (went). gik (shall, will go). 

Conjunctive Participle : songse (having gone). 

Simple Zndef. Purposi ue. 
Pres. Perfect. Past. Perject . Pres. Perfect. Past Perfect. 
songsed (has songsedpa (had songphi in (have songphi i npa  

gone). gone). gone, am (had gone, 
gone). was gone). 
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Past Perfect Subj. 

songsedsuk ping nare. 
(If . . . had gone). 

Present and Puture Conditianalm 
subj. I ~ m s q u n ~  

gwedsuk pa nu (If . . . g i k p  (would go, 
I I ' 

I were to go). (Ir- would have gone). 
I regular exception.) 

go root song nare dubious form (should go). 
gwe pres. genitive gwo pres. substantive form. 
songpho past genitive form (that which has gone). 
gwa na adverbial form (when going). 
gwa chik na (at the moment of going). 
song imperative (go). 

The verb ONGMA (to come). 
Noun of Agency 0 % - k h n  (the comer). 
Pres. Participle mQen (coming). 

SIMPLE TENSES 
Present Indef. DeJin. Imperf. I&f. 

o@ed (I, etc., come). o@en yod (I, etc., am miedpa (was coming). 
coming). 

DeJin. Past. Future. 
onien yodpa (was o&js (came). @nuk (shall, will 

coming). come). 

Conjunctive Participle : ongse (having come). 

Siwiple Indef. 
Present Perfect. Past Perfect. 

ongsed (has come). ongsedpa (had come). 

Purposizv. 
Present Perfect. Past Perfect. 

ongphi in (has come, is come). ongphi inpa (had come, was come). 

Past Perfect Subj. 
ongsedsu.k ping nare 

(if . . . had come). 

SUBJUNCTIVE TENSES 
Present and Future 

Subj. 
ongsuk pa na (if . . . 

were to come, . . . 
came, etc.). 

Conditional or 
Consequent. 

ongnakpa (would 
come, would have 
come). 
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on? root. ong nare dubious form (should . . . come). 
ongmi present genitive form. ongphi past genitive form. 
ongnw pres. substantive form. ongpho past substantive form. 
@i occasional form with manpo (until). ov9 imperative (come). 
ongma ma adverbial form (when coming). ongma chik n u  (at the 

moment of coming). 

Yaqpa to put, etc., to  keep. Neg. Noun of Agency Ali yay-khan. 
Pres. Neg. Participle yaqpa rneden (not putting). 

Conjunctive Participle : yaqse medpa (not having put). 

Present (one 
form only.) 

yaqpa med (do 
Imperfect. 

yaqpa medpa (was 

Sinxple Indef. Purposive 

not put). not putting). 1 not put). 

Present Perfect. 
yaqpha vned (has 

not put, etc.) 

will not put). 

Past. 
m a  yuqs (did 

Puture. 
mi yaq (shall, 

Pust Perfect. 1 Present Perfect. ' Past Perfect. 
yaqpha medpa I yaqphi nien (llns yapphi mcnpa 

(had not 

put). 
Subjunctive Tense. 

Past Perfect Sub  j. 
yaqplza medsuk ping nare 

not put, is not 

I Conditional or Con- 
Present & Fut.  Sub;. ! seqeie~~t. 
ma  yaqsuk pa nu  (if I m i  yaqpa (would not 

(bad not put, 

(if . . . had not put) . . . were not to i pu t ;  would not 
1 have put) 

m a  yap nare dubious form (should m a  ynqphi past genitive form. 
. . . not put). 

mi yaqpi present genitive form. m a  ycrqpl~o past s u b  s t  a n t i  ve 
form. 

mi yaqpo present substantive naa yoq irnperativc (do not 
form. go). 

ma ynqpa n u  when not putting, 
etc. 

Note.-When a question is asked or a statement is made to which 
it is necessary to  answer in the negative, the verb mentioned must 
be repeated in the negative form of the tense used by the first speaker. 

put). , was not put). 
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Examples. 
Q. Khyang o@& ? (Are you coming ? ) 
A. (Tgu)agma med ( (I) am not coming). 
Q .  Klto songsedti ? (Has he gone ? ) 
A. (Kho)songpha m,ed ( (He) has not gone). 

The auxiliary rn,ed. (no, not) may be used alone, but natives would 
usually repeat the verb mentioned. 

The follow~ing formation may be used with the Imperative, implying 
'' not a t  all ", etc. 

jik nm jik Do not fear (at all). 
tyang ma t y a y  Do not hit (at all). 

The word sang (even, also, either, etc.) is sometimes interposed. 
" Khiti sning ta gargo ma song, " Let not your heart be troubled, 

yang jik sang ?tza jikshik." neither let it be afraid." 

The addition of ii to  any tense of the Finite Verb gives the 
interrogation without any other alteration being necessary. 

When the definite interrogative i\-ords-what, who, which, w-hen, 
tsa'm, etc.-may be employed, this final C is not necessary. 

Examples-Simple. 
Dyu chi in ? What is this ? 
Gonde chharpha tcrngsa' ? Did it rain yesterday ? 
Cho diritzg thonugti ? l\'ill the Raja arrive to-day ? 
Byabjon is&n khyongs ? How many eggs (did you) bring ? 
h3i zachas darong tshospha rneda' ? Is not my food cooked yet ? 

Note.-The Future Tense fina.1 k becomes sofi (i.e. g) before the 
6 of the interrogative. 

Colnpoutld. 
This final ii followed by the negative ??led, gives the equivalent 

of " is i t  or not ? " etc., in the Perfect tense. 
Khyang-i-si de laspo byareda-med? Have you done that work or 

not ? 

The tense is repeated after the final ti for the Past. 

Kho si do byasti ma byas ? Did be do that or not ? 

The simple future negation supplies the same form for the future. 
Kho,tg ongnugii mi oSg ? Will they come or not ? 
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PERMISSION 
The English forms " may " and " shall " when asking a question 

are rendered thus :- 
For double-syllable verbs, the root plus a', e.g.- 

Nga si kho la of@-zer5 ? Shall I call him ? (may) 
Nga ony6 ? May I come ? 

Single-syllable verbs remain in the infinitive mood form, but 
lengthen the final a in the intonation, e.g. 

Kho dose gwti ? May he go now ? 
When the question is implied by an adverb or pronoun, and the 

verb need not necessarily be in the future tense, the infinitive may 
be used and the sentence paraphrased in the following ways :- 

When shall I come ? Paraphrased to  When am I to come ? 
Where shall I go ? , 1 Where am I to go ? 
How shall I do i t  ? , , How am I to do it ? 

Therefore the infinitive would be used alone, the adverb preceding 
eupplying the necessary interrogation. 

Examples. 

Kho nGm ongma ? When is he to come ? 
DZ laspo chibyase bya ? How is this work to be done ? 
P y a  glr  gwa ? Where am I to go ? 

Where the meaning is distinctly future, however, this form must 
not be used, but the simple interrogative future employed in its 
place. 

Ngadang gtir gik ? Where shall we go (future) ? 
Ngadang su-i shida gik ? To whom shall we go ? 

THE PASSIVE VOICE 
The Passive Voice has no definite form in Balti. It must be 

continually borne in mind that the verb a t  all times is more or less 
passive, i.e. i t  implies not so much a definite action, as a coming to 
pass, or a happening. It will be readily understood from this that 
" it is being done " and " someone is doing i t  " are more or less 
identical, i.e. that the tense formation would be the same. 

Pga si d i  l a q o  bed means equally " I am doing this work " or 
" this work is being done by me ". The present tense form " bed " 
cannot be said to be active or passive in the same way as in English. 
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The Agent Case SuBx " si " shows the doer, and therefore wherever 
a subject can be found or introduced for the sake of paraphrasing, 
the difficulty can be avoided. As in other matters, this " difficulty " 
only presents itself to the European mind. 

Certain verbs solve the problem, for they give the passive 
meaning. 

Yiri  go thonged (your head is being seen) cannot be correctly 
translated into English unless one says " your head shows ". 

" I see your head ' ' becomes " To me, your head shows " (intrans.). 
Ot,her verbs follow this rule also, and the paragraph on Impersonal 
Verbs (pp. 63-4) should be carefully studied. 

Idiom plays an important part also ; e.g. one cannot say " there 
was a marriage ". One must say " a marriage was made (or done) ". 
The equivalent therefore is " (some) one made a marriage ", thus :- 

Chik-i-si bakhston byas One made a marriage. 

Qina-ing-nu baaston chi byas In Cana there was a marriage. 

(chik-i-si) is omitted, but it is understood. 

The purposive perfect tense sometimes give the equivalent to the 
passive voice. 

Di zachas gonde khi la tangphi inpa This food was given to the dog 
yesterday. 

The indejinite perfect ten,ses may also imply the passive voice in 
narrative form. 

" Shari'atpo Musa-i luqkha " The Law (which still exists) was 
phari minsedsuk " given (by the hand of) Moses " 

(definite but very remote action). 
De shoqbu de-i kho la minsedpn That book was given to him earlier 

(See perfect tenses . . .) in the day (indefinite and un- 
witnessed). 

Note.-When translating from Urdu into Balti some educated 
natives may suggest another form, by using the tenses of the verb to  
go (gwa) with the infinitive ; e.g. m.1:nm.a songs for " was given ". 

Th,is form, is never used by the Ba.ltis in, conamon speech and cannot 
be said to be correct. It would imply " went to give " and not the 
passive voice. 
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CO~TPOUND VERBS 
i. Causal Verbs. 

There are very few forms which could genuinely be called Causal. 
The root of a few verbs with chukpcc, however, gives a causal form. 

tsevn chukpa to ca.use to  sew, to  cause to he sewn. 
shi chukpa to cause to die. 
bya chukpa to  cause to  do. 
ko chztkpa to  cause to  hear, to tell. 
khet chukpa to  cause to  spread. 

This construction may eqzially irrzply the permissive, i.e. to let, 
allow, etc. Thz context showing which i s  meant. 

The verbs tnv?gm.a (to send) is often used in the sense of " to cause 
to  go " ; likewise the verb strulba (to drive, propel, etc.) is often 
employed in the sense of " to cause to walk ". 

The causal and clouble causal verbs such as exist in the Urdu 
language are non-existent in Balti. The sense must be plainly stated 
by means of paraphrasing. 

Khyang-i-si cli yonchas kusz When n~ill you get these clothes 
niim tsevn chzsktuk ? sew11 ? (Causal.) 

Kho si la zcr cl~llkpa med He does not let me speak. (Per- 
missive .) 

ii. Co?z.uncti?ie Participle and the Itxjinitiz'e. 

( a )  The conjnnctive participle of a few verbs prefixed to tangma 
gives a sense of completion. 

phose tnngrv~a to pour sway (liquids). 
phnngse ta~tgmcc to throw a m  y (solids). 
kale tavlgvna to send by means of some 

one or something else. 

(b)  When an action is subject to n certain condition before it can 
be fully carried out, the conjnnctive participle of the verb sta,ting 
the condition is placed first. 

klz~ile khyerbn to  lencl a\\-av (holding). 
kl~zire hkyongvna to bring (carrying). 
khidc ongqrza to come (bringing a person). 
tede kh yonpna to bring (an animal, leading 

by the bridle, etc.). 
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khure gwa to go, carrying something 
(to take away). 

etc., et,c. 

iii. Obligation. 
Physical and moral obligations are expressed in the following 

ways :- 
(1) Physical (The strongest form). 

(a) The infinitive plus Phoqpn (lit. to fall). 
Di laspo nGja 2a bya phoged It falls to me to do this work. 

(b)  The inflected infinitive plus inma. 
This form implies physical obligation in the immediate future. 

Di m n p o  kho la mintni in .  This medicine is to be given to him. 

(c) The infinitive plus yodpa. 
This combination although a physical obligation, is not bound by 

time for its fulfilment. 
Ata la shoqshoq chik tangma yod A letter must be sent to father. 

(2) Moral Obligatio?z. 

(a) The strongest moral obligation is formed by the infinitive 
plus the verb rgospa (to need, to be necessary). 

Tra9npa la phrin tatynla rgosed Kews ought to  be sent to  the head 
man. 

(b)  The weak form of the moral obligation is obtained by using 
the present substantive of the verb in question, plus the verb inma. 

This implies mainly " that i t  would be good if a certain action 
were to  come to pass ". 

Di shillgpo chaqpo in.  This wood should be cut. 

This may be used instead of the imperative on certain occasions, 
where the person spoken to is not necessarily obliged to do the thing 
mentioned. 

INCOMPLETE VERBS AKD VERBS REQUIRTXG SPECIAL ,~TTEP\'TION 

Nnngum. This verb is imperfect, and is only heard in the tenses 
exemplified belo~v. 

It implies to be, in the sense of " apparently is " or " looks " 
to be. 

Present tense : lrclug " is ". 1rm-7a1lg " is not ". 
6 c Past (affirmative only) : m a g p a  was ". 
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Examples. 
D i  gonmo lya&rr~o nang This garment appears 

to  be nice. 
De thangpi-kha staqji chik There is apparently not 

sang medang a single tree on that 
plain. 

Gyurba to become, or to  be changed. 
Occasionally used in the past, future, and perfect tenses. 

Exu???ples. 
" rgun-clzhung gyzcrphi chhu " " the water which had become wine." 
" khiti khoqkholpo rgani-o " your sorrow shall be turned to 

gyuruk " gladness." 
Gyzcrba to sell (intransitive). 

This verb is used colloquially in most tenses, but the transitive 
verb tsongma (to sell) would be employed most. 

e.g. dz phchas k u n  lyakhm,o gyurbi in. These things will sell well. 
Gyzcrba t.o be legal tender. Used in most tenses. 

e.g. Dz &mulpo gywreda med ? Is this rupee legal tender or not ? 

Gyurba. Honorific, to die. This verb may be used equally in all 
tenses similar to the verb shya (to die) ; e.g. 

Kho gyzcre nu &sum-i jag In &one langse sJlu&s 
He died ancl rose alive the third day. 

Ospn to  speak suitably, well, etc. 

This verb is not usually heard alone, but is employecl as aclverbinlly 
and adjectivally. 

Exa.nzples. 
ospi khpera good speech. 
mi ospi khpera unsuitable language, speech, etc. 
kho llzn ospcc zered He speaks unsuitably (out of place). 

Photpn to wish, to desire. This verb is only used when the meaning 
is very strong ancl sincere ; e.g. 

" Yuszrf khntrnng mi in,mn nu do khrel c7~11kpn mtn pl~ots." 
( (  Joseph being a just man, was not 11-illing to shamc her." 

Shespa and Byorba. These two verbs mcaning " to know " anti 
" to be worthy " respectively, are, aport from their ordinary use ,  
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employed colloquially in the future tense, when a present meaning is 
intended. Their use in this case is generally in the negative ; e.g. 

" Khur i  h lam thyu  khrolba Gja mi byor." 
" I am not worthy to  unloose the latchet of his shoes." 

K h o  la mi shes He does not know. 
Gwa, t o  go, to  become, etc. This verb is sometimes employed as 

expressing potentiality . 
The tenses used are usually the past and the subjunctive " dubious 

form ", e.g. 

h3a la gwa llul songs I could not go (lit. To me going did not 
come to pass). 

Kho  kc gwa song nare . . . If he should be able to go.  . . 
Note.-The normal subject becomes the indirect object in this 

case by the postposition la being placed after it. 

Khukhpa  to  be able to. This verb is normally used in regard 
to sleep, e.g. N g a  la n i i d  khukhsed (sleep has come upon me). A 5  a 
potential i t  is mostly employed negatively, and gives the meaning of 
" i t  is beyond me, you, etc.," or a moral impossibility ; e.g. :- 

flgima raylgjang shoqbu zerba rGja la khukhpa wed. 
To read all day long is beyond me. 
The verbs Ryakhpa,  langma, j ikpa, chha?na, and shukhpa take an 

" s " in some of their tenses. It appears that this " s " was possibly 
pronounced a t  one time, and has gradually been dropped in the 
common speech in the infinitive and forms employing the infinitire 
as a stem. 

Ezanzples. 
h 3 a  jiksed I fear. 
~ 3 a  j i kya  nwd I do not fear. 
Kilo langsuk He \\-ill get up. 
Y i n g  glir sha&sed Where are you going. 

LISTS OF VERBS WHOSE SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS TAKE CASE FORJIS 
PECULIAR TO THE BALTI L A N G ~ A G E  

1. Impersonal Verbs. 
It hams most proba.bly been noticed in the exa.mples given on the 

previous pages that the normal subject of a verb has had the post- 
position la placed a.fter it on one or t,wo occa'sions. 
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When employing the verbs given in the list below i t  must always 
be remembered that what to the European mind is the subject 
becomes the indirect object in Ralti. 

E.g. : I obtain, get, find, etc., becomes : it, to  me is got, found, etc. 
(Subj. understood. R g a  la thobed.) 

Di  peni n ia  la thobs 

(kc) thongw~a 
rgospa 
shespa 
chhama 
Bsama 
chhudpa 
khyudpa 
khukhpa 

yanma 

This coin found me (to me) is ; i.e. I found 
this coin. 

to  see. 
to need, to be necessary, etc. 
to  know. 
to  be finished. 
to  think. 
to  realize, understand. 
to have the power to. 
to be able to, etc. (see special 

reference). 
to be unwell. 

Note.-Yanma generally means " to  be able to  ", but does not 
always follow the above-mentioned rule. 

(a)  Yanma used alone, i.e. without any other verb, would follow 
the rule, e.g. Do ?@a la yanrna med " I cannot (do) that." 

In  this way yanma is strong enough to imply the verb omitted. 

(b )  " Rga yodpi se-kha khidang ongma yanrna md."  
"Where I am there ye cannot come." 

In  this case the postposition In would not be used. 

2. Verbs whose indirect objects usually take the locative post- 
position i-kha (on) :- 

phoqpa (figuratively) to fall upon. 
chhespa to  believe on. 
rannbn to accept. 
thadpn to l ike ,~vaat ,e tc .  
spyarba to  accuse fa,lsely (lit. to stick 

upon). 
ka 1 bn to oppress (lit. to load upon). 

3. Verbs whose indirect objects take the ablat,ive post- 
position na :-- 
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brongm to annoy. 
khpera tangma to converse with. 
thukpa to meet. 
zdurba to compete with. 

SPYa to compare with. 
etc. 

Exumples. 
Kho si @a na bronien duged He keeps on annoying me. 
Dyu na spes na do lyakhmo in Compared with this, that is 

good. 

4. When the verb is compounded with a noun, the indirect object 
is always in the genitive case. 

i-shkJ chudpa to judge. 
i-hrmang bya to make mention. 
i-lukhsing zerba to speak concerning. 
i-tamyan bya to obey. 
i-gorgyal bya to disobey. 

Example. 
phru la so so-e ata 4 - o - e  tamyan bya rgosed. 
A child should obey its parents. 

Some intransitive verbs may be changed to become transitive. 
The following forms are regular :- 

Intransitive Transitive and Cau.sal. 
To break Chhaqpa (aspirate C l q p a  (to break). 

omitted) 
To descend Bn ba initial B Phaba (to take 

changed to down). 
Ph. 

To stand up Laszgma initial addi- Hltsatzg~na (to erect). 
tion and 
change. 

To walk Drulba Dr. changes to Strulba (to cause to 
Sir. walk). 

To gather, etc. Dama Da changes to zdama (to collect). 
da. 

To be pierced Gdolba Gd changes to a to lba  (to pierce). 
at. 

F 
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CONJUNCTION 
1. (a) S,imple Fwms. 
yanq and (for joining two independent clauses or 

sentences). 
na and (for joining two words). 
t a then, now (adverbs, commencing a paragraph). 
debana, dekhana then, or after that. 
hana or. 
ha . . . ha or, either, whether. 
(ha dyu ha do either this or that.) 

See paragraph on Interrogation. Verbs for the other way of 
expressing the conjunction " or ". 

(b) Compound Forms. 
dopatse 
chiizerna 
. . . na sang 

yod nare 
do gwa nu 
do song nu 
med nure 

I 
ere med nu 
papzi . . . nare 
paqzi . . . nu sang 
paqzi . . . nu sang shetang 

moreover, but. 
because, for. 
still (correlative) after a sub- 

junctive tense. 

otherwise, if not. 
otherwise, least on the other hand. 
if . . . then. 
although . . . still. 
although . . . notwithstanding. 

2. Repetitions. 
(a) The conjunctive participle employed after the verb in question 

has been expressed in its past tense. 
This takes the place of yang (and) ; e.g. 

" Kho-e sh2igird kun thuru tsho-gzur la ba,bs, babse na khong nayo- 
ing juks." 

" His disciples came down to the edge of the lake, and entered 
into a boat." 

(b) The infinitive plus nu, being the same formation as the adverbial 
construction "when doing ", etc., is used to imply "then ", and 
is placed similarly to the above-mentioned conjunctive participle. 
It may imply to a certain extent " therefore " or " whereupon ". 
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" 'Esa si kho la jaw& ma lzoqs, ma lzoqpa nu Pihitus-i-ai Kho la 
zers." 

" Jesus did not answer him, then Pilate said unto Him." 

3. The Conjunction.-zere (that, etc.). 

(a)  The word zere is placed after the sentence or clause ; i t  would 
usually precede in English. It is attached to any tense of the finite 
verb and is employed even where the English conjunction may be 
omitted ; e.g. 

Khyary Mz~sz~lnuin in zere, ?Gja la hrtuapa yod. 
It is known to  me that you are a Mohammedan. 

(b) The conjunction zere may be used to imply " so that ", " in 
order that ", etc. ; in which case i t  would follow the future tense ; 
and tlie verb would express the Subjunctive Mood. The second 
clause or sentence following zere in this respect, may stand in any 
tense, but may never express an order. 

Kho la lam la chang kish-kish mi In order that he might have no 
go zere ?Gja si ?Gi bizbo yambo trouble on the road, I sent 
tangs. my servant with (him). 

(c) When the words " what ", " why ", " when ", " where ", etc., 
or t.heir equivalent, stand in swun clauses the conjunction zere m ~ ~ s t  
follow the verb if i t  takes an ordinary tense form ; othernise the sub- 
stantive form of the verb must be employed. 

Both ways of expression are colloquial, but the latter is to be 
preferred wherever i t  can be correctly used. 

Examples. 
Khyang dikhu yod zere, ?@a la It is k n o w  to me that you are 

hrta&a songs ; or Kh yang here. (I know you are here.) 
dikhu yodpo ?Gja la hrtakhpa 
Sollgs. 

KhogZZr songsed zere, su la hrtakJpa Nobody knows where he has 
?ned ; or Kho gnr songpho, su gone. 
la hrtnkhpa med. 

INTERJECTIONS 
A strong feeling or emotion is often expressed by the intonation. 

Reproof and grief are sometimes expressed by the vocative case. 
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Le ! chi byas ? 0 ! what have you done ? or the word aiyo (heigh ho), 
(dear, dear), (alas). Aiyo chi songs ? Alas ! what has 
happened ? 

Ya, may imply contempt or ridicule. 
shab6sh and ofrln, joy and applause (well done). 

The expression tse ringmo song (may you live long), and mS bgya 
song (may you become a hundred men), etc., are commonly employed 
as expressions of thankfulness, pleasure, and approval. 

The simple postposition, as its name denotes, follows the sub- 
atantivc it governs. The most common have already been dealt with 
in the declensions of the substantive. 

la to, at ,  for, any position of proximity. 
i-ikha on, upon, by means of. 
ing-nu in. 
na from, with. 
shida from. 
medpa without. 
menma without, with the exception of. 
ma (with the infinitive) without. 

The different uses of medpa, menma, and ma. 

medpa Chhu medpa sing shek Without water all will (would) 
die. 

menmn Similar to medpa but following the rules of the verb inma. 
Dyu menma, e-tshangma With the exception of this, a11 

khiri i n  the others are yours. 
ma &samba ma bya, las ma Do not do work without t.hink- 

byos. ing. 

Medpa is also used with the conjunctive participle, and enlarges its 
meaning to : without the . . . ; e.g. 

" &o zose medpa niarmo brod ma shes " (Balti proverb). 
"Without the eating of the bitter one does not know the sweet 

taste." 
Compound forms are identical with the adverbs of place, and 

follow the genitive case in most cases. 

juktu after (time). 
dunu before (time and place). 
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skiZ la in the middle of. 

??pin9 underneath. 
oqt u under. 
skin la in place of (generally). 
malsing-nu instead of (lit,.). 
ma>npo till, up to, while. 
sniyet-i-kha because of, on account of. 
Etc., etc. 

Juktu and lnanpo are sometimes used with the conjunctive 
participle, in which case they would imply : before the completion 
of t,he act, and until the completion of the act, respectively. 

zan zose manpo until the food is eaten. 
zun ze manpo while eating the food. 
las byase juktu before the work is done. 
las be juktu before worlhg. 

SYNTAX 
Much information which correctly comes under this heading may 

be gathered from the subject matter a1rea.d~ dealt with. The relation- 
ship of the various parts of speech with each other may be under- 
stood from the examples given in the paragraphs on Substantives, 
Ad ject,ives, Adverbs, Verbs, and Postpositions. 

Below are given the main rules for the construction of sentences :- 

1. The subject stands first. 
All qualifications must precede the actual nominative or agent. 

Exumples. 
This man . . . Di ?ni . . . (Nom.). 
The man who came here yesterday. . . Govzde dikha o?yphi m~yu (Norn.). 
That man over there . . . spoke Ekha yodpi de myu si . . . zers 

(Agent) 
2.  Time and Place usually follow the Subject., Time being expressed 

first. 

Exa wtples. 
I shall go to CAorbat to-morrow ~ 6 j a  haske Chorbat la gik (both). 
I give you this now Rga  si dose khjang la dyu nained 

(time). 
He is going to the I~ill to get wood Kho ri la shing khyongma g w d  

(place). 
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3. The Object. I (indirect) ; 2 (direct). 
When no time or place are mentioned, the Indirect and Direct 

object respectively follow the subject. Otherwise they follow in 
order. 

Indirect and Direct. 
1 2 

I tell you this r g a  si  khyang la dyu zered. (Both.) 
2 

He does not say that Kho si  do zerba med. (Direct object.) 

4. The Complement follows next in order the Direct Object. (A 
complement supplies what the verb left unsaid.) 
He made himself their king Kho si kho khong-i rgyalpho phchos. 

5. Th.e extension, i.e. that which extends the meaning and narrows 
the application of the finite verb. 

This usually immediately precedes the finite verb. 
He came quickly Kho shokmo byase ongs. 

I went to  Kashmir very slowly . . . r g a  Kachyul m i  kule songs . . . 
An Adverbial Phrase does not always follow this rule, but would 

sometimes be placed before the main clause. 
At the moment of hearing the story, he fell to  the ground 
Kho la Bpera kwa chik na, kho se-kha khere phoqs. 

Note.-Wherever a phrase is merely taking the place of one adverb 
i t  would remain next to  the finite verb. 
He like an old man goes along Kho rgasphi mi drfclba tsokhpo gwed. 

6. The Finite Verb. 
Always stands a t  the end of the sentence. 
It may be in the simple form of any tense, or compounded with 

the conjunctive participle of another verb ; or compounded with 
a noun. 

Khundang-i-si chT bed ? What are they doing ? 
Khi phyungse tong Turn out the dog. 
DT hrtao si phra tanged This horse kicks. 

Note.-The negative participle mu stands immediately before the 
last mentioned part of the verb in compounded forms : yhule ma 
tong. Do not push. Never m a  phule tong. 

This normal order is occasionally altered for emphasis, idiom, 
proverb, or some other irregular mode of speech. Great attention 
should be paid to  the idiom, and sentences should not merely be 
translated from English into Balti, but the way of paraphrasing should 
constantly be studied in order to find the " Balti way of putting it '!. 
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Enlargement 

- 

- 
Khiri t s h a r m  
i.e. Your elder 

De 

i.e. Those 

Rgi 
i.e. My 

D;i chhogo - 

This big 

----- 

\ 

Nominative 
or Agent 

r g a  si 
I (agent) 

bu 
son 

myung-i-si 

men (agent) 

h k a  

elder brother 

- 

jingpo 

field 

-- 

\ 

Finite 
Verb 

m i d  
give 

mi+ 
is comlng 

phchos 

made 

songs 

went 

in 

is 

IExtension of 
Complement I Finite Verb 

I 

- 

khunti gopa 

their leader 
(head) 

- 

n i i  

mine 

b y  y e n  
runnlng 

- 

hrte-kha 
jone 

on horse- 
back 
--- 

I 

Distinct 
1. Time 
2. Place 

2 
dose 

Object 
1. Indirect 
2. Direct 

now 

- 

lo chik-i 
juktu 

after a year 

9 d e  

yesterday 

diring na 
ekho 

from to-day 

- - - . - -- -- - 

1 
khyang la 

to you 

- 

- 

lam la 
along the 

road 

shahr la 

to  the city 

- - - 

2 
~ Y U  
this 

y6 tshuntsi 
p h m  

that little 
child 
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APPENDIX 

The Mohammedan day starts in the evening, as among the Jews. 
The Baltis usually consider it to commence some little time after 
the last prayer, i.e. the Bofta'n-i phyaq. 

The days of the week are given below in the English order. 

adTd Sunday. brespot Thursday. 
tsanda'r Monday. shukuru Friday. 
anga'ru Tuesday. shingsher Saturday. 
bot u Wednesday. 
One week ja'qma bdun or hafia chik (U). 

Months of the Year 

The Balti year, which follows the Mohammedan reckoning, consists 
of twelve lunations of thirty and twenty-nine days alternately ; 
amounting to three hundred and fifty four days and a few hours. 
Thus the months revolve independently of the seasons. 

The seasonal New Year is fixed however, according to the Persian 
festival of Nau Roz (the New Day) which is 21st March. 

In one or two cases the Baltis have substituted the Arabic names 
for the original Balti. 

ma'tarn or maharnm (weeping). 
sa'far. 
mtsi-lza (giving of alms). 
gost ong . 
s kist ong . 
jukstong . 
hrmangdo. 
ba riid. 
rawwain (fasting). 
skya-Zza. 
stongm (i.e. empty month-no feast or fast). 
qurba'n (sacrifice). 

a p i t u ,  or spit-i wa&po Spring. 

gbyar Summer. 
st on 
rgun 

Autumn. 
Winter. 
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APPROXIMATION OF YEAM 
Dyuik this year, the current year. 
nuning last year. 
j o n i y  the year before last. 
rgyamu next year. 
maphla the year after next. 

A P P R ~ X I M A ~ ~ N  OF DAYS 
Diring to-day. rgusla 

haske (bela) to-morrow. phchusla 

snangla the day after to- gonde or gun& 
morrow. 

rdzesla the third day after. kharchuq la 

the fourth day 
after. 

the fifth day 
after. 

yesterday. 

the day before 
yesterday. 

the third day 
back. 

The Balti reckoning of the hours cannot. be spoken of in terms of 
hours and minutes. The sun is the timepiece, therefore the times of 
the day greatly differ in length in the winter and summer. 

Every village knows well the time of day by the light on the 
mountains, when the sun cannot be seen. 

9 0 - b a  the first crowing of the cock. 
skil-bya the second crowing of the cock. 
juk-bya the last crowing of the cock (herald 

of dawn). 
s h a r k  dawn. 
nam langpa daybreak (even light. in all the skv) 

(lit. the rising of the sky). 
b.rqtse phoqpa direct sun's ra.ys on the mount.ain tops. 
niimi sna phoqpa the sun's rays falling on the villages. 
2an.t us morning food time (from 9.30 a.m. 

onwards). 
niirna tro mid-day . 
tro-phed mid-day. 
pishin early afternoon. 
phiro later afternoon. 
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gontaEs 
braqtse chhodpa 
gongphin 
tshun 
tshun-phed 
thb-thub 
bang balbul-i 

the setting of the sun on habitation. 
sun only on the hills. 
sun on the highest peaks only. 
evening, no sun, first stars appearing. 
night. 
midnight. 
twilight. 
just before night advanced twilight. 

9~0khsp i  p h y q  a t  dawn. 
pishin-i phyaq early afternoon. 
dig&-i phyaq a t  sunset (just after) (gontakhs). 
s?uim-i phyaq in the evening (gongphin). 
&oftan-i phyaq a t  darkness (late evening, early night). 

MEASUREMENT 
Although the English inch, foot, yard, and mile measurements 

are commonly known, Baltis still maintain their own primitive 
methods of measurement. 

nasgang the length of a grain of barley. 
sor-phed half the width of a finger. 
sor-chik one width of a finger. 
sor-do two widths of a finger. 
sor-asurn three widths of a finger. 
chap-gang the span of the first finger and thumb. 
tho-gang full span ; fourth finger and thumb. 
multuk chik from elbow to the end of closed fist, about 15 inches. 
khru chik or one cubit. 

khruang . 
khru do two cubits (one yard). 
zan thob about one mile. The distance which can be covered 

during the time needed to prepare a Balti meal of zan. 

a6k chik three to  four miles. From one post hut to  the next. 
paTo chik one stage of about twelve miles. 

thaqring (far) and niimor (near) are used to convey the approxi- 
mate distance when more or less than twelve miles. 

The word do is used instead of the usual word @is for two in some measurements. 
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WEIGHTS 
Bre chik a wooden measure of capacity containing a little more 

than one Indian seer. 
kal chik equal to twenty bre, about a little more than half maund. 

The Indian maund, seer, pau, etc., is commonly known, and is 
increasingly being employed in all districts. 

PART I1 

Part I1 is intended to give the student a working knowledge of the 
most common verbs and expressions. 

The vocabularies and exercises are by no means complete, but 
should be used in conjunction with the English-Balt,i Vocabulary, 
and with Part I for continual reference to rules and construction. 

The student is urged to thoroughly acquaint himself with the 
sentences given for exercises before trying to construct for himself. 

VOCABULARIES WITH CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES 
1. 

Bu son. B e - o  daughter, girl. 
Ata father. a,&j-o mother. 
f i a  I. khyang you (sing.). 
Ng i my- khiri your. 
Y& is, exists. 'wbed is not. 
yodpa was. rnedpa wasnot. 
gwed goes, go, is going. m@-ed comes, is corning. 
dikha here. ekhu there. 
Khyaliij dikha yod. You are here. 
r g a  dikha yodpa. I was here. 
Khiri bmi -o  ekhu wed. Your daughter is not there. 
R g i  bu e k h  gutxi?. My son is going there. 
Khiri ata ekha yodpa. Your father was there. 
R g i  a%-o ddihha or@-ed. My mother is coming here. 

2. 
Mi man. Bostring woman. 
Kho he. Mo she. 
Kho-e his. Mo-e her@). 
Chik one. Gjis two. 
m i s  came. soriijs went. 
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Yuntse little. ma?@rno much, a lot. 
Khyong bring (imper.). khyo&j-ed brings, is bringing, etc. 

S i ,  placed after the nominatives, forms the Agent Case ; i.e. this 
si indicates that the action is being done by the person or thing 
mentioned before it. 

M i  chik so@s One (a) man went. 
Kho si mmriijmo khyonis He brought much. 
Bostring chfik @s One woman came. 
Kho-e bo?@-o si n i b  khyonis His daughter brought two. 
Yzcntse khyo?@ Bring little. 
M i  ma?Gjmo sonis Many men went. 

3. 
Diring to-day. Gonde yesterday. 
Dose now. Alta just now (at  once). 
Nu. and. Sa,ng also. 
NGm when. Gtir where. 
Am.a but. m a h  never (used with the 

negative). 
GwE-med not going. Onima-med not coming. 

Bu chik nu boni-o chik diring o?@s 

Khya~Gj dose ga'r glued ? 
Ngn gwed ulna kho gwti-med 
Khiri bu alta gGr so?Gjs ? 
Khya~Gj mala gwG-med 
Klzo salG mala oGjma-med 
Kho gonde orGjs arna khya9Gj ruim 

oni-ed ? 

4. 
Gik shall, will go. 
Mi-.go shall, will not go. 
Mi-bya shall, m7ill not do. 
Bed doing, does. 
Byas done. 
Chi ? what ? 
Kho si cltL khyo?@s ? 

A son and a daughter came to-day 
(boy and a girl). 

Where are you going now ? 
I am going, but he is not going. 
Where did your son go just now ? 
You never go. 
He also never comes. 
He came yesterday, but when are 

you coming ? 

ongnuk shall, will come. 
mi-oGj shall, will not come. 
mi-khyoGj shall, will not bring. 
bek shall, will do. 
byos do. (Imp.). 
SZL ? who ? 

%;hat has he brought ? (lit. What 
brought he). 
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Khyary chS bed ? What are you doing ? 
Fga diring mi-go I shall not go to-day. 
S u  si byas ? Who did (it) ? 
Khyani sa&j byos You also do (it). (Imp.) 
Kho si mi-bya, %a sa+@ mi-bya He will not do (it), I also shall not 

do (it) ; (lit.) Keither he nor I 
shall do it. 

Ma (negative) no, not, etc., prefixed to the past tense and the 
imperative. 

Hrtci horse. b&Gj cow. 
Chhu water.  ow.^ milk. 
Sani-sa* light. thub darkness. 
Chuli apricot. kushu apple. 
Bji four. 96 five. 
Truk six. bdun seven. 
Min.?mi to give (inf.). za' to eat (inf.). 

BCng n3Ss nu hrt5 chik dikha 
yodpa ama dose m a !  

Kushu chik rnin 
Chuli bji w 
i%ja chik mi-rnin 
Dose thuh sonistd, chS bek ? 

Alta chuli ma zo 
Chhu d i k h  khyoni 

Two cows and a 'horse were here, hut 
are not now. 

Give one apple. 
Eat four apricots. 
I shall not give one. 
It has now become dark: what shalt 

we do ? 
Do not eat apricots just now. 
Bring water here. 

6 .  
Rgosed (with the infinitive) should, ought, necessary. 
Rgospa-rned (with the infinitive) negative, should not, etc. 

Shogrno quick, quickly. do&mo narrow. 
Phalchan wide. a.nchan strong. 
DS this (adj.). de that (adj.). 
E the other (adj .). dyu this (pron.). 

Do that (pron.). Y O  this or that very 
(pron.). 

Zer ba to say, speak. med-nare if not, otherwise. 
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I n  is (see verb " to be "). men is not (see verb 
" to be "). 

Lam path. ZSO door. 

Gwa' rgospa-wxd It is not necessary to  go. 

Sho&mo guG rgosed 
Iiho si chF zered ? 
E-hrtZ sang khyonGjma rgosed 
Lam do&mo yod 

anchan men 
De zgo phalchan yod 
; ~ i a  si dyu zers 
Do, nil men 

(lit.) Going is not necessary. 
(you) must go quickly. 
What does he say ? 
The other horse must be brought. 
The road is narrow. 
I am not strong. 
That door is wide. 
I said this. 
That is not mine. 

La, to, at ,  dative case sign. 
-ini-nu in. nanGj-nu home, a t  home. 
n ia  ya we. khoni they. 
L y a a m o  good. shishik bad. 
tris ask (imp.). zer say, speak (imp.). 
m,ti very. hltos look, behold. 

Kho la zerba rgosed, med-nare kho He must be spoken to, otherwise 
mi-go he will not go. 

Hltos, dyu l yaamo  med, ?@a la Look, this is not good, I don't 
rgospa med want i t  (lit.) (not needed). 

X g a  la ma zer, mti shoBmo nani- Don't speak to  me, go home very 
nu son3 quickly. 

Di  om.ing-nu chhu yod There is water in this milk. 
%ja si khoni la chi minuk ? What shall I give (to) them ? 

8. 

Yaqpa to  put, place, leave. yaged placing, places (present). 
Dukpa to  sit, remain. duged sitting, sits (present). 
Sonise having gone (go and). o"rGjse having come. 

IMPERSONAL VERBS 
What is normally the subject in English, becomes objective by 

the taking of the post-position la. 
ThonGjma to  see. shespa to know. 
kwti to hear. chhdpa  to  comprehend, understand. 
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chhunchi some (mass, bulk), khaik a few, some (numerical). 
byase-na having done (and) or (then), or (and then). 
trise-nu having asked (and) or (then), or (and then). 
Khyani ekha so?Zjse, n3i boni-o 2a You go there and ask my daughter 

t ris (or) You having gone there, 
ask my daughter. 

lQga la kho thohijm-med I do not see him. 
Kho kc ch, shesed ? Khat  does he know ? 
Khiri ornager yaps, ?@a la thon^gma- Where did you put your milk ? I 

rned don't see it. 
Ani-o la trise-na k h i k  dikha Ask mother, and then bring some 

khyong here. 
Kho si chi xered, n ia  la kwii-med What does he say ? I do not 

(can't) hear. 

9. Soni-nare (if) go, were to go, should go, etc. 
Yod-nare (if) is, were to be, should be, etc. 
Thoni-nare (if) see, were to see, should see, etc. 
kos-nare (if) hear, were to hear, should hear, etc. 

las work. skud voice, sound. 

Po. See chapter on this suffix in the Balti Grammar, under 
substantives. 

This suffix is attached to all qualified Nouns, Pronouns, and words 
serving the purpose of substantives. 

I t s  various forms should be carefully studied. 
Fga ekha soni-narc, n ia  si kho la Should I go there, I shall ask him. 

trek. 
Di laspo byase-nu, chhu chhunchi Do this work and then bring 

kh yoni some water (or) Having 
done this work, bring some 
water. 

KhyanGj kc kho thoni-nare, kho la Should you see him, give him 
dyu rnin this. 

Chhu yod-nare n ia  chhunchi Should there be any water I a-ill 
khyoninuk bring some. 

&a la khin' skadpo kos-nnre @a si If I hear your voice, what shall 
ch; bek ? I do ? 

IChonGj la de laspo bya shespa-nxd They do not know (how) to do 
that work. 
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10. 
Sabaq (Urdu) lesson. shoqbu (a) book. 
Tyafijma to hit, beat. tavijma to pour (also to give 

and to put) occasionally. 
gw6-na when I (etc.) go. rninma-na when I (etc.) give. 
ktul-na when I (etc.) hear. thosGjrna-nu when I (etc.) see. 
chi ? why ? ch6zerna because. 
j ini  field. sa earth (soil or ground). 
sherpha wet. skarnbo dry. 

Khyani-i-si khiri sabaqpo ma zer- If you don't read your lesson I 
nare nia si khyani tyaninuk shall beat you. 

( r g a  la) khiri skadpo kwl-nu, n ia  When I hear your voice I shall 
si khyani la kushu khaik khyoni- bring you a few apples. 
rtuk 

Khyani chhu la gwl-nu rija la zer, Tell me when you go to the water, 
chEzcrna n ia  sani oninuk because I shall also come. 

DT jinipo Eya&mo med, chazerna This field is not good, because 
sa m i  yuntse yod there is very little earth. 

Szc si dikha chhu tanis ? ni2 shoqbu Who put water here ? my book 
sherpha sonis has become wet. (N.B.--(Lit.) 

gone wet .) 

11. 
phose-tanima to  pour or throw away (fluids). 
phnnise-tafijma to throw away (solids). 
phude-tanima to  release, loosen, untie, etc. 
charpha tanima to rain. 
khE tanima to snow. 

ras cloth (cotton). balgos woollen cloth (homespun). 
tronmo warm. graBrno cold. 
rgun winter. gbyar or (zbyar summer). 

-i- and -e- are the signs of the Genitive Case. See Rules in Grammar. 

cha tea. bale soup. 
khT dog. khurba bread. 
thunira to  drink. chifQrna to  tie, tie up. 

Orna lya@mo yodpa-nu, chi phose- When the milk is good why do you 
tanied ? throw i t  away ? 

Di kusltu lyak&no med, plmnise- This apple is not good, throw i t  
ton? away. 
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DiriGj ma' graamo yod, dikha chu 
t hurQrna on? 

KhT phude ma t m i ,  dikha bostring 
n i i s  yod 

Charpha m l a  tanima-med, arna 
rgun la khii tanied 

Khiri khs ching, med-s~are sZja mi- 
oni  

To-day it is very cold, come here 
and drink tea. (Lit.) to drink 
tea. 

Don't loose the dog, two women 
are here. 

It never rains, but in the minter 
it snows. 

Tie up your dog, otherwise I shall 
not come. 

12. 
dyu-is@-nu in this. do-irQ-nu in that. 
dyu-i-kha on this. do-i-khu on that. 
chhogo great, big. tshuntse little, small. 
kho-nu-yarnbo with him. nii-shida I have (see verb To have). 

@!I day. fiijima-la in the daytime ot in the sun 
(both meanings). 

chingse-yaqpa to keep tied. gonma to wear. 
gonchas clothing. kg i  (or) exceedingly. 

le-i 

~ 0 d P i  which is, was. dpi which is not (see Relative 
was not Pronoun). 

zere that (conjunction) placed a t  the end of the sentence it 
refers to. 

gonmo upper garment, shirt (the native Balli type only). 
DirirQ chhogo jaq in. To-day is a great day. 
~ 3 i  gonmo skambo yod, n i i m - l a  My shirt is dry, it need not be 

yaqpa rgospa-med put in the sun. 
Rho chhogo m.2 in zere, n ia  la I horn that he is a great man. 

shesed (Lit.) He great man is-that- 
I know. 

Gonde dikhu yodpi gonchas su-i Whose were the clothes which 
inpa ? were here yesterday ? 

Dikha yodpi de tshuntse bostrisi7jpo That little woman who was here 
khurba khyon^gmnu soGjs has gone to bring bread. 

I?a rgun - la balgos goned, asnu In the winter I wear woollen 
gbyar-la tronnto yodpa-nu ras-i- clothes, but in the summer, when 
gonchas-goszed it is warm, I wear cotton clothing. 

G 
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13. 
Thoba to  get,, find, obtain. (See page 64.) 
Y a n m  t o  be able to. When used alone is Impersonal, 

but not otherwise. 
l'salba to  look for, search. 
Storba to  bc lost. 
Skyele-tanima to lose (carelessly), to  leave lying about. 
Phyal la tanima to hang up. 
Sin? every, a11 

in partic,ular. 
Tsha?ijma every, all 

Chigani-choq everything, all things, in general. 

Chani-med nothing. chasGj-sani-med nothing a t  all. 
tsa'm ? how many ? tsiimtse ? how much ? 
baja (bajo) earthen water pot. 
&mu1 silver, rupee. pene money in general (pice). 
Luphru lamb. rawaq (she) goat. 
Zachas food. limi7;. key. 

Gonde thobphi de limikpo ekha 
phyal kc tanise yod 

Diring storphi luphru tlzobsa ma 
thobs ? 

=mu1 tshanima stors, pene chik 
sani thoba-med 

Son?, khiri bajo tsol, raulaq la chhu 
tanima rgosed 

Kho cha khyonima sonisii ? tsiimtse 
khyoninuk ? 

r g a  di laspo bya yanma-mned, chi% 
nia nu yambo ongnza rgosed 

That ltey which was found yester- 
day is hanging up there. 

Has the lamb which was lost to- 
day been found or not ? 

All the rupees are lost, not a piece 
(can) be found. 

Go, look for your water-pot, water 
must be given to the goat. 

Has he gone to bring tea ? How 
much will he bring ? 

I cannot do this work, one must 
come with me. 

14. 
niaya we (in particular). niadang we (generally, we folk). 
nia-i our ,, niati our (generally). 

etc. See Pronouns. 

-i-shida yodpa (infin.) to be a t  hand, by, to  have, etc. (small 
objects). 

-kc yodpa (infin.) to  have, own, etc. (property, relations, large 
objects). 
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sistcr (elder, and in general. Also polite 
salutation for all women). 

cZukhpo husband. kaku elder brother, elder 
man in general. 

iEjimor near. thagring far, distant. 
9ron9 village. hrtsula grass. 

{on the mountain. broq-la on the cultivated 
ri-la (up the mountain. mountain-side or 

pasture land, high 

UP. 
khure-gwa to  carry away, to take (something). 
khure-ongma to bring (something specified), bring with, bring 

carrying. 

T g a - i  kaka n u  ashe gonde brop la 
sotzyse, hrtswa rnungmo khure- 
olzgs. 

Kgi ashe la bu  chik nu boiEj-o $is 
yod. 

Ekha ,  ri-la yodpi de grongpo legi 
chhogo yod 

Song, kaka la--tshuntse bajo de 
Gjomor yodpi grong la khure- 
song zer 

pgi-shida pene medpa nu @a la 
chi thobtuk ? 

rgadavzg n~*i thuqring so9q nare, 
zachas nu gonchas salzg yambo 
khyerbn rgosed. 

Our (elder) brother and sister went 
to  the mountain yesterday and 
brought back much grass. 

My (elder) sister has one son and 
two daughters. 

That village on the mount.ain 
there is exceedingly big. 

Go, tell (your) brot,her to take 
the earthen pot to that nearby 
village. 

When I have no money, what shall 
I get ? 

If we are going very far, we should 
take food and also clothes with 
us. 

15. 
baqbu 
hrtsikpa 

zambn 

' - 9 y a v  
tlzonmo 
bahmo 
st ro-byase 

brick. b g ~ a d  eight. 
to set up (one on top r g ~  nine. 
of the other), to  build. phchu ten. 
bridge. phchzls-chik eleven. 
wall. tho?@-ns twelve. 
high. (n.) rdungwm beam 
low. (wood). 
iirmly, strongly. (v.) rdrcngma to beat. 
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phungrrr(a to throw, take away. phshikse-phu?~gnbu to throw 
(a fixture). down, to demolish. 

zgis tangma to gore, charge with the horns. 
k h y o n g k  (usually, to  bring) to  fall down (fixtures), to topple over. 
khyerba (usually, to  take away), to  be carried away (articles), 

(persons) carried away by water, or by the wind (things). 
The verb chukpa is occasionally used to form a causal verb with 

the two mentioned above, when the thing in question is large, or a 
fixture. 

De bangpo si di  rgyangpo la zgis tangen dukse, rgyangpo khyong chuks. 
That cow having kept on charging this wall with her horns, knocked 

i t  down. 
(That cow keeping on charging this wall, knocked down (the wall)). 

DT zam.bo mE bahmo yod, chhu si This bridge is very low, the water 
khyeruk will carry i t  away. 

Di r d u n g m  bj'i stro-byase yaqpa These four beams should be fixed 
rgosed firmly. 

Baqbu hrtsik nare thomo byase If (you) build with bricks (you) 
hrtsikpa yaned, rdwa hrtsik nare can build high, if (you) build 
tshangma khyong-nuk with stones all will fall down. 

Mini-ga choni-as jaq chik la d?; Twelve men will [meaning could] 
nangpo phshikse phangnuk demolish this house in one day. 

Chhu mangyno ongrna na khoni-i- When much water comes they will 
si zanda phangnuk take away the bridge. 

16. 
h l  ba to  put on top, load up (also to send). 
. . . patse lyak&w better then. 
. . . pa lyakhmo better then. 
tsa.t i t  is enough. 
d?; bzo-e-kha in this way, manner, etc. 
khulhri on the top, outside of. 
yan-patse as much as possible, etc. 
rgos-patse as much as required, necessary, etc. 
xgi &sambing-nu in my mind, opinion, thought. (I think.) 
Fga la kospho what I heard, (that which) have heard, etc. 
F g n  si byaspho that which I did, have done, etc. 
Khyaqzg-i-si zerbo that which you say. 
Khyang-i-si zerpho that which you said, have said, etc. 



DT nangpo de nangpo patse 1yakJm.o 
in, (or) DS nangpo patse de 
nangpo lyakJmo in 

Rgi Bsambing-nu do kluzkari kulba 
rgosed 

r g a  la kospho khyung la shespa med 
Rga  si rgos-patse byas, anul khuri 

khsambing-nu do yung bya rgosed - 

Khyang-i-si zerbo n i a  la kwed, ama 
d? bzo-e-kha yang ma zer. 

Lapping-nu, lapping 
Lekhar 
Z a n  

Debana, dekh,a?m 
Ibrahirn zerbi mi chik 
Nga si zerbi tam k u n  
Paqzi ?Ga si do byasedsuk ping 

nare . . . 
Paqzi khyang-i-si do zersedsuk 

T h i ~  house is better than that 
house. 

I think that should be put on the 

You do not know what I heard. 
I did as much as was necessary, 

but in hie opinion i t  must be 
done again. 

I hear what you say, but do not 
say any more in that manner. 

in the hand. 
a stick, walking-stick. 
food (a specia.1 native mixture of 

meal). 
Then, after that. (Conjunction.) 
a man named Abraham. 
the words that I am saying. 
If I had done that . . . 

If you ha.d said that . . . 
ping nure . . . 

Paqzi kho m a  ongsedsuk ping If he had not come. 
m r e  . . . 

The subjunctive tenses should be studied with this vocabulary. 
The consequent tense is the future tense plus p. (Page 49.) 

Paqzi kho dikha ongsedsuk ping 
nare &ja mi yopa 

(Pa,& Perft. Subjunct.) 
Paqzi zGja si do byasedsuk ping ?&are, 

kho si Gja tyangnukpa 
(Past Perft. Subjunct.) 

f h o  si khuri laspo chham chzrkse 
ztn khuri zclupo zos ; dekhana 
lnqpi~q lekltar khure ri  k~ songs 

If he had come here, I would not 
have gone. 

If I had done that,, he would have 
hit me. 

He hished his work and ate his 
food. Then, taking a s&k in 
(his) hand, went up the moun- 
tain. 
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Ibrahivn zerbi mi chik dikha ong Should a man named Abraham 
nare, kho la dikha duk zer come here, tell him to stay here. 

(Simple dubious form.) 

18. 
Study well the differences of the Subjunctive tenses. 

Rga ongsukpa na . . . If I were to  come . . . 
(Paqzi prefixed or omitted) 

Kho si dyzc byasukpa nu . . . If he were to  do this . . . 
t haqpa rope. tshikpa to  burn (intrans.). 
thyu string. bjikpa to  become bad (in most 

senses). 

s ku.dpa thread, fine string of goat's hair, etc. 

chik-chi alone. 
gat tangma to  tie a knot. 
khrolba to  untie, to  undo. 
Di ga?po khrol, de thaqpa khyongse 

na n i a  la min 
Khyang nza ong nare n i a  chik-chi 

duktuk 
Thyu  la thaqpa (Proverb.) 

Khyani-i-si thyu la thaqpa chci 
bed ? 

Nga  la r o a  byakhan chik sang 
med 

T g a  la lap-Zen-byos, ?Gji zachas 
tshiged 

Khong-i-si de laspo byasulcpn nu szc 

mi  thudpa 

jingmo neck. 
r o B  bya to help. 
lap-Zen bya to give a hand. 

Untie this ltnot, bring that rope 
and give it to me. 

If you do not come I shall be 
alone. 

(Lit. a rope to a string), i.e. 
mountains out of mole-hills. 

Why are you making mountains 
out of mole-hills. 

I have not a single helper. (Lit. 
not even one.) 

Give me a hand, my food is 
burning. 

If they were to  do that work no- 
body would like (it). 

19. 
de-i earlier (the same day). 
abtsa later on (the same day). 
dyu la dikhing in the future. 
diring nu ekho from to-day onwards. 
di wa@ la a t  this time. 
di wakhping-nu ) 



IMPERSONAL VERBS 

yitse m n p o  until thcn, in the meantime. 
mi motpo song nure a t  the maximum. 
ma' yuntse song ware a t  the minimum. 
kham-sang hyuse zerba to speak clearly. 
hrmungdo foundation. 
hrmungdo khrolba to  undo or dig up a foundation. 

r g a  abtsa ongnuk, amu yase man- 
po khyang dikhu duk 

Zerklucnpo si  khum-sang byase ma 
zer nure, kho si chi zerbo su la 
mi ko 

Diring na ekho n ia  dikha ya97g 
mula mi ong 

De-i khyongphi de rgyangpo yang 
hrtsikpa rgosed 

D i  tshntse nangpo phchwa la jaq 
tsEm gik ? 

Mii motpo song nare, jaq-ma ?Gjishu 

20. 
do-phari t,herefore. 

ma gorba wit,hout delay. 
phchu-tse about ten. 

ta ongmi lza the coming month. 

n ia  ongi rnanpo until I come. 
gra&m.o 

(drakhmo) cold. 
di  res-i-kha this time, turn, 

etc. 
skyon-jan lazy, lazy one, ' 

etc. 
phchas kun implements. 

I shall come later, but until then 
you remain here. 

If the speaker does not speak 
clearly, nobody will hear what 
he says. 

From to-day I shall never come 
here again. 

The wall which fell down earlier 
should be rebuilt. 

How many days will i t  take to 
build this little house ? 

At the most, twenty days. 

do song nare if that happened, 
came to pass, 
etc. 

dyu tsa only this. 
dyu tsa ? d p a  with theexcep- 

(menma) (See tion of this 
Postpositions.) only. 

di  nawtzing-?zu in these times 
(generally). 

ekha thoni ~nanpo up to there. 

gdawm to choose. 
legi (le-i) exc.eedingly . 

~ s h i  responsibility 
kh.unting-na from among 

them. 
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Khundang o@i manpo di laspo tsa 

bas 
Dyu tsa menma dong tshangma 

bjikphi in 
Kho legi skyon-jan in, dophari kho 

la las mi thob 
Khunting - nu  m in i  - ga bgyad - tse 

gdamse na phchas kun  khyongse 
di hrmangdo khrol 

DT laspo khiri ashi in dophari ma 
gorba byos 

Yang Zza &sum - tse, grakhmi 
wakhpo chhumsuk 

Di narnzing-nu slcyon-jan kun  kc 
&&mu1 thoba med 

Until they come only do this work. 

With the exception of this, those 
have all become bad. 

He is exceedingly lazy, therefore 
he will get no work. 

Choose about eight men from 
among them and, having 
brought the implements, dig 
up this foundation. 

(Lit. From among them, having 
chosen about eight men, and 
having brought the implements, 
dig up this foundation.) 

This work is your responsibility, 
therefore do it without delay. 

About another three months, (and) 
the cold weather will finish. 

In these times lazy people do not 
get money. 

The following Balti Vocabulary is in no way meant to be complete, 
but is composed of the most widely used words, known and employed 
in all districts. 

Where a word differs in one district to another i t  will usually be 
found to be dialect and should be remembered as such. In such cases 
a word common to all districts is nearly always forthcoming, and this 
should be considered the real form for the vocabulary. 

The following abbreviated signs have been used in the 
Vocabulary :- 

(A.) from the Arabic. 
ad j . adjective. 
adv. adverb. 

corrpt. corrupt either from the English or Urdu. 
(E.) from the English. 
(U.) from the Urdu. 
(P.) from the Persian. 

(old) originally used, but now only to be found in a few compound 
words. 



(hon.) 

(alga ) 

pronoun. 
Noun. 
Intransitive Verb. 
Transitive Verb. 
means that the word or verb in question &luraps follows the 

Balti postposition La. 
means that the word or verb in question always follows the 

Balti postposition Nu. 
honorific form. 
vulgar form. Preferably not to be much employed. 

VOCABULARY 

a (article), chik (one,  a certain) ; gang 
( fu l l ) .  

aback [ taken) ,  ( l a )  ; (surprise), tshen 
gwa. 

abandon, v.t., skyurba, phangma, 
skyure-phangma. 

abate, v.i., chhadpa ; (illness), baba, 
tenma. 

abbreviate, v.t., khut bya. 
abdomen, hltwa. 
abide, v.i., dukpo, khare dukpa. 
ability, doga. 
able, to be, v.i., yanma. 
able-bodied, laspa, thar-thar. 
abode, nang, khang, dowa. 
abolish, v.t., chhom chukpa, manso& 

bya. 
abominable, chharu, shishkk. 
abortion, h a  -6jik. 
about, (place), khor-khar la, gyi,~-khori, 

gyis-khor la ; (concerning), lu thsing- 
nu, hrmaniing-nu. 

above ( o n  t o p  o f ) ,  thyoqtu, fhyoqpi-kha ; 
(higher), gongtsare, gyentsare. 

abruptly, hrpukse, n'arci byase. 
abscess, a ludsha .  
absent, medpn. 
absolutely, hrkynngka, rang-hrkyang. 
abstain, v. ( f o o d ) ,  kha strung?na ; 

(general), bzurlukh bya, bzurbn. 
absurd, tho6-thob, ran-ran. 
abundant, skede, bked-skede. 
abuse, v. (speech),  smonmo tabn ; ( a  

kindness),  nuru la goni Izoqpu. 
aCCeSS, gwe l a ~ n  ; (dealings), :de()-thud. 
accident ( in  work) ,  las theb, 10s-tho1 

(mis take) .  
accomodation, malsa. 
accompany, yam bo qua. 

aocomplil, r.t., lasjuk la thon chukpa, 
chhot chukpa, chham chukpa. 

according to, ( n u )  zo7nae. 
account, hisab (Urdu) ,  hrkiepho. 
~ C C O U ~ ,  to, r.t., phehadpa bya ( a  story). 
BCCOU~ of (on) ,  i-phari, i-sniyet-i-kha 

(because). 
accumulate, v.t., phsuqpa (goods, 

money)  ; zdzdomcl (in general). 
B C C U ~ B ~ ~ ,  dro na dra. 
accuse, r. t . ,  go hrlsya, spyarba (falsely).  
ache, k a m  ?I g .  
acquaintance, (na) li'gyamchan. 
acquainted, to be, ( n u )  @yamchan 

ypdpfl. 
acqulre, r.t., laqtu khyong~na ; thoblukh 

bya. 
8WOS8, phred lu, phrel la ; tha@-gar 

( s t ra~gh t  over, across). 
active, laspa, drulbochn~i ; pil-hlpil. 
add, to, \-.t., h l b a ,  borha. hrkinla. 
additional, kalphi, hrtanqphi. 
adequate, to be, chhogpa, Ishadpa. 
adhere, to, ( la )  bynrba. 
adjust, to grikpa, drikpa. 
admire, to, qadir bya (Urdu) .  
admonish, to, snu-.darn bya. 
adopt, to (child),  toke &suw. 
adore, to ( lore) ,  legi na kJchcspn bya. 
adult, biilig (Urdu) .  
adulterg, rbaqpa, zina ( r r d u ) .  
advance, to (go forward), d ~ i n u  guw ; 

(pire in ad.) clunu mintna. 
advantage, phankhe. 
adversary, khon byakhan, dushnlan. 
advice, to give, .iclltn hya. 
aflection, rgnl ukh. 
a5rm, to, i n  :erbu. 
afoot, d r u k .  
afraid, to be, jik(s)pa. 
after, jukln, juktu, shul la. 
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afternoon, pishin (early) ; piro (late).  
afterwards, jukping-nu. 
again, yn ng, ?/ring ren chik. 
against (touching),  shul la ; (contrary 

t o ) ,  (rta) khon byuse ; (opposite t o )  
loqpar, gdong-gang-la. 

age, noso ; (epoch) ,  nnw~za. 
aged, rgaspi. 
agile, spynngrrlo. 
agitated, sning la zaphilil gwa. 
agony, azcib. 
agree to, gra@pIto bya ; kha chik bya. 
ague ( t o  have) ,  dnrbn. 
air ( i n  t h e  lungs),  hish ; ( t h e  wind) ,  

hlung. 
alarm, to, tshor chukpn. 
alike, tso@ na tso@. 
alive, &one. 
all, si?rg, tshangma, choq. 
all day, niinln rang-gang. 
allot, to, poskal byase w ~ i n ~ n u .  
alliance, chhad-chhando. 
allow, to, chukpa ( w i t h  infinit.). 
almighty, shani-olchan. 
almond, badfim (U.).  
almost, root o f  verb plus cha, r.g. n ~ i n -  

cha (almost gttve, about to ,  etc.). 
alms, nazir ( A , ) .  
alone, chik-chi. 
along with, ( n a )  yambo. 
aloud, sknd tnngse. 
also, sang, sa. 
alter, to, ph.sorhn. 
although. . . still, paqzi . . . n u  sang. 
altogether ( to ta l ) ,  zdnmse ; (qu i t e ) ,  

I~rkyrrngko. 
always, hrtane, malpu. 
amass, to, zdnmn, phsnqpn ( f o r  oneself). 
amazed, to be, bgyalbu. 
ambition, thon-go. 
amidst, ski1 la, haring-nu. 
among (place),  bar In, baring-nu. 
ample, to be, chhoqpn, chhog-bos guin. 
ancestry, shajara. 
and, yung, nu. 
angel, j(rriehta (U.) .  
anger, &n, hrpolang (1)ivine).  
animal, hyoltsn byoltsong. 
ankle, krrngwri got. 
annihilate, to, medpa hyn, ?ad byrt. 
annoy, to, ( n a )  brongnzm. 
annually, lo re-re, lo ba lo. 
another, e, ynng chik. 
answer, jnvcrib ( U . )  tom-lnn. 
answer, to, jnulcib lzoqpa, ta nz -1n n 

lzoqpa. 
ant, kznltzoq. 
anus, ?nonglo. 
anxiety, khoq-khoq. 
any, gri. 
anybody, g f i  su. 
anyhow, gd 6-0-e-kha. 
apologise, to, 6ufi.shi.sh la zunnuz. 

appeal, to, phcholba, apil bya (court 
cases). 

appear, to, ~rjonma.  
appetite, zn-snii. 
applaud, to, chhaq-du rn bya. 
appoint, to, hrtnndu k byn. 
apricot ( f resh ) ,  chuli ; (dried),  pading. 
archer, dci phang-khan. 
archery, diL phangma. 
argue, to, hrpat-hrput byn, hrpatpa. 
arise, to, lnng(s)mn. 
arm (lower),  praqpn ; (upper) ,  lusho. 
armful, phangwza gang. 
armpit, chhum-praq. 
arms, la@-o-e phchns kun. hatycir ( U ) .  
army, .f(~u.j (U . ) ,  hrmaq. 
around, gyiskhori. khandari. 
arouse, to, n%id tshut chukpn. 
arrange, to, gralhn, grnl bya. 
arrive, to, thonnla. 
m o w ,  (la. 
artery, khraq-i hrtsn. 
artful, khmrnpa, chnlcik (U.). 
as, . . . t soBp0.  
ascend, to, thulhn, ynr gwa. 
a s f a r a s  \ . . . root o f  verb in 
as much asl- 

question wi th  pntse. 
ascertain, to, chkadkha bya. 
ashamed, to be, khrelba. 
ashes ( d u s t ) ,  thal-tsir. 
aside, ljong chik la. 
ask, to, trya (hon.  juphulba). 
asle-2p, to be, ?%id ongse yodpa. 
assemble, to, danzn ( in tr . ) ,  d a m n  (trns.) .  
astonish, to, bgyal chukpa. 
astonished, to be, hgyalha. 
astonishing, 6gynlhdre. 
at, la, i-shidn. 
at once, .&rr, yti bang la, mG dose. 
authority, hasha n. 
autumn, ston. 
avalanche, khn-rut. 
awake, to, @id tshntpn. 
axe, stnre. 

baby (suckling),  ha2bi.s. nono. 
back (of l )ody) ,  snlng-khu. 
back (place),  rgyabla. 
backbone, wnrns. 
backwards, rgyabln. 
bad (wicked), shiahik ; ( n o  good), 

chrlngnr~n. 
bad, to become, tgikpn ; ( t o  rot ) ,  rulba. 
bag (Irathcr),  k,yelhu ; (small  m o n e y ) ,  

knlrlo ; (small purse), khulik. 
baggage, khur, rtsl.rib (U.). 
balanw (rrniaintlrr). luspo ; ( t o  bo 

made u p ) ,  .sknttgjrttr yodpo. 
balanced, to be, drci rrn dra gwa. 
bald, phnrn 
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bell, polo. 
bamboo, khyungma. 
bmd ( m e n ) ,  ntitsho ; ( m e t a l ) ,  khru.  

( o f  river, etc .) ,  tharig-(1. 
banquet, gron, dron. 
b u  (wooden ,  umall) ,  phred shi7~g ; 

(wooden ,  large) ,  rdungniu ; ( i ron  
crowbar) ,  rembu. 

bare ( n a k e d ) ,  chan-chan. 
bark, shub. 
bark, to, goln bya. 
barley, m s .  
barren ( t ree ,  plant) ,  phalu m a  khurbi. 
basement, ka tsa . 
basket, ktiri. 
bath ( t h e  washing) ,  gusl (P . )  ; ( re-  

l igious) ,  gota ( tangma) .  
be, to, yodpa, inv iu ,  etc .  
bead, phalu. 
beak, kham-chu. 
beam (wooden ) ,  khrel tu,  rdungma. 
bean, nzanlan tu. 
bear, drenmo. 
bear-hunt, dre-ling. 
bear, to, khurba;  ( t o  take, carry ing) ,  

khure gula ; ( p u t  u p  u i th) ,  thyaqpa 
bya. 

beard, s tnagra. 
beat, to, rdungnla, tyamgma. 
beaten, to be, ma rgyalba, pha~na .  
beautiful, rgasha . 
because, cl~cizerna. 
become, to, gyurba, gwa. 
bedstead, kt. 
bedding, thingchas. 
beer ( B u d d h i s t ) ,  chhang. 
beef, bcng-i sha, &lang-i sha. 
before, d u n u ,  gopa. 
beg, to, tsalba, sniyalba. 
begger, s~Qyalba-chan. 
begin, to, ryakh(s )pa .  
begimhg, rya&sa. 
behold, to, v . imp.  thongma, r . t .  hlta. 
belch, to, ob onglnn (vu lg . ) .  
believe, to, chhespa. 
believe, to ( f a i t h ) ,  chheslukh byn. 
bell (smal l ) ,  lap-skul ; zangul (larger). 
bellows, zbukpa. 
beloved, a r h a s p a ,  ringchan. 
below, thuru. gabhare. 
belt, skyera&. 
bend, to, kukpa ; ( t h e  head ) ,  go zglca. 
beneath, oqtu, q p i n g .  
benefit, phnn khe. 
bestow, to, shnzde bya. 
between, ski lping-nu.  
Bible, illnsih-i 1tltsakJnro shoqhu. 
big, chhogo ; (tall), dong-(long. 
bind, to, chingmn. 
bird, byuphru. 
bird's nest, bynphru-i tshang. 
birthplace, skya -sn. 
bit, a (s luall) ,  bruli chik, phalu chik. 

bit (br id le ) ,  crtrcr?~-i hlchaqpo. 
bitah, khi-~Gtgo. 
bite, to, AO tuba. 
bitter, Mo. 
black, n,ikpo. 
bkckamith, gurta . 
blanket, qar. 
b W ,  to ( f irr) ,  Atrugpa. 
bleed, to, v.i . ,  khraq gznrba ; v.t ., khraq 

phyungr~u~ .  
blind, jnrba, jare podpa. 
blister, chhu-zgang. 
block, to, q a q p a .  
blood, khroq, thrnq. 
blossom, to, ye8pa. 
blow, to, phu bya. 
blow up, to ( f i re ) ,  phtru. 
blue, a n a m - r a n g  ; (sky) medium. 
blunt, khrl nled. 
b o d ,  spuny-Zeb. 
boaat, to (p roud ly ) ,  gahr bya. 
b a t ,  nayo, jahicz (U.)  ( large).  
body, rgo, ro  (dead ) .  
boJ, to, r.i. ,  kholbn ; v.t.. khol chukpn 

skolba ; (bubbl ing) ,  gaudpa  (v.i.),  
X.hsodchukpa (v. t . ) .  

boil, shuu-a, khabtee (herpes). 
bold, sning-jnn. 
bone, ruspn. 
book, s h q b u .  
boot, but (European)  ; kafsha (na t i ve  

shoe) ; hlanz, p h u h  (na t i ve  m a k e ) .  
border, gzur. thnni-a. 
bore, to, n ~ i k  phudpa. 
born, to be, skya. 
borrow, to, bulon khyongrna. 
bosom, brang. 
both, ~ @ b k n .  
bottle, botol (corrpt .  Eng. ) .  
bottom (base) ,  thil. 
bow ( shoot ing) ,  g ju .  
bow-strmg, gju-th yu. 
bow, to, zgusa, &or-ju byo. 
bowel, rgyu ma. 
box, s n n d q  (U.) ,  rganl, rgom. 
boy, buka ,  phru. 
bracelet, gdu . 
brain, kJlndpa. 
brave, sir?-ge ( l ion).  sning-jan. 
bread, khvrbrt (in general). 
breadth, phalpa. 
break, to, v.i.. chhaqpa, r.t. chaqpa. 
breast, chh 11-chh u ; (n ipple)  uchhu. 
breath, hish ; (exhal ing) ,  khn-hlang. 
breath, sighing, sn ing-bus. 
breathless, to be, ( l a )  hish ongmfl. 
brick, baqbu. 
bride, ba,-lrino. 
bridegroom, (ba B p h  0 )  flqpo. 
bridge, -am ba. 
bridle, strob. 
bright, zam-zi?tl ; (reflection) :hsalpo 

(clear). 
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circle, khw-khor. 
c i rde renoe ,  ka nda ri. 
circumstance, lukh ; ha1 (U.) .  
city, shahs (U . ) .  
clap, to, cl~oqdurn bya. 
cladled butter, jusphi nrar. 
class ( k i n d ) ,  bzo. 
clay, kalaq. 
clean, lyokJnlo, daqphi. 
clean, to, daq ehukpa, lya&?no byo. 
cleanse, to, daq chukpa. 
cleansed, to be, from sin, &nq&il yodprr. 
clear, a s a l p o ,  sang-sang. 
clearly, sang-sang byase : (in speech ), 

kham-sang byase. 
clever, khosondo. 
climb, to, thu26a. 
cloak, shoqa. 
clock, gari (U.) .  
close, to, chukpa, chadpa. 
cloth (cot ton) ,  ras. 
close fisted, laqpa dahmo. 
clothe, to, skonnza. 
clothes, gonehas. 
cloud, namkhor ; (mis t ) ,  munn~cr. 
cloudy, to be, namkhor khorba. 
coast, ehhu-gzur. 
coat, kot (corrpt. Eng.). 
cobbler, &lung- khan. 
cobweb, taskhan-i rban. 
cock, byapho. 
cold, gra&mo, drafinzo. 
cold, to be, grang(s)ma. 
colleague, Eas-zdeb. 
collect, to, zdama, ma1 chik bya. 
colour, rang (U.) .  
comb, sumang. 
come, to, ongma. 
come back, to, loqpa, loqse ongnrn. 
come out, to, byurGma. 
come together, to, darna. 
comfortable, (irdrn byase. 
command, to, skalba, hukm bya (LT.). 
commence, to, rya&(s)pa. 
Commerce, tsong-Zen . 
commit, to ( to) laytu borla. 
companion, phro-pa, las-zdeb. 
compare, to, spya. 
compared with, spes na. 
compel, to, a n  tongse ( w i t h  verb) .  
compete, to, zdurba. 
complete, to, rang-l~rkyang byn, chhant 

chukpa. 
conceive, to (child),  h1.h-e-ing klrorba. 
concerning, ( i - )  lukhsing-nu. 
Confess, to, i n  zerba, iqrcir bya (U.). 
condition, lukh (state) .  
conffdence, gdynng?tra. 
connect, to, thudpa. 
conquer, to, rgynlba. 
consent, to, in  zerbrr. 
console, to, sning-phtul bya. 
cook, to, v.t., tsu7a ; v.i. tshuia. 

cork, peg (corrpt. Eng. !). 
corn (wheat) ,  1x0 ; (barley), nne. 
comm, Chru. 
COrp88, 70. 

correct, dra. 
C O T ~ ~ C ~ ,  to, ~lrangtna. 
costly ( r a w ) ,  rinthoa, l i rhnmo.  
cotton, ras ; ( thread),  ras-i skulpa. 
cotton wool, k u pci .s. 
cough, to, k h o k ( ~ ) p u .  
count, to, hrbya. 
country, yul. 
couple ( a  pair) : (pc~op lc )  gzung 

( th ings) ,  d m .  
court ( justice),  h rrnangsa. 
courtyard, chdoni (U.) .  
covenant, ch had-chundo. 
cover, shuh ; ( l id)  khu-lcb. 
cow, hang. 
coward, sning-nwd khan. 
crack, to, v.i., h s p n .  
crawl, to, bci?igus Irya. 
cream, ospis. 
create, to, Man chukpa. 
creed, chheslukhpo, ind 11 (LT.). 

7Tl&rJI0. 
cripple, khurek. 
criticize, to, mih-thik Cyo. 
crop (corn, etc.), thoq. 
cross, to ( f i ide~vays),  pltred la gztn. 
cross (criminal), Earo shing. 
crowd, mi-tsho, lrrmaq. 
crucify, to, karo shing la phyungmo. 
cry, to, niwa. 
cubit, khru chik, khruang. 
cunning, kh ra nzpa. 
cup, karol. 
cured, to be, dodpa. 
custom, khritn. 
cut, to, r. t . ,  chadpa ; r.i., chhadpa. 
cypress, shuqpcr. 

dayly, jag-i, jnqfnn. 
damage, n~iqsrin (r.). 
damp, hush. 
dance, to, hrlsya. 
dandy-lion (dent de lion), @o-sku.  
dangerous, j ik~no. 
darkness, IhuO. 
darling, rinnlushe. 
dart (arrow), d6.  
daughter, bo n3- 0. 
dawn, aharkq. 
dm, jnq ; ~@i,rra ( l ight) .  
day (all day  long). @inm mng-gang. 
day, each, jaqtnn. 
daybreak, nanl langpo. 
dead ( m a n ) ,  shP-khan. 
dealings with, ( n o )  zdeb-tlrud. 
dear (expensi\-c). rin nr(~ngnio, rinthos : 

(beloved),  ring-chan. 
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debt, b l ~ l o ~ ~ .  
decay to, rulba. 
decrease to, v.t., phrya ; v.i. brga. 
deep, hong-bu. 
defect, las-thal. 
delay, to, v.i. gorba, v.t. gor chukpa. 
deliver, to, khom chukpa. 
deliverance, khomlu kh. 
demolish, to, phshikse phangntu. 
demon, (Ire. 
dense, stuqpo. 
depend upon, to, gdyangnla yaqpa. 
descend, to, babu. 
desert, thang. 
desire, to, sni i ,  w i th  root, etc. 
destiny, rbi-tshad. 
destroy, to, phshikpa. 
devil, sl~aitcin. 
die, to, shya, god gwa ; gyurbu (hon.)  
diet, to, kha strungmn. 
difference, farq ( U . )  ; (l i t t le) ,  bdn-chi, 

khyed-chi, etc. 
different, loqso. 
difficult, khaphlas, mushkil (U.).  
dig, to, hrkuqa. 
digest, to, juwa. 
dinner (evening),  gongphin-i zachus. 
dip, to ( t h e  hand) ,  tsoq bya. 
direction, phyolclr, rol, lte. 
dirt, trima. 
dirty, to be, trinza yodpn. 
disagree, to, khn chik ma gwa ; grahpho  

nza bya. 
disciple, shngird (U.) .  
discontented, to be, 77za ranma. 
discourse, @ p r o .  
discover, to, thoba, luqtu ongma. 
disease, nad. 
dish, snot (wooden) ,  thalo. 
disobey, to, gorgyal bya. 
dispensary, snlan-khong, shifa-kJicnri ( U . )  
disperse, to, shulcander glua. 
disposition, klrpyodlukh. 
dispute, to, hrput-hrpnt byo. 
dissent, to, t n n ~  ma chikpa. 
dissolve, to, v.i., juwu ; v.t. j u  chukpa. 
distance, thnqringpo. 
distinct, kJsalpo, sang-sang. 
distinguished, 720np hi. 
distress, sning-khol, gdyang-chhod. 
distribute, to, bgu*a. 
distrust, gdyangmed. 
divorce, ru&snt, talBq (U.) .  
dizzy, to be, go-ing khorbtr. 
doctor, daktnr (corr. Eng.)  ; hukint 

( U . )  aba (nat ivc) .  
dog, khi. 
donkey, bongbu. 
door (single), zgo ; (cloublr) s top .  
door keeper, zgoptr. 
dose ( o f  medicine), zani-a. 
dot, phalu chik. 
double, ~Tgis-ale. 

doubt, thethan!, shnq ( U . ) .  
dough, baqzan . 
dove, phurgon (pigeon, same). 
drag, to, thrudpcc, thrude khyong~nn. 
down, thuru, gnbtu. 
draw, to (pul l ) ,  thenrna. 
draw, to ( lo ts) ,  shingbu tnngrnn ; nhik- 

shing tangnln. 
draw out, to, phgungmn. 
draw, to (pictures), naqdrt chudpa. 
dreadful, jiknlo. 
dream, niilu qn. 
dream, to, (2a) ~ @ i l a m  ongnlo. 
dress, to, v. gonnia ; n .  gonchas ; 

(largo shirt) gon ?no ; v.t., skonma. 
dried, skamphi, skan~bo. 
drink, to, thungnra (hon .  bjespa). 
drip, to, thikpa. 
drive, to, stroqpo, strulba. 
drop, to, v.t., phude tangwza ; v.i., bude 

khyongrna. 
drown, to, v.i., nubse shya ; v.t., snuba. 
drug, sman. 
drum, dyang, dyangmono. 
drum skin, dyang-i 6ukJspa. 
drum sticks, dyang shiling. 
drunk, to be, ( la )  rzoa rosprr. 
dry, skumbo. 
dry, to, v.i., s kama;  v.t., slant chukpa. 
duck, chhu-bya. 
dumb, zer m i  yankhan. 
dung (cow, horse), shilang ; (sheep, 

goat), rultuq. 
durable, mi bjikpi, luspi. 
during, bar la, wokhping-nu. 
dusk, tho!,-thuh. 
dust, thalduln ; (earth)  thnl6a. 
duty, bnb. 
dwell, to, du kpn, -t~znl-rlzlk hya. 
dwelling, nang, dukpi  nzalstc. 
dye, to, rang phsorba. 
dyspepsia, podkan. 

each, re-re. 
eager, sni i ,  wi th  root o f  rerb.  
eagle ( lamb,  kite,  vulture),  bendaq, 

kyuq (lung).  
ear, snrt. 
early, tu s i ,  gyo@seri. 
earnestly, sning tangse. 
earth, sn ; ( tho  world),  niyul. 
earthquake, sn-gul. 
easily, hdo~G-o-i-khn. 
east, sharkn, sharphyo&. 
easy, bdorG-o. 
eat, to, xa (hon.  bjespn). 
echo, bmq-shang. 
edict, huktn (U.).  
edge, gzztr, thmri'g-a. 
edible, zachrrs, za  la byormo. 
efface, to, phshikpn. 
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effect, U8ar (U . )  ; khyed-chi (fig.). 
effort, phralukh. 
egg, byabjan. 
eggs, to lay, byahjun tanynza. 
eight, bgyad. 
eighteen, chu-bgyad. 
eighty, n ibhu -b j i .  
eject, to, phyungmu. 
elbow, khr in~nong.  
elder, tsharnm. 
elder brother, ku ka . 
eldest, aing pulse tshurtna. 
elect, psulphi, gdnntphi. 
elect, to, psalta, gdama. 
electric light, bijli od. 
elegant, rgasha. 
elephant, hlanqpocho.  
eleven, chuschik. 
else, yang (or  else) nzed nare. 
embroidery, c h i f i n .  
employ, to ( t h ings ) ,  kolba. 
empty, stongma. 
empty, to, slongn~a byn. 
end, jukpo  ; ( a t )  jukla. 
endless, m i  chhami, hrtane-dukpi. 
endure, to, narpha bya, thyaqpa byn. 
enemy, dushnzan ( U . )  ; khon byakhan. 
energetic, Iaspa. 
enough, t ~ a t  ; v. chhoqpa. 
enmity, khon . 
enquire, to, trio. 
enter, to, jukpa .  
entertainment, hltan nto. 
entire, rang-hrkyang. 
entrails, rgyunla. 
entrust to, lnqtu borba. 
envelope, lifG fa (U.) .  
envy, kogan. 
envy, to, kogan byn. 
equal, dra-dra. 
erect, to, hltsangn~a. 
error, las-thal. 
escape, to, hudpa. 
especially, phese-sang. 
eternal, hrtane dukp i ,  ~nnlpa-dukpi .  
Europe, Bila yat. 
evaporate, to, rrrspn. 
evening, gontaklrs, qongphin. 
everlasting, hrtnne du  kpi .  
every, gfi re-re, choq. 
everybody, choq, n l i  sing. 
every kind, prosno aing ; (one  o f ) ,  rang 

da rang mZ chik. 
every day, jaqlan. 
everywhere, ntnlsa sing la. 
evidence, ch hibji. 
evil, goni, shishik. 
evil spirit, dre. 
exact, dra-no-dm,  tsokh-na-tsokh. 
exalt, to, thospa. 
exceedingly, iegi. le-i. 
except, ~nedpa ,  mennzu. 
exchange, to, bjia. 

excesoive, ~ k e d ~ ,  hltini, the?). 
excrement (human) ,  khyokpa. 
excuse, to, sn3yet t y n .  
exist, to, ywip(r. 
expenee, god, klrararh (C.). 
experienced (a kil lvd ), kc~4pa. 
explain, to, p h e h ~ d p u  Irya ; (by sign), 

rdn byr~ ,  lag-rda hyrr. 
external, kfu~llari  yodpi. 
exterior, khn ltnrpo. 
extinct, to become, medpu gwa. 
extinguish, to, kl tnngmc~. 
extra, skede, hrf  saqse. 
extract, to, phyung~nn.  
extraordinary, bgyaltare. 
extremity, fhn~Tg-a. gzur. 
eye, mil,:. 
eye-glasses, mik-kral), 'uinak (U.). 
eye-lrd, mik-shok. 

fable, Z / ~ T ? L ~ L ~ .  

face, gdong. 
faint, to, shanq-md gun. 
fair ( j u s t ) ,  haq (U.)  ; (person)  8hakJspa- 

chan. 
faith, chheslukh, inuin (U.). 
fall, to (against) ,  phoqpa; ( f r o m ) ,  

( th ings) ,  t ude  khyongmn ; ( o n ) ,  yhoq- 
pa, luypa ; (wi thout  in jury) ,  m u n -  
phoq gtrQa. khere phoqpa. 

false, g-on. 
falsehood, gron. 
family, don-i  dnwn, Pnyung. 
family line, 7nGlsir. 
fan, hlung-nhoq. 
far, thaqring. 
farm, se-kyat. 
fast ( s t rong) ,  stro ; (quick), shokhnzo. 
fasten to, chingtna. 
fasting, roxl (U.) .  
fa&, to, rozc~ d u l ~ p a  (religious) ; (d i e t ) ,  

kha stru ng~nn.  
fat, n. tshil ; adj .  tuq t 7 9 .  
father, atn ; 11011. bn~c~a.  
fatigued, to be, golbn. 
fault, bud-thal. los-tho]. 
fear, to, j i k (s )pa .  
fearful, jtkino. 
fearless, jik-nled. 
feather, shoppa. 
feeble, an-med, hul-riled. 
feed, to (persons) ,  :a chlikpa ; (animals) ,  

tshcra. 
feel, to (co ld) ,  gra~ig(s)ma.  
feign, to, zuwz bya ; 66-i bya (U.). 
female,  no. 
fertile, sn-bang. 
fetch, to, khure ongmn ; ( leading),  

khide khyonqtna. 
fever, tso. tsntpa, darbu. 
few, khaik. 
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field, jing. 
flf teen, chogri. 
Mty, ga-phchu. 
fight, to, Mrilba, rdab rdab bya. 
figuratively, 9tzisicl-i bxo-e-kha. 
ffle, s(~qdar. 
ffll, to, sknngeta. 
fflter, to, tsaqpa. 
filthy, chhnyu, tri~na. 
final, j u g - i .  
find, to, ( la )  thoba, laqtu ongna. 
b e  (minu te ) ,  phrani-o ; (penal ty) ,  

chndpn, jurvnicna (U. ) .  
fingers, senmo. 
finger-nail, zermong. 
finish, to, chham chukpa. 
fir tree, shuqpa. 
fire, me. 
f ie,  to catch, me thukpa. 
fire, to (gun), tuzciLq phangnta. 
fireplace, th*. 
first, n .  gopa ; adj. gopi ; at first, 

gyo&se ; t h e  first, gonta-gwe. 
fish, niya,  nya. 
fishing ( h u n t ) ,  niya-ling ; ( n e t ) ,  dol. 
fist, multuk. 
fisted, close, laqpa dahmo. 
fit, to, byarba. 
fitting, adj. Bshya .  
five, ga. 
fix, to, yaqpa, hlanma, hltsangma. 
flame, me-hlu. 
flat, d m ,  leb-leb, rat ; (equally),  adv.  

aniyamse. 
flatter, to, gdong-stod bya. 
flavour, brod, spa. 
flaw, las-thal. 
flea, shik. 
flee, to, shorha. 
flesh (meat ) ,  sha. 
flexible, hltab-hltab. 
fling, to, phnngtna. 
flock, tshopa. 
flog, to, rdungma. 
flood, chhu-smen. 
floor (earthen),  sa-thil. 
flour (barley),  nus-phe ; (wheat) ,  bag- 

phe. 
flow, to, gzarbu, drulbn. 
flower, )t~in(Zoq. 
flute (nat ive) ,  hlingbu. 
fly, zbyongbu. 
foam, xblca. 
fold, to, hltnbu. 
folk, 7"Yung. 
follow, to, lzn gula, ongma, etc. 
fond, to be (of), ringchan yodpa. 
food, zachns. 
fool, hrknng-med. 
foot. kan9l'ta. 
football (game), kang-polo. 
footprint, kang-rdzes. 
for, (i-) ~nit@-n(l, phila. 

force, an. 
ford, rab. 
forearm, praqpo . 
forehead, spalbo. 
foreign, jnn. 
foreigner, jtcn- nti. 
forelock, gong-choro. 
forget, to, h-jetpcr. 
forgive, to, ba&shish bya. 
fork, kvlsi. 
form, Om. 
formerly, gopn, dunu. 
forsake, to, skyurba. 
fort, khrcr. 
fortunate, sode-chan. 
forty, ~Gishu-n i f s .  
foul, chharu. 
foundation, hrmangdo. 
four, bj C. 
fourteen, chubji. 
fox, wa. 
frame, khru-bji. 
frank, Ichnm-sang. 
free, chon. 
free, to, phude tangmn ; (spiritual), 

,&ap..&it bya. 
freeze, to, gang chhaqpn. 
fresh, sarpha. 
Friday, shuguru. 
friend, rga-khnn. 
frighten, to, drolch(s)pa. 
frog, lara<q-o. 
from, i-kh-nu,-i-shida-na rol la nn. 
front of dunu,  dunping. 
front teeth, khn-so. 
froth, zbzoa. 
fruit, phulu. 
fruitful, phnlu khur khan. 
fruitless, phalu medpi. 
frying-pan, toqle. 
fulfilled, to be, rang-hrky(~ng gwa. 
full, gangse, skangse. 
fun, hltanmo. 
fur coat, jw. 
~UITOW, shu. 
future, dula dikha ; ( i n  h e ) ,  dula 

dikhing. 

gain, phnnkhe, phanchqs. 
gain, to, (v ic tory)  rgynlbn. 
gale, hlung-traq. 
game, hrtsenmo. 
garden, tshar, gon. 
garment, gonrhns. 
gaze, to, zgnmn. 
gentle, niarnzo. 
gently (slowly),  kule. 
genuine, hag-i, hrkani-i. 
gesture, laq- rrla. 
get, to, thohn. 
get to well, dodpa. 
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get up, to, lang(s)ma. 
giddy, to be, go-ing khorbn. 
gift, byal-tun, lag-khur. 
giggle, to, rgod chotpa. 
m e ,  s k y e r a a .  
girl, bon^g-o. 
give, to, fn inma,  tangma. 
glad, to be, thadpa. 
gladness, thadlukh . 
globular, relbu. 
glow, chhogo-e-lukh. 
go, to, gwa, s h a B ( s ) p a .  
glove, laq-shub. 
glue, spin.  
go after, to, bdase gwa. 
go between, to, hartsam la gwa. 
gown-down, a, bzod. 
go down, to, baba, thuru gwa. 
go out, to, byungma, phirol gwa. 
go round, to, khorba. 
go up, to, thulba. 
goal, ha 1. 
goat (general) ,  f., raw6q ; (ma le )  poslrid. 
God, u u d 6 ,  Allah. 
goitre, gra, dra. 
gold, e s e r .  
golden, @ser-i. 
good, n., nuru ,  lyo&mo-e ; adj., l y a h m o  
good-bye, B u d a - i  phaqra. 
goods, phchczskun, norkun.  
grace, shazde. 
gracious, shazdechan. 
grand-daughter, tshani-o. 
grandfather, apo. 
grandmother, api .  
grandson, tsho. 
grant, to, s h z d e  bya. 
grape, r ~ n .  
grasp, to, zunma ; (fig.) chhudpa. 
grass, hrtswa. 
grave, a, la?%-gar, rong khang mazdr 

(U.,  hon.)  astiina. 
gravy, sha-chhu. 
great, chhogo. 
green, snionpo. 
grief, sning-gut, gdyaag-chot. 
grind, to, t aepr r .  
grow, to, tsharbn. 
grow old, to, rgaspn. 
guard, to, strungma. 
guest, gronpa. 
guide, a, lrr?)z-snn bynkhnn. 
gun, tuzoaq. 
gunpowder, snlan, talcfiq-i s m n .  

habit, hrn yo@. 
habitually, hrn y o a s - i -  kha. 
haft, yu-6.  
hair, m l  ; (whit.e), skagar. 
half, phed (ha l f -done ) ,  pheral. 
halt, to, dukpa.  

halting place (hou~e) ,  branpa .  
hand, h q p a .  
handful, loq-gang. 
handkerchief, Inqphis, ru mol (I:.). 
hammer, 7nurtaul (U.). 
handle, lay-tham. lay-kril,  yu-a. u, to, ~ h y n l  la tnng~no.  
happen, to, gun.  
hard, 4 tug. 
hare, ryony. 
harm, nuqsdn (U.). 
harsh, a a r - H a r .  
hnrveat, hrniya-rtsi,  t h q .  
hate, to, Cgyadpa byn . 
hat, nuthing n lat tire). 
hatchet, stare. 
haul, to, thene khyongma. 
have, to, ( l a )  yudpa, i-shida yodpa. 
haversack, joli. 
hawk, khrcr . 
he, kho. 
head, go ; ( ch i e f ) ,  gopa. 
head-ache, to have, go-ing tsa. 
head man, trompu ; (house) ,  kang-go. 
heal, to, dod chukpa. 
healthy, teq-teq. 
heap of leaves, chopot ; (ear th) ,  sa-pot. 
hear, to, kzm,  sna bya. 
hearsay, kospi B p e r a ,  lo. 
heart, sning ; (fig.) k h q p a .  
heartily, sningpi-kha. 
heaven, khnarn ; (paradise), Cihisht. 
heavy, hlcho. 
hedge, rban. 
heed, to, snn bya. 
heel, hlting?nu. 
height, thonpo ; ( length) ,  ringpo. 
hell (gehenna), dozakh. 
help, TO@, lag-len. 
helper, TO@ byakhan. 
helpless, su-med, khaanmn. 
hem, thali. 
hen, byani-0. 
her, ?no la. 
herdaman, nur-rdzi. 
here, dikha, diba, yalcn. 
hers, n~o-e .  
herself, nz ~ L Q  ng. 
hidden, zbase, zbaspi ; (ma t t e r ) ,  khmng-  

=bas. 
hide, to, ( in t . )  iba ; ( trans.)  tbn.  
highway, rgyala nz. 
hill, rT. 
him (dat ive) ,  kho la. 
himelf, khuqang . 
hinder, to, bya ma chukpa, q n q p a .  
hind-foot, rgyab-zuq. 
hire, to, fils la (khyongma, etc.).  
hired, U l a p a .  
his, kho-e. 
hit, to, tynng?na. 
hitherto, dyti -poke-du n u. 
hole, nrik, khong, dong. 

H 
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hollow, golong, gothos. 
home, nang-nu. 
honey, zbyang-rtsi. 
honour, 'izzat (U.) .  
hook, huk (prob. corrpt.). 
hope, gdyang ma . 
horn, rwa. 
horse, hrtu, mare, rgonmo. 
horseshoe, hrn~ikpa. 
hot, thronmo. 
house, nang. 
hour, ghanla (U.).  
house owner, ka@-go. 
housewife, chunma, zanzos. 
how, chi-byase, chi-bzo-e- kha. 
how much, tsGmste. 
how many, tsGm. 
hundred, bgya chik. 
hungry, to be, hltopqa. 
hunt, to, ling la gwa. 
hunter, lingspa. 
hurry, to, shokJmo byase gwa. 
husband, da&po. 
hut, tshele. 
hymn (Mohammedan), kdsida. 

ice, gang. 
idea, @samba. 
idiot, gut, hrkang-med. 
idle, las-med. 
idol, but (U.). 
if, paqzi, . . . nare. 
ignorant, shes nzedkhan. 
illegitimate (child), nalbu (vulg.) .  
imitate, to, hrpe bya. 
imperishable, mala m i  bjikpi. 
implore, to, phcholba, trinkal bya. 
important, tse-tse. 
impossible, mi  yanmi. 
impure, chharu. 
impute, to (wrongly),  spyarba. 
in, -ing-nu. 
inaccessible, m i  thobi, laqtu m i  ongmi. 
incense, tri-jim. 
include, to, borba, tangnza. 
incorporal, rgo riled. 
incorrect, sha @med. 
India, Mon., Hindusten (U. ) .  
ineffaceable, mula ma phshikpa. 
inexpensive, rinpo tshuntse khi,@-o. 
infant, phru. 
infidel, k@r (U.).  
&bm, kurek, thyangnzo. 
Mame, to, hrkok(s)pa. 
inflate, to, phu taba. 
inflexible, khnr-khar. 
inform, to, &pera bya. 
information, hrtakhpa, phrin, &abar 

(U.I. 
i&e, to, hish khyongnta. 
iniquity, niyespa. 

inject, to, kab na yntnbo tangma. 
injure, to, phoq chukpa. 
injured, to be, (h) phoqpa. 
ink, hrtsi. 
inn, gnto, brangsa. 
inner, nang-hltari. 
innocent, las-thal med khan ; (without 

sin), ?@yespa ~zed  khan. 
innumerable, hrtsilukh-chi med, his66 

sned (U.).  
* insane, aphat. 
inscription, tam-tsir (rbisphi). 
insect, habu. 
insensible, shang med. 
insert, to, borba. 
inside, nang-jong, nang-hltar. 
insist, to, tam-lzab, byase zerba. 
insolent, kha-chharu. 
insoluble, ma bjuspi. 
instantaneously, res-chikari. 
instruct, to, hltsaba. 
instructor, hltsabkhan, ushd (U.). 
insufficient, chhoqpa (negatively). 
insult, to, smonmo taba. 
interlectual, aql-chan (U.).  
intelligence, aql (U.),  shes. 
intend, to, &sama. 
inter, to, phaqtu bya. 
intercourse (dealings), zdeb-thud. 
interpreter, skat ko chuk-khan, skat lzoq 

khan. 
intestines, rgyuma. 
invert, to, y u g h  lzoqpa. 
invisible, ma thong mi. 
iron, hlchaq. 
irreligious, chhoslnen. 
is, yodpa, inrna. 
issue, to, byungnla. 
it, do, yo. 
itch, @inma. 

jail, zgaq-khang. 
jaundice, serpo. 
javelin, neza (U.).  
jaw, ntangal-i ruspa. 
jest, to, jargat bya. 
Jesus, 'Esa. 
Jew, Yahudpa. 
jewel, pra. 
job, las. 
join, to, thudpa. 
joint of body, ruspi gat. 
joke, to, jnrgat bya. 
joy, thadkho. 
judge, s h a B  byakhan. 
judgment, shakh, &a&&-lihru. 
jug, snot. 
jump, to, chhongma. 
just ( true) ,  khatrang ; (near),  niimor. 
just now, nlta. 
just so, yti tso@po dra. 
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keep, to, Y Q ~ P ~ .  
keroeine oil, sa mkr. 
kettle, kari. 
key, limik. 
kick, to, rdoqpa lyangma ( m a n )  ; phru 

tangma (animal).  
kill, to, rdaba. 
kind (class), prosna. 
kindly, shazde-khu. 
kindred, hrGen. 
king, rgyalpho, badshah (U.). 
kingdom, rgyastrid. 
kise, to, unt tangma. 
kitchen, hasri-khang (corrpt.). 
kite, bendaq. 
knee, buBmo.  
knee-joint, bukhnli gat. 
knife, gri. 
knit, to, taqpa. 
knock, to, rdungma. 
knot, gat. 
knot, to tie a, gal tangnza. 
know, to, shespa. 
knowledge, shes. 

labour (work) ,  b s  ; (childbirth),  daril 
(ongnaa). 

ladder, kaska . 
lake, tsho. 
lamb, lu-phru. 
Lamb ( o f  God) ,  m u d * - i  Phyug. 
lame, thyangmo. 
lament, to, n3u-mang bya. 
lamp, ot, fillin (corrpt.). 
land, sa-khyat ; (country),  yul. 
language, s h t .  
large, chhogo, bombo. 
latch, h lchaqat. 
last ( the) ,  jug-!. 
last year, nanzng. 
late, to be, gorba. 
later on, abtsa. 
laugh, to, rgotpa. 
law, huktn (U.). 
lawful, halal (-4.). 
lazy, skyonjan. 
lead (metal ) ,  rindi. 
leaf, loni-a. 
leak, to, bwa. 
lean on, to, ( n u )  Lane dukpa. 
learn, to, lzabn, ( la )  loba. 
least, at, mii yunbe song nare. 
leather, kuuta. 
leave off, to, skyurba. 
leaven, X.hamir (U.). 
left (position), @en ; ( t o  be),  luapa. 
leg (upper) ,  gzug ; (lower), pinpa. 
left-handed, @enpa. 
legally, haps-9'-kha. 

legend, d r u r q .  
l e k e ,  long, ha-khorn. 
lead, to, b u h n  minma. 
length, ringpo. 
length, at, j u k b .  
lengthen, to, ringmo bya. 
leopard, &c ha n.  
lees, yunlae, kam (U.) .  
leesen, to, phrya. 
lesson, sabnq (U.). 
let, to, rhukpa. 
let in, to, ju k chukpa. 
letter, s h o q ~ h q ,  Mat (IT.). 
level, dm, md. 
lewd, r h h r u .  
liar, gzon bng-khan. 
liberate, to, phude klng~na. 
lid, kha, kh- leb.  
lie down, to, @id ongrna ; ( o n  tho bark), 

gang-hr~rgyul la ; (on  t h e  belly), hUo- 
hrniyal la. 

lie in waiting, to, zga mse du kpa . 
lieu of, naalsing-nu. 
life, Bsonlukh, tshe-o 
life-time, tde-gang. 
lift, to, k n m .  
light, 8, of .  
light (brightness), sang-sang ; (weight) ,  

n yanqmo. 
light, to, sparba. 
lightning, h lop. 
like, tsokJpo. 
like, to, thadpa, ranma. 
likeness, bzo. 
line, tsir. 
linen, ras. 
lining, nang-sh4.  
lion, sitG-ge. 
lip, khan?-chu. 
listen, sna bya. 
little (amount) ,  yuntse ; ( a ) ,  chhunchi, 

yunbere. 
little while, in a, kuche nu. 
live, to, @sane dukpa. 
liver, chinq~uz. 
lo ! hltos ! 
lock, zip%-a. 
long, ringmo ; (journey),  thoqring. 
long for, to, tsherba. 
long l ie ,  may you have, tshe ringmo song. 
look, to, h h .  
look for, to, tsalba 
looking-gks, shisha, 'aiaa (IT.). 
loose, hi1 n~o.  
Lord, a u d i r  icnnd, a o j a .  dshipa. 
lose, to, (trs.), stor chukpa, skyele bngma. 
lost, to be, storbn. 
loas, nuqsfin (U.) ,  dokhar.  
lost the way, to have, lanl storba ; 

(spiritually), lank-slor qua. 
love, rgalukh. 
love, to, rga, rgalukh bya. 
lovely, mi-sningchan. 
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low, bahmo. 
lucky, sode-chon. 
lumbago, to have, skedping tsa. 
lump, phot. 
lunch, trozdr . 
lungs, hlzca, hlona (pl.) 

mad, crphnt. 
magnificent, mci rgasha. 
maid, boni-o. 
maintain, to, ben dukpn ; (nourish), 

&wa. 
magpie, hashmq. 
mainly, skede. 
majority, mi  skede. 
make, to, phchma. 
malady, nad. 
male, .PO. 
maleihction, la'nat. 
malice, sen. 
mama, aCg-o. ama. 
man, mi. 
manservant, bizbo. 
maidservant, bizl)a,Gj-o. 
manger, bres, bles. 
manifest, to, nion chukpa. 
mankind, myung ~ i n g ,  adamzcid (U. ) .  
manner, bzo. 
mansion, khar. 
manure, lut. 
many, mangmo. 
map, nnqshn (U.).  
mark, hrtakh, hrta&na. 
marriage, bagston. 
marry, to, ba&ston bya. 
marvel, to, bgyalba. 
massage, to, niya ,  ?@yen dukpa. 
master, gopa, &oja, ashipa. 
mat, chastan (grass). 
match, silcii (U.),  me-trud (old) .  
mate, las-zdeb, zdeb-chan. 
maternal aunt, machung, ani-o tshuntse. 
me (dat ive) ,  n i a  la. 
meadow, 01. 
meal, znn. 
meantime, in the, ydtse manpo. 
meat, sha. 
mediator, bartsam, barmi. 
medicine, sman. 
meditate, to, &samba byn. 
meek, niarmo. 
meet, to, ( n u )  thzskpn. 
melt, to (ints.) ,  bjuwa ; (trs.), bju 

chukpn. 
memory, itu. 
mend, to, rgikpa ; (by sewing), tzilba. 
menskuate, to, rgo chharu ongmn. 
mention, to, i-hrmang bya. 
merchant, tsong byakhan. 
merciful, rahmchan (U.). 
merciless, ra hm medkhan. 

mercy, rohnz (IJ.). 
merit, snwbb (U. ) .  
merry, to be, rhndlukh bya. 
message, phrin. 
messenger, phrin khyong- khnn. 
method, root plus jo&. 
mid-day, nii~nn-tro.  
middle, skilpo. 
mid-night, tshan phed. 
midst, in the, baring-?/ 11 .  

might (power),  an, khyut. 
mighty, an  chan. 
milk, oynu. 
milk, to, onza tshirbn. 
million, stong-stong. 
mimic, to, hrpe byn. 
mince, to, joni-o byn. 
mind, sning. 
mind, to, strungma, ynqpa. 
mind, never ! chnng nl i sto ! 
mine, n i i ,  ninri. 
miracle, mu'ajiza, knramnt. 
mist, munma. 
mistake, las-thal, bud-thal. 
mix, to, hrkima. 
moist, hush. 
monastery (gompu), Buddhist. 
Monday, tsanddr. 
money, peni, a n t u l .  
monk, lama. 
monkey, shndi. 
month, lza. 
moon, hod. 
more, skede, hltim. 
moreover, dopntse. 
morning, gyo&spa. 
mother, a?@-o, ama, z i z i .  
motive, thon-go. 
mountain, ri. 
mountain pass, la. 
mouse, b yua. 
mousb,che, snamdal. 
mout, khn. 
mouthful, nlindu. 
move, to (intrs.), gulba (shake)  ; (trs.), 

snurba, khyerba. 
much, manqmo. 
mud, ljaq-ljit. 
multitude, mi-tsho. 
murder, to, rdnba. 
murderer, m i - d a b ,  rdabkhan. 
mutton, lu-i sha. 
ms, n3i. 
myself, ?Gang. 

nail, gzer, peret (corrpt.). 
nail, finger-, zernlo. 
naked, chn n-chan. 
name, riling, m i n q t n s .  
name, to, ta&(s)pa. 
napkin, laqphis. 
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narrate, to, phshaapa bya. 
narrow, dohnlo.  
native land, pha-yul. 
naught, chang-med. 
near, ~ijjimor. 
necessary, tee-tse ; v. TgO6pa. 
necessity, rgos-chas. 
neck, jingmo. 
needle, kab ; (large), mukab ; (knit t ing),  

da. 
needy (poor),  shrgo.  
neighbour, B a n g - d e b ,  khang-shit. 
neighbourhood, gyiskhorpo, etc. 
nest, tshung. 
net, dol. 
never, mala-tried. 
nevertheless, do i n  na sang shetung. 
new, sarpha. 
news, phrin, khpera. 
next ( t ime) ,  e-res-i-khu. 
nick-name, phen-yning. 
night, tshan. 
nine, rgu. 
nineteen, churgu. 
ninety, rgu-phchu, @ishu-bji na-phchu. 
nobody, sumed. 
noise, skat, hiling. 
none, chng-nzed. 
nwn, ?@il)zn-tro. 
nortb, shimmil (U.). 
nostPil, snamnsul. 
not, med, men, medang. 
nourish, to (generally), &wa. 
now, dose, altu ; (up t o  t h e  present), 

darong ; (no t  yet) ,  darong vnerl, 
da&san med. 

nowadays, diring-ber. 
now and then, bartar ta. 
nowhere, g6r- m,ed. 
nurse, pha (old).  

oath, nah ; ( t o  take),  nah borba. 
obedient, to be, lamyan bya. 
object (intention),  thon-go. 
obliged to, to be, akiieh (wi th  verb). 
obtain, to, ( Z u )  thoba. 
occasion, nlnuqa (U.). 
occasionally, ~ra@-wa@ chi la. 
oil, nuir, sa-mir. 
old (aged),  rgaspi ; sni?@?na. 
old woman, tra&j-o api. 
on, i-kha. 
once, yen-chik, ch igrim. 
once, at, alta. yd bang la. 
once more, yang Ten chik. 
one, chik ; (only) ,  chikphar ; (alonc), 

chili-chi. 
one, to become, chikpa. 
onion, tshong. 
only (this or tha t ) ,  dyu-ka,  do-tsa, etc. 

open, to, phyu, yhyungmn. 
open, to be, l yu ,  bede yrxlpa. 
~ p e d y ,  nione. 
opinion, &samba. 
or, h u m .  
order, hukna (U.) .  
oriflce, mik. 
origin, h r h  ng . 
orphan, tobe. 
osier, hkhumpid. 
other, e. 
ought, (r., rgospa). 
our, 7%a-i, ~@nti.  
outside, phirol, philjong. 
overcome, to, rgyalba. 
overfiow, to, ludpa. 
overtake, to, zun nla. 
overturn, to, lzoqpa. 
owl, uqpa. 
own, so-so-e. 
owner, ashipa. 
ox, &lung. 

page, s h q - s h y - i  lot@-a. 
pain, tshurang. 
pain, to have, ( la)  tsa. 
pain (mental and agony), aaih (I'.). 
paint, to, rang langmcr. 
pair, dor. 
palace, khur. 
palm ( o f  hand),  lag-thil. 
pantaloons (native),  tsheno. 
paper, shop-$hop. 
pardon, ba khcrhish. 
pass, to, rgalba. 
patch. hlanma. 
patch, to, hlan nza tuba. 
path, h n .  
patience, thyaqpa . 
patiently, thyaqpa byase. 
pattern, n a ~ r ~ u n a  (U.),  hrla&na. 
pea, p o q ~ l w n ,  garaz. 
peace, to be in, bdo?@-o-ing-nu dukpa. 
peace of mind, sning-&sot, rirdm (U.). 
peach, tatushu. 
peacock, ma yur. 
peak (mountain), ri-i chojo. 
pear, niuyi. 
pearl, mutik. 
pebble, chhob. 
peculiar, rang-9ni-chik. 
peculiarities (bad) ,  anahhang. 
pedestrian, hrkyang-nl l. 
peel, shub. 
peel, to, shur~a. 
Peg, phulpfl. 
pelt, to, (stone), rdo-rub bya. 
pen, qalm (U.). 
pencil, (pinsil (corrpt. E.). 
penis, je. 
people, nlyung. 
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pepper, s@ervtzn. 
perfect, rang-hrkynng. 
perfume, tri-jim. 
perhaps, chapo. 
perish, to, nledpa gzua, bjik(s)po. 
perplex, to, bgyal chu kpa. 
persevere, to, phmlukh by0 . 
perspiration, Hmul-chhu. 
perspire, to, ( la)  Brnul-chhu ongnza. 
phlegm, grish. 
photograph, naqsha (corrpt. (U.) (map) ) ; 

( t o  t a k e )  naqsha chadpa. 
pick, to (flowers), tuwa. 
pierce, to, Btolba. 
pigeon, phurgon. 
pillow, s6ijyes. 
pin, pin (E.) .  
pincers, skazun. 
pipe (huqa), chilinj. 
pile, to, spungntrr . 
pit, dong. 
pity, sning la tshik. 
place, rnnlsn, mnl. 
place, to, yoqpn. 
placenta, shamu . 
plain (clear), sung-snng. 
plank, spung deb. 
plant, to, spzun. 
plant, lap-suk. 
plate, tnwciq (corrpt. P.). 
plead, to, p?tcholhn. 
please, to, thud chukpn. 
pliable, hltab-hltob. 
plough, shol. 
ploughman, @langpa. 
pocket, jo rcrlo. 
point, go. 
pond, rdzing. 
pool, hlthing. 
poor, shargo. 
poplar (tree),  gberpn. 
pork, pdz-i  sha. 
possible, to be, yanrnn. 
potato, cilu (U. ) .  
pound, to, rdungvca. 
pour, to, tang ma. 
pour away, to, phose tangma. 
power, arc, kh!/ut. 
powerful, onchon. 
practise, to, z1)yangmn. 
praise, to, stodkha byn. 
pray, to, &~lda la laqpn zunma. 

du'a bya (U.).  
prayer (Mahmdn.),  phyaq (corrpt. A.) 
preach, to, Muthn bya. 
precious, rinthos. 
precipice, bmq-jang . 
precise, drn ?la dra. 
pregnant, to be, skya yodpa. 
prepare, to, chr~ tn@ bya. 
presently, nhtsn. 
press, to, nanmn ; (insist) ,  tsn tsn zerbo 
pretend, to, z u ~ r  byn. 

pretty, rgnsho. 
prevail,. to, rgnlba. 
price, rzn. 
prick, to, tshuqpa. 
pride (good sense), ?@fir. 
prison, zgaqkhang. 
prlvably, Bsangse. 
privilege, hap. 
prize, zde, in ir~n (U.). 
probably, duktuk. 
proclaim, to, ko chukpa, khyet chukpn. 
promise, to, chhad bya. 
prostrate, to, sijda bytc (U.). 
prove, to, nion chukpa. 
proverb, moti mT-i tn mlo. 
prudent, khosondo. 
pulse, hrtshn. 
punctually, was-uqa&s-i-l;hn. 
punishment, c hndpu . 
purpose, thon-go. 
pus, snaq. 
push, to, phulba, phule tanglna ; (with 

body) ,  ~gndpn  . 
put, to, yaqpn ; ( i n  order), tsir tsir-i-khn 

yaqz'a. 
putrlfy, to, rulhn. 
puzzled, to be, bgyalba . 

quarrel, tham thnln. 
queen, rgya 1 nzo, ascho. 
quick, shoBnzo. 
question, to, trisn byo, tria. 
quiet, llynq ldynq. 
quiver, dic shub. 
quiver, to, g tilbn. 

rabbit, ryong. 
race, 7n i-tsir. 
radish, tlztlpo. 
rafter, kltrelbu. 
rage, Bts. 
rain, chorpho. 
rain, to, chmrphn tnngnrn. 
rainbow, gzn. 
raise up, to, hltsangvnn. 
ram, polaq. 
rancid, tshnb-tshnb. 
rank, themha. 
ransom, skin. 
rare, hrkonlno. 
rat, byun. 
rate, narakJ (U.) ,  rin. 
raw, Tttn tsospi. 
read, to, shoql)~ zer6~1. 
realize, to, ( la)  chl~utlpn. 
rear, in the, rgyabping. 
recognize, to, (ltr ) niozin g1c.n. 
red, ltlnrpo. 
reduce, to, phryn. 
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regret, to, ( l a )  gyodpa. 
reins, slrah. 
relate, to, plbshadpa bya. 
relation, yhyoq, hrn^yyen. 
release, to, phude tangn~tr. 
religion, ch hou. 
rely on, to, i-kha gdyrrngnra yaqpm. 
remain, to, luspa, dukpa.  
remainder, luspo, dukpo.  
remarkable, bgyalbo, bgyalhari. 
remember, to, (h) itw ongttla. 
remind, to, (la) i t u  phyungttltr. 
rent, &la. 
repair, to, rgikpa, phehu-a. 
repay, to, lzoqpa, tsha?rg chukprr, goq 

chukpu. 
repent, to, tauba bya (U.). 
reply, to, tanllan hyu, jazc~ib 1-oqpa. 
request, to, $1-phul bya. 
require, to, ( In )  rgospa. 
responsibility, ashi ( t h ings )  ; ( f o r  persons, 

du t y )  (la) mi-shn. 
rest, to, 6rciw1 byn, bzode dukpo.  
return, to, loqpa, loqse ongnrcc. 
reward, zde. 'incinr (U.). 
rib, hrkili7j-0. 
rice, bras. 
rich, phyyqpo. 
ride, to, .jonmo. 
riding-horse, jon hrtcr . 
rifle, gc-phnng, e tc .  
right (priri lege) ,  hnq : (correct) ,  d m .  

manta& ; (no t  l e f t ) ,  trnng, trong- 
phyo&. 

ring, k&urwp. 
rinse, to, phshal tangnla. 
ripen, to, snzinnln. 
rise, to, Inngnln. 
river, rgyanz tsho. 
road, lorn, rgyolotn. 
robber, hrkoq-khan, hrkuntnn. 
robe, shoqa. 
rock, phong ; ( f la t  mountain-side) ,  brnq. 
rocky (was t e  land) .  ~ d z a .  
roll, to, intrs.. rilbn, tre.. zdrilba; 

( f l a t t en ) ,  1di.rrgn.rn. 
roof, handoq (upper  side)  ; (ceiling), 

thoqsa. 
room, kurw, nnng-~rrik ; (windowed or 

hal f  open) ,  rabsnl ; (n-it11 na t i r e  
fire-place), wchaq ; ( I~oarded  all round).  
balti ; (s tore) .  brod. 

root, m m p n .  
rope, t k q p f l .  
rose, gnlirb (V.). 
rot, to, rulba. 
rough, &ar-&ar. 
row (noise) ,  ?riling. 
rubber, rnbnl (corrpt .) .  
rudely, to speak, nrenchas zerba. tho6 

gonaq zerba. 
rumour, lo. 
Nn, to, bgyllkJ)(t. 

run away, to, ahorba. 
r u m ,  klrtrrul rhik. 

aabre, rrc-i. 
sack, buro, kyel l~u.  
sacrifice, qwrhcin (U.  ). 
saddle, zgn. 
saddle, to, tga s t ~ d p / l .  
saddle-bag, Iagol, &or-jund. 
saddle-cloth, zgn -h yoq. 
saddle girth, hlo. 
safe, s t r ~ ~  ngue. 
aake of, for the, i-philn, mingnn,  i-phari. 
d iva ,  kha-chhu. 
salt, payu.  
salvation, khornlukh. 
same, tso& no tso&. 
sand, hya ma.  
sandal, Ei1.c. 
s ~ h ,  shn it6 T I .  

Saturday, shingsher. 
save, to, lihorrr cltukpcr. 
saw, (ira (P . ) .  
sawdust, shing-phe. 
say, to, rerbn. 
saying, tonllo. 
scalded, to be, shu!~ goypo. 
scales, tnkalu. 
scarf da&on (na t i ve ) .  
scattar, to (trs.).  sh~rknndccr byo tmil 1nn1 

kl (skyurbn).  e tc .  
scent, tri. 
school, )~rndrcisrr (U.) .  
scissors, d u ttn. 

scorch, to ( i n t r ~ . ) ,  tsikpa. 
scrape, to, trudpa. 
Scriptures, Hltac~ &lna A'hoqhu. 
sea, snrnnndzrr (I-.). 
sealing-=, lachnr. 
seam, tholi. 
search, to. tenlbn. tsnl t,cnl 11yn. 
season, me. 
second, @h-i ren-i. 
secret, B s a n g - z h n ~ .  
secure, to, strwng~e ynqpn. 
see, to, ( In )  tlronqrnn. 
seed, son. 
seek, to, tsolbo. 
seize, to, rzr n nzrr. 
select, to, psn lbn. 
sell, to, tsongnin. 
send, to, tangnro, knlbo. 
sense, shang. 
senseless, shang-nred. 
sensible, sha ngclrrr 
sentence, ta in-tsir. 
separate, to, bar byn. 
separately, lopso. 
serpent, gbul. 
servant, bizbn, knngkol hynkhnn. 
serve, to, I;lridn~nl Oyn, kangkol hyn. 
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service (religious), branchhos. 
serviceable, to be, khwa. 
seven, bdun. 
seventeen, chubdun. 
sever, to, chadpa. 
several, khaik. 
severally, re-re na re-re la. 
sew, to, tsenza, thruba. 
shade, ~i^glm-phraq. 
shaggy, polpol. 
shake, to, skulbn, hrpuqpcz (dus t ) .  
shallow, shal-shal. 
shame, to, khrel chukpa. 
shameful, khrelhnchan. 
shameless, khrel-med. 
shape, bzo. 
share, poskal. 
share, to, Lgu~a. 
sharp, kazar. 
sharpen, to, gda rba . 
shattered, to be, Jon?-o na go@-o gwa. 
shave, to, braqpa. 
she, ?no. 
sheaf, choq. 
sheath, shub. 
sheep, lu  ; ( f lock ) ,  lu-i  tshopa ; ( sk in ) ,  

Zu- i boaspa .  
sheet (paper),  shoqshoq-I: long-a. 
shepherd, lu-rdzi. 
shiver, to, darba. 
shock, Ishen. 
shoe (nat ive) ,  khafsha ; (European),  

snn rnedpi but. 
shoot, to (gun) ,  tazutiq phungma. 
shop, a a t i ,  dukicn (U.). 
shore, thnf@-a, chhu-gzur. 
short, chat-chat, khut-khut. 
short cut (road),  khut lum, lam-khut. 
shorten, to, hrtuba, chat bya. 
shortly (soon),  chuchare. 
shoulder rostot. 
shoulder-blade, soaspa .  
shout, to, qfio bya. 
shovel, to, tilba. 
show, to, hltannla. 
shrink, to, damn. 
shut, to, chltkpa, chadpa band bya (U.) .  
shut up ! chup chode duk. 
sick, to be, hltsone phnngma. 
side, p h y o a ,  ljong, rol. 
sides, to take, phari bya. 
sift, to, phyarba. 
sign, hrta@na. 
silk, sikim. 
silver, @))zul. 
sin, ,%yespa. 
sing, to, hlu tangmn; ( h y m n s )  Hudci- i  

stodkha bya. 
sinner, ?@yespachan. 
sister, stringnzo ; (girl's younger), noti$- 

o ; (elder), ashe. 
sit, to, dukpa, shn&(s)pn ; (knees 

folded),  kulnji chaqse dukpa, trelbu 

chaqse dukpa ; ( o n  t h e  heels), tsoqtsod 
la dukpa. 

six, truk. 
sixteen, clburuli. 
sixb, n i b h u - B s u m .  
skin, ba@spa. 
sky, &nanl. 
slander, to, Eha zerba, k h p o q  bya. 
slave, tson. 
slay, to, rdaba. 
sleep, ,%id. 
sleep, to, ( la )  ?@id Eoqpa, khukhpa. 
sleeve, phutum. 
slip, to, gredpa. 
slit, to, phshaqpa. 
slow, ldnr-Uar. 
slowly, kule. 
small, tshuntse. 
smallpox, mindoq, ( I n )  byzrngn~a. 
smear, to, skuqa. 
smell, tri. 
smell, to, tri bya. 
smile, to, rzum bya. 
smoke, thudpa. 
smooth, &aq-&aq. 
snake, gbul. 
sneeze, to, ( la)  zbitpa ongma. 
snow, kkn. 
soak, to, zbangma. 
soap, saron (U. )  (orig. Fr.). 
sock, kangtsi. 
soda, pul. 
soft, hasa. 
sole, thil. 
so!id, stro. 
son, bu. 
song, hlu. 
sorcerer, hr nt i k b yo khan. 
sorcery, hrmik (bya). 
sorrow, sning-gat. 
sorrowful, to be, ( la)  sning-gat gwa. 
sorry, to be, (In) gyotpn gwn. 
sort, prosna. 
soul, strop. 
sound, skat. 
soup, bale, sha-chhu. 
sour, skyurmo. 
source (water) ,  chhu-mik. 
south, janiib (U.). 
SOW, to, son tahn. 
sower, son tab-khan. 
space, ~nalsa. 
spade (w-ooden), shing-leb. 
span, tho-gang. 
spare, to ( l e f t ) ,  luspn. 
spark, me-tsaraq. 
speak, to, zerba. tam zerba. 
speaker, zerkhan, tarn-zer. 
specially, phese-sung. 
specimen, a, hltnn-chas chi. 
speech, a p e r a .  
spend, to, yodpa. 
spider, taskan. 
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thorn, tshoq. 
thought, &sa ),I ba . 
thousand, stong. 
thread, skudpa. 
threaten, to. stroqpa. 
three, @sun!. 
thrice, ren-@sum. 
throat, hrko@ma. 
throne, ta@t (U.). 
throng, ?nr-tsho. 
throw, to, phangma. 
thumb, tyo-t?/o. 
thunder, bruk ; ( t o )  bruk hospa. 
Thursday, brespot. 
thus, dr ~ s o @ ~ o .  
tickle, to, kotsnraq bya. 
tie, to, chingma. 
tight, tek zdrrmse. 
till, to, loq chaqpfl. 
timber, shing. 
time (general), namzn ; (special), ton& ; 

( t o  pass t h e ) ,  namza bul chukpa. 
tip, $70. 
t~red, to be, galha. 
tobacco, tambaku. 
to-day, diring. 
toe, kangmi senmo. 
together, mcrl chik, yambo. 
token, hrta&na. 
tolerate, to, thyaqlukh bya. 
tomb, asticnn (A.). 
to-morrow, hnske, bela. 
tongue, hlche. 
tooth, so. 
top (things),  thyoqpo ; (mountains and 

trees), chofo. 
torch, danda. 
torment, to, nzdb hltan~nn ; (annoy) ,  ( n u )  

brongtnn ; (persecute), do@ chukpa. 
torn, to be, chhndpa. 
touch, to, thukpa. 
town, shahr (U.) .  
toy, hrtseno. 
track, to, knti$-dzes zune gtca. 
trade, tson-Zen. 
tradesman, tsongpa. 
traffic, drul-vnnng, mi mang drulba. 
train, to, strangtna, hltscrbn. 
trample, to, rdoq-taq byn. 
transgress, to, @yespa bya. 
translate, to, sknt-lzoq b ya. 
transport, to, khur khurbn. 
trap, jantri. 
travail (childbirth), dnril (ongmn). 
traveller, bespa. 
tray, sostynq. 
treasure (possession), nor-zan rinthos ; 

(out  of the  earth),  @sera. 
treasury, pyu. 
treat, to ( f eas t ) ,  gron la khyerbn ; (hon.) ,  

hose khyerba. 
treaty, chhad-chando. 
tree, shqji .  

tremble, to, darbn. 
triangle, khru -&su>n. 
tribe, qaum (U.) ,  pa-o. 
trickle, to, thikpa. 
tricky (ar t fu l ) ,  khra ~ n p a .  
trot, to, gomba nu go~nba trispa. 
troop, hrmnq. 
trouble, khish-kh ish. 
trousers, tseno. 
true, haq. 
truly, hag-haqpo. 
trunk ( tree) ,  zdo. 
trust, gdyangma. 
trust, to, gdycrngmn ynqpn. 
truth, m a n t a u .  
try, to, phrn, phrnlukh bya. 
Tuesday, angfiru. 
tumult, hiling-halang. 
tune, skat. 
turban, tod. 
Turkistan, @or- yul. 
t u n  round, to, loqse khorba. 
turn back, to, loqse gwa. 
turn upside down, to, yuqla lzoqpa. 
turnip, nzvilu. 
twelve, cho~%-as. 
twenty, n i h h u .  
twice, nifrinz. 
twilight, at, thn!>-thub nu. 
twin, tshang-phru. 
twist, to, @chuwa. 
two, n f i s .  

ugly, bzo-med. 
ulcer, @l udsha. 
ultimately, jukkz. 
umbrella. ~Gtv~zunz.  
unable to, to be, Inn ynnma. 
unashamed, khrelmed. 
unbearable, 7jza tl~yaqpi. 
unbreakable, mi chaqpi. 
uncertainty, shek. 
uncle (maternal),  tnonlo ; (pat.) ,  ata 

tshartnu, or ata tstintse. 
unclean, c h h n ~ u .  
unclothed, chnnchnn. 
under, oqtu, oqping. 
understand, to, (10) chhut ip .  
undress, to, goncltc~~ phurll)rr. 
unfasten, khrolbn, pl~udpn. 
uninterestedly, niur-wtrr bydse. 
unite, to, chik hyn. 
universal, nlyul gang mi. 
unlawful, hnrri )n, mi docIpi. 
unlimited, 7nrt2n vni chhn tn i .  
unloose, to, phude tnngmcl. 
unprofitable, phankhe medpi. 
unserviceable, mi  khuqe. 
untie, to, khrolbn. 
until, thone mnnpo. 
untruth, 9-on. 
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anwell, to be, kholen yodpa. 
up to, thone manpo, or thonephtqpo. 
upper, gongnm. 
upright, trongmo. 
urgent, tea -ha.  
urine, @chin, bol;  ( t o  pass), &chin 

im~gmn,  bol byung ?nu. 
us, niuya, riadong. 
use, to, kolbn. 
use, to be of khwa-chas yodpa. 
utensils, snot-kun. 
utterly, mny-hrkyang. 

vain, chon. 
vdley, lungnza, lungba. 
valuable, rinthos. 
value, rinpo. 
valueless, rinvned. 
vapour, kha-hlang. 
vein, hrtsa. 
very, mii. 
vessel, snot. 
vibrate, to, gulbn. 
view (opinion), @samba. 
vile, chharu. 
village, grong, drong. 
vine, rgun. 
violet, skora. 
virgin, buka ma shespi bon^g-o. 
visible, to be thongma. 
vision, hllalukh. 
visit, to, ( n a )  thukpa gwa ; (hon.), ju 

bya qua. 
voice, ska.t. 
void, s t o n y m .  
vomit, to, hltsongma. 
VOW, nah. 
vow, to, nnh borba. 

wag, . . to (head) ,  go skorba ; ( the  tail), 
gzndo skorbo. 

wager, to, rarl lnngnia. 
wages, a l a ,  pene. 
wail, to, go byase ijjula. 
waist, skedpn. 
waistband, skyera a. 
wait, to, dndpa, dude dukpa. 
wake, to, ( l a )  @id tsatpa. 
walk, to, drulbn. 
walk, to take a, ser la guv,  khorba gwa. 
wall (partition), barchad. 
wall, rgyang. 
walnut, ~targa.  
wander, to, khoren gtca. 
want, to, ( la )  rgospn ; (wish),  root o f  

verb and s@i. 
war, tha@-0. 
waxm, tronw~o. 
warm, to, trontno bya. 

warp, the tqgu. 
~ ~ l l h ,  tO, khrrrn. 
WBIP, I~yongtair. 
water, chhu. 
watertall, rhhu-phynr. 
w~terrnill, rinlnq. 
waternay, rhhu-lung. 
wave, rhhurbn. 
~ 8 . :  (maling),  kclwr. 
way, lam ; (method) ,  li-o, root and jokh. 
we, niclya, @ d u n g .  
weak, an ~ned, h l m u d .  
wealthy, phywpo. 
WW, to, gonula. 
wearieome, galba-chon. 
weary, to be, galba. 
weather, ncllnzo. 
weave, to, thuqpa. 
web, rbnn. 
wed-, ba&ston. 
wed, to, bn&ston bya. 
wedge, khyu. 
Wednesday, bolu. 
wed., hrtsuv. 
weed, to, yurmn byn. 
week, hafta (I1.), joqma bdun. 
weep, to, 'Gun. 
weft, the, spun. 
weigh, to, skorba. 
well (water),  chhu-dong ; (adv.) ,  lya&mo 

byase. 
well-known, none yodpi. 
westward, nubkhi phyo& la. 
west, nubkhu. 
wet, sherpa. 
wet, to, sherpa bya, zbangma. 
what ?. chi!  
whatever, g6 chi. 
wheat, khro. 
wheat flour, baqphe. 
wheel, zgiri. 
when?, nfim ? 
when, infinitive and na. 
whenever, nfinz isang. 
where?, gar ? 
wherever, gar nzalse- kha. 
whether, hu. 
which 3, (pron.) go 1, (adj.) gd ?, (pers) 

su ? 
while, gen. root and manpo. 
whip, thur. 
whisper, to, khush bya. 
whistle, hyurut. 
whistle, to, (wi th  a made whistle) 

hyzit bya ; (wi th  the  mouth) ,  hyu kyu  
Dya. 

white, Ea rpo. 
whitewash, Ecirki. 
who P, s u ?  
whoever, pi su. 
whole, rang-hrkyaag. 
why?, cha? 
wick, si6r. 
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wicked, shisi k. 
wickedness, goni. 
wide, phalchur~. 
width, phalpo. 
wife, zcrnzos, chungma. 
wild, jnti, jangnli (U.) .  
wilderness, !hang. 
will, ru1113ikh. 
willow, hlcha71gma. 
win, to, rgynlba. 
wind, hlzcng. 
window, barban (P . ) .  
wine, sharab (U.) ,  rgun-chhang. 
wipe, to, trudpa. 
wire, t5r (U.) .  
wisdom. shes. 
with, yn mbo, clrese. 
without, ~nedpa.  
witness, chh ibjT. 
witness, to, chhibjf phya. 
wolf, spyangku, shnngku, hahu. 
woman, bostring. 
wood, shing. 
wool, ba l ;  ( m a d e  up), balgos; ( f ine  

cloth),  rebnl. 
word, tan),  kasal. 
work, las. 
work, to, las byn. 
world, yul. 
worm, stri?~. 
worry, to, ( lo )  khoqkhol glum. 
worship, to, (God) ,  &ud& In phcholba ; 

(bow d o w n  t o ) ,  sijdn bya ( U . ) ;  
(h lohammedan) ,  phyaq byn ; (religious 
service), branchhos bya. 

worse, . . . patse shishik. 
worat, cl~oq pcztse shishik. 
worth, r i ~ ~ p o .  
worthy, hyorr)jo. 
wound, h ~ T ~ L ~ L N  ka . 
wrap, to, hrkilbu. 
wrath (God's) ,  hrpolang ; (man's) &a. 
wrestle, to, khrilba. 
wring out, to, fichuloa. 
wrinkle, shu. 
wrist, proqpi gat. 
write, to, rhya. 
wrong (incorrect). shnavned. 

yak, hyclq. 
yard (court - ) ,  chfioni (corrupt U.) ; 

(measure) ,  tho )@is, gnz (IT.). 
year, lo ; ( th is ) ,  dyuik  ; ( las t ) ,  nczning ; 

( n e s t ) ,  rgyan~a. 
yearn for, to, tsherba. 
yellow, serpo. 
yes, oni-a,  in, yn-ya. 
yesterday, gonde, gqlnde. 
yet, not, darer? nzed. 
YOU, khynng (hon .  ycng). 
young, jazucin (U.) .  
your, khiri, khiti, yiri. 

zeal, with, ?Go-chnqse. 
zigzag, khyoq-lam. 
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